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ABSTRACT 

3. ABSTRACT 

Calorimeter have been an essential element of High Energy Physics Experiment for dec

ades. As beam energies of hadron colliders reached the multi-TeV range, hermeticity of the calo-

rimetric system became a high priority issue. Additional requirements arose from increased lu

minosity. The Forward Calorimeter (covering rapidity IT|I>3) must to provide high quality meas

urements of hadronic jets (energy and position) at extremely high rate and at the same time with

stand a harsh radiation environment. 

The Liquid Argon Tube Forward Calorimeter was developed at the University of Ari

zona to fulfill those requirements. Prototypes of the electromagnetic section (15Xo, later 25Xo) 

were tested at BNL and CERN secondary beams in 1993 and 1995. Data acquired in those tests 

allowed us to study such vital parameters of the calorimeter as response uniformity, energy and 

position resolution. An energy range from 2 GeV to 200 GeV and angles from 0.6° to 5.6° were 

covered. 

Observed results (together with extensive Monte-Carlo simulation studies of the Forward 

Region) allowed the Liquid Argon Tube Calorimeter to be chosen among several competing de

signs as the Baseline for the Forward Calorimeter of the ATLAS multi-purpose detector at the 

LHC (CERN). 
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4. INTRODUCTION 

4.1 Physics in the forward direction at hadron colliders 

4.1.1 General physics discussion 

The standard gauge model of strong and electroweak interactions has withstood all ex

perimental tests down to at least 10"'® cm. The only observed basic 'elements' of matter are spin-

1/2 quarks and leptons. These interact via the exchange of spin-one gauge bosons - the massless 

gluons of QCD and the massless photon and massive /Z° bosons of the electroweak interac

tion. 

There are six flavors each of quarks and leptons - identical except for mass, charge and 

color - grouped into three generations. Precision measurements of the Z° at LEP give 

N,=2.99±0.04 (in the standard model [i]), though there is only one non-detected fundamental 

particle - the tau neutrino The sixth quark (top) was recently observed in the Tevatron/FNAL 

experiments. 

Despite this great body of knowledge one important mechanism of the Nature remains 

unknown (on the experimental level). It is the cause of symmetry breaking, responsible for the 

non-zero masses of quarks, leptons and gauge bosons. This may be a single new particle - the 

"Higgs boson"; several such bosons; a replication of all the known particles (supersymmetry); an 

infinite tower of new resonances; or something still unimagined. Until new physics phenomena 

are observed, it seems impossible to make further progress in understanding elementary particle 

physics. 

One very important aspect of electroweak symmetry breaking seems to be known: its 

characteristic energy scjile of 1 TeV. This scale is set by the decay constant of the three Gold-

stone bosons transformed via the Higgs mechanism into the longitudinal components, Wl' and 

Zl°, of the weak gauge bosons: F^=2""''Gf'"^=246 GeV. 

New physics in parton scattering processes at this energy may appear as fairly distinct 

resonances, or only as relatively featureless enhancements of Wl and Zl boson production, or 

missing energy. Whatever form it takes, it is the energy scale of 1 TeV and the size of typical 

QCD and electroweak cross section at this energy, o=lnb-lfb, that determine the parameters of 
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future hadronic colliders: 4s > lOTeV, and L=10"-10^ cm'V. 

Several scenarios have been proposed for the electroweak and flavor symmetries and 

their breaking [ii] : standard Higgs models, (with at least a single neutral boson H°), supersym-

metry (every known particle has a superpartner), models of dynamic electroweak and flavor 

symmetry breaking (technicolor) and composite models (in which quarks and leptons are built of 

more fundamental constituents). 

The most exciting aspect of this physics is that none of the theoretical proposals is fully 

satisfactory. We know that there is new physics in the TeV energy regime and the LHC can reach 

it. We do not know exactly what form it will take. The models are invaluable because they fur

nish a wide range of predicted signals and backgrounds - and are not free of intrinsic problems. 

These provide a testing ground to guide the design, and to help ensure the discovery po

tential of large multi-purpose detector such as ATLAS (Figure 4.1-1). Detectors proposed for the 

SSC and LHC were designed to be able to cover a whole range of physical processes predicted 

by existing theories with the ability to suppress all known backgrounds with maximum effi

ciency. 

Inner Solenoid Hadronic Forward Calorinieters 
Air Core 
Toroids 

Inner Tracker 

EM Calorimeters 

Figure 4.1-1 ATLAS project at the LHC (CERN) 
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More "traditional" physics will also be investigated. A detailed study of top quark pro

duction and CP-violation in B-decays is planned. The variety of signatures is considered to be 

important in the high-rate environment of the LHC in order to achieve robust and redundant 

physics measurements with the ability to make internal cross-checks. 

The Chapters 4.1.2 - 4.1.4 will concentrate on a few examples of interesting physics, ap

plying most of the constraining requirements to the calorimeter measurements in the "Forward" 

region - at ITII>3.0 (or 9<10° and 0>17O°). 

4,1.2 **Missing Pt" measurements\ 

One group of processes requiring extremely hermitic solid angle coverage from the calo

rimeter has the so called "Missing px" signature. Multi-TeV hadron-hadron collisions are not 

true center-of-mass collisions because interacting particles are not hadrons as a whole but indi

vidual partons (quarks or gluons) with their own kinematic distribution inside the hadron. The 

'remains' of the initial hadrons carry (almost) no transversal momentum and can not be detected, 

because they escape down the beam pipe. 

The result is that the sum of longitudinal momenta of detectable particles" generally has 

a non-zero value. But transverse projection of total momenta is a "conserved" parameter. If some 

secondary particles escape detection and have high transverse momentum, they may be spotted 

by imbalance in pj or so called . 

Some of the most interesting are Supersymmetric (SUSY) particles generated as the de

cay products of Higgs bosons or other objects. Stable supersymmetric particles (if they exist) in

teract weakly with matter, so they should escape from the detector. In this case the vector sum of 

transverse momenta of the detected particles (jets) will not be equal to zero and observed 

spectra may be used to estimate some parameters of the physical models. 

' All simulations presented in the Thesis were performed using the PYTHIA 5.7 / JETSET 7.4 
package 

^ 'Detectable' particles are those that pass through instrumented detector volumes (central tracker, 
calorimeters, muon chambers). 
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Another application of signal is a search for events with heavy H*'—>ZZ where one 

of the Z bosons decays into a neutrino and an anti-neutrino. This process does not allow us to re

cover the exact mass of the Higgs, but it has a big branching ratio and good signature - large 

- to eliminate the background from single Z production (Figure 4.1-2). So, the detector must 

have a sufficient capability to provide measurements. 

Vs = 1 4 TeV 

^Pair of leptons (M„=90±20GeV) at Ir7l<2.5 
H —> ZZri'i/!/ Z^iets bccKgrouna 

10 Mh=800 GeV T l77iJ<5 

M„=500 GeV O 
• 
A l77j«l<2 

o 

Q-

Q. 

50 TOO 

Figure 4.1 -2 Missing pr in H°->ZZ—»// w and Z+jet(s) background. Effect of the TI-coverage on 
the background rate is also presented. 

In the case of the process H°—>ZZ—the background comes from events with pro

duction of a single Z-boson accompanied by jets (Figure 4.1-2), with the fake p^"' signal origi

nating from errors in the jet(s) detection and reconstruction. 
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The transverse momentum {pr) of a jet may be mismeasured for any of the following rea

sons: 

• Heavy quarks (s, c, b, t) decay via the weak interaction (as well as x lep-

tons), and the neutrinos escape from the detector. The transverse momen

tum of the escaped neuirino(s) imitates the signal. 

• A jet (or part of it) escapes through the detector region(s) not covered by 

the calorimeter system. 

• The pt of a jet is mismeasured due to poor energy and/or position resolu

tion of the calorimeter. 

id^ 
\/s= 1 4- TeV 

OCD Background 

• f only 

• lT;,crK3.5 
A IW<4-

•0" Ir/jf-l < 5 

50 '00 150 200 250 300 350 400 -150 500 

or"(GeV) 

Figure 4.1-3 The spectrum from the QCD background (filled circles). Additional rate 

caused by incomplete calorimeter coverage is also presented. 
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Fortunately, the spectrum of the first (physical) background is soft and well predicted, 

and does not create serious obstacles for interesting physics at large /7j!^>l(X) GeV. There is 

also a chance that the p"*" signal will originate from QCD Min-Bias events with a very large 

total cross-section (-55 mb for the LHC). Fourteen of each on average will accompany the 

'physics' event during high luminosity operation of the accelerator. 

Two other backgrounds are detector-induced. The first of them (also presented in Figure 

4.1-2 and Figure 4.1-3) is caused by incomplete TI-coverage. There is always a technological hole 

in the forward region surrounding the beam pipe, and some particles do escape through this hole. 

Despite the fact that the angles are extremely small, energies and multiplicity in this region is 

high enough to simulate a significant p"*" signal. 

Figure 4.1-4 Single event distribution of the transversal energy, particle flux, average transversal 
energy per particle and total energy as a function of the pseudorapidity Ti. Solid line represents 

PYTHIA 5.7 results for the SSC, dashed and dotted - LHC and Tevatron correspondingly. 
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With the increase of energy of the proton beams, the "pseudorapidity plateau" of the pr 

flux gets wider and TI-coverage for SSC (20x20 TeV) detectors is more crucial than for the LHC 

(7x7 TeV) and DO (1x1 TeV), as presented in Figure 4.1-4. Of course any blind spots at lower 

pseudorapidity are absolutely unacceptable. 

The wide range of the background cross-section variation makes the absolute presenta

tion (like one in Figure 4.1-3) not very informative. The relative presentation of the background 

contributions are more informative. The ratio of the detector-and-physics background cross-

section (or rate) to the physics background alone shows how much the detector performance 

disturbs the non-removable background. 

I • • ' • I • ' • • I • • • . I • • ' • I I 
0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 

pr (GeV) 

Figure 4.1-5 The ratio between the background caused by the ri-hole and the physical v-

background. LHC energies 7x7 TeV. 

This study (performed using the PYTHIA Monte-Carlo package [iii]) of the problem un

covers the threshold behavior of this background (Figure 4.1-5). So, one can plot TI-coverage as a 

function of required, non-disturbed p"'" range, and figure out the calorimeter coverage (Figure 

4.1-6) necessary to comply with this requirement. 
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At the time the LHC operation starts, the range below 100 GeV will be covered by 

the DO experiment (Figure 5.1-4). The calorimeter coverage up to hil=4.5-5.0 looks acceptable 

for LHC energies. In the case of the SSC higher energies and the wider pseudorapidity plateau 

led to tighter requirements. 

The resolution function of the Forward Calorimeter' may be a strong factor contributing 

to instrumental background. But, different components of the Forward calorimeter resolu

tion function have different effects. 
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Figure 4.1-6 The calorimeter system TJ-coverage as a function of desired p"'" threshold. Result 

of the Figure 4.1-5 analysis. 

The stochastic term (sampling fluctuations) is not critical (Figure 4.1-7) because of the 

extremely high energies required to produce significant pr in the Forward region, where 

sin(6)~6<0A. To obtain fake p"*" signals above 100 GeV the energy measurement error must be 

at least ITeV, and the stochastic term should be more than 500%. It seems hard to imagine a 

calorimeter with such a low sampling fraction. 

' As well as any other calorimeter, but here the FCal is discussed. 
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Figure 4.1-7 Influence of the FCal energy resolution terms on the background. 

The Constant Term requirements are also very soft (Figure 4.1-7). Most of the existing 

techniques can satisfy those requirements. The reason is the same as for the stochastic term - it is 

hard to produce large fluctuations by the Gaussian with a reasonable width. The Noise term, of 

course, is beyond the range of the current discussion. 

So called "non-Gaussian tails" may turn into a cmcial factor. Unfortunately, some calo

rimeters are not free of this unpleasant component in resolution. One cause is the longitudinal 

leakage of hadronic showers. There may be a couple of ways that insufficient calorimeter depth 

affect the resolution function and reconstruction of . 

Shower leakage introduces a low energy tail because the high energy hadrons have a 

chance to avoid detection in the calorimeter. This chance is negligible for an individual hadron, 

but taking into account the incredibly high particle flux in every beam crossing, the effect may be 

serious. 
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Low energy non-Gaussian tails in the resolution can also originate from dead (non-

instrumented) material in the calorimeter system. This includes the beam pipe with flanges and 

pumps, the tracker with its support structures and readout, and the calorimeter front walls. The 

total amount may be up to a few XQ'S, and lead to degradation and smearing of the jet, especially 

of the electromagnetic component. A low energy tail can appear, but special design features, such 

as proper longitudinal segmentation, allow us to compensate for it. Also dangerous are large 

amounts of dead material inside the calorimeter (support structures, cables, etc.). These can ab

sorb showers from the 7i° component of the hadronic shower. This effect is hard to suppress, and 

the calorimeter system should be designed without thick internal dead elements. 

The simulation study shows that only very large low energy tails from -30% of events 

are capable of causing serious damage to the performance of the detector. Indeed, the worst 

they can do is to introduce a loss of 100% of the jet energy. 

Some calorimeters (quartz fiber or scintillator based) have unavoidable sensitive ele

ments behind them - light guides and photodetectors. In this case an abnormally large signal may 

be induced by late interacting hadrons when a shower of multiple particles hits those elements 

('Texas Towers", CDF experiment at FNAL). Leakage from hadronic showers can reach those 

elements. As a result the jet energy will be over-estimated, introducing the high energy tail in the 

calorimeter response spectrum. Unlike the low-energy (left) tails the high energy (right) ones are 

much more dangerous because of the (unlimited) range of potential errors. 

In the Forward region the rate of such deep interactions may be very high due to the high 

energies of hadrons and their high multiplicity. Moreover, the spray to the sensitive area may 

come from interactions in the beam pipe behind the FCal. Energies and rates there are very high 

as well (the jets from the interacted protons, -80% of the beam energy) and special measures 

should be taken to protect the phototubes. 
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4.1.3 Missing E>r and MSSM A° detection. 

The Minimal Supersymmetric model requires two Higgs doublets, resulting in five 

physical states: two charged Higgs bosons H^, two neutral scalars (lighter h and heavier H) and a 

neutral pseudoscalar. There are two parameters determining the masses of the Higgs particles in 

the MSSM. Generally chosen are /tza and tanfi (the ratio of vacuum expectation values of the two 

doublets). Some aspects of the pseudoscalar A° reconstruction will be discussed below, demon

strating the impact of the FCal on the signal quality. 

For the A° with mass below -400GeV (where the A°—Ht channel is not dominating) the 

main decay channel is A°->xr. But the x-leptons decay into hadronic or leptonic modes due to the 

short lifetime, and some fraction of the energy is carried by neutrinos (one neutrino per t-lepton 

in hadronic mode and two in the lepton one). Those neutrinos introduce in the event 

(Figure 4.1-3). 

Fortunately, the event kinematics with a massive A° and (relatively) light x-leptons leads 

to the fact that the neutrinos directions (almost) coincide with the visible products of x decays 

(jet or lepton). This fact allows us reconstruction of the 3-vector momenta of x-leptons using two 

projections of the vector as demonstrated by Equation 4.1-1. 

aP, +bP2 = Pj^jss 

Equation 4.1-1 Reconstruction of the x-lepton momenta Pit) using momenta of detected decay 

products P, 2 and two components. 

Once the 3-momenta of x-leptons is known, the A° mass reconstruction is not a problem. 

The quality (resolution) of the p""" 2-vector measurements has direct impact on the reconstruc

tion of the A° mass through parameters a and b. The FCal contributes to the p^ measurements 

by both ti-coverage and transverse momentum resolution. Not every A° event will have substan

tial activity in the Forward region, so some events will not be affected by the FCal coverage and 

performance. 

—> Cl,b —> 
P(T, )=a  +  a)P ,  

P{zS={l + b)P^ 
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But if the recoil jet (accompanying the A°) hits the non-instrumented Forward region, the 

event will be lost due to a huge error in invariant mass reconstruction or due to selection criteria 

(for example, requirement that both a and b in Equation 4.1-1 must be positive for A° event). 

This loss of physical performance is presented in Figure 4.1-8. 
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Figure 4.1-8 Degradation of the A signal caused by incomplete rapidity coverage of the 
calorimeter system. Significance S assumes that background rate stays the same. 

The process selected for this demonstration is A^—^-ft—^ll+neutrinos. It is not rated as 

the most favorable mode of decay. Two jets or jet+lepton have higher branching ratio, 

but z^f has an advantage: b-quark pairs introduce negligible background after the isolation cut. 

Background from t-quark pairs has typically high itself, and is not strongly affected by 

calorimeter system coverage (Figure 4.1-9). 
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Processes involving Z-production are a different case. The high rate of these events gives 

appreciable probability that the fake signal (caused by a lost jet in the Forward region) will 

imitate one from the A°. This background grows by almost factor 10 as the ti-coverage is dimin

ished from 5 to 3 (Figure 4.1-9). 
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Figure 4.1-9 The tt, bb and Z backgrounds to the A°^'cx are presented, as well as sum of all 
three. 
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4.1.4 Detection of tagging iets. 

In some interactions weak gauge bosons may be radiated by initial state quarks. The re

sulting recoil jet (tagging jets) with Ei^Mw may be detected in the Forward region. Those jets 

provide a good signature to be used to tag WWfZZ. scattering for instance. An especially inter

esting case is WW (or 2Z) scattering through a heavy Higgs boson as the intermediate state 

(WW/ZZ-fusion). In this case reconstruction of a Z pair (for example, ZZ —> ri'Tr or jjrr ) 

will allow us to reconstruct the mass of a neutral Higgs boson. Tagging jets do not participate in 

the Higgs mass reconstruction, but help to suppress numerous backgrounds in this rare process. 
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Figure 4.1-10 Angular distribution of Tagging Jets (LHC). 

Figure 4.1-10 shows the Tj-distribution of the tagging jets at LHC energy. Peak of this 

distribution appears exactly on the boundary between EndCap and Forward calorimeter, so this 

region must be carefully optimized for minimization of crack and pile-up effects. 
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The Forward Calorimeter, optimized for detection of tagging jets in the region 

3.0<\T]\<5.0, can improve the significance of the WW-fiision signal by a factor of -1.8 for single 

tagging and -3.0 for double tagging (ATLAS Technical Proposal [iv]). This is important because 

serious backgrounds must be suppressed, and some of them are quite uncertain (like the QCD 

pile-up background. Figure 4.1-11). 
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Figure 4.1-11 Pile-Up average and RMS as a function of |T||, single beam crossing. Results 
presented for the Integrated (ATLAS/GEM design) and Remote (early ATLAS, CMS) FCal. 

Approximately 45.8% of tagging jets deposit more than 50% of their energy in the FCal. 

The Transverse energy spectrum of the tagging jets at hll>3.0 is significantly softer than at lower 

iTjl (Figure 4.1-10). Special attention should be paid to keeping this region protected from leakage 

and spray generated by minimum bias'* background events at larger Iril. 

^ Low-pt QCD, diffractive and elastic scattering events. 
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At large ITJL, the hadronic shower size becomes comparable to the jet cone size on particle 

level (AR-0.5-0.7). Transverse shower spread leads to a significant increase of pile-up energy 

signal at ITII>2.0 (Figure 4.1-11) in comparison with "toy calorimeter" simulations without 

shower smearing. Sharp increase of the 'differential' pile-up (upper plots) for the Remote solu

tion is caused by spray from beam pipe elements (large |T||>5), bombarding 'bare' inner surface 

of the EndCap calorimeters (|TI|=3.2). At largest |TI|~5 leakage from the collimator shielding starts 

to degrade Remote FCal performance. 

Additional problems may be created by dead material at hr|l near and above 5.0, located 

in front of the Forward Calorimeter (such as beam line with its pumps and flanges), because 

shower spray from this region with extremely high energy flux (-80-90% of total event energy) 

are able to add another factor of 1.5-2.0 to the pile-up level. 

These factors can make tagging jet detection in the forward region impossible. That is 

75% of the signal will be lost for double-tagging and 50% for single-tagging cuts. As a result, the 

discovery potential in one of the most interesting physical processes will be seriously degraded. 

A detailed simulation of events in the forward region is required for proper handling of 

the pile-up problem. But, large energies (-5 TeV per beam crossing at high luminosity) make 

those simulations extremely time-consuming. Uncertainties of physical models at high energies 

are also significant and low luminosity mns in £in early stage of the LHC operation should pro

vide important information for final background estimations. 

In pile-up noise one can identify at least two terms. One comes from Poisson fluctuations 

of the number of interactions in a beam crossing. Another term originates from fluctuations in 

energy distribution in a single pile-up interaction. There are indications that an auxiliary detector 

(like an instant luminosity monitor, located at high rapidity) may be capable of suppressing fluc

tuations of pile-up RMS by a factor of -1.5. A more interesting question is if this correction 

might be done using FCal information. 
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4.1.5 Forward calorimeter in the trigger 

3.1< t i l<3.6 AtixA((>=0. 12x0.1 
3.6< ti <4.6 AT|xA(p=0.14x0.2 
4.6<Iti r<4.9 AT|xA(p=0.15x0.4 

Table 4.1-1 ATLAS FCal EM section 
segmentation [iv]. 

The physics goals for the FCal in ATLAS discussed above determine its role in the trig

ger system. For trigger purposes the readout channels of the FCal are combined electronically in 

quite coarse towers (Table 4.1-1). This is acceptable because the hadronic shower size in the 

Forward region is comparable to a typical jet cone size, and fine segmentation can not provide 

any advantage for relatively simple Level-1 trigger analysis. 

In Level-land Level-2 trigger no cluster searching algorithms are applied to the FCal. 

Only X and Y components of the Et are supplied to the trigger system for measurements. 

Relatively small number of FCal readout channels (-1,500 in comparison with -230,000 

in the whole calorimeter system) allows us to transfer the complete information from the FCal to 

Level-3 (or straight into the event buffer) for more detailed analysis. 
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4.2 Requirements for the ATLAS FCal 

4.2.1 Energy and position reconstruction 

Though the major task of calorimeters in physics is the measurement of the energy and 

position of showers (single particles or hadronic jets), energy and position resolution always 

were "the most asked" parameters of any calorimeter technique. The forward calorimetry at High 

Energy Hadron Colliders is not an exception. Physical conditions are quite specific in this re

gion^, and that leads to some "softening" of traditional requirements to the calorimeter system, as 

well as arising of new ones. 

Unlike the rest of the calorimeter (EndCap and Barrel regions) in a multipurpose detector 

structure, the FCal does not need to provide high quality identification and measurement of iso

lated e/y showers. The reasons are a very low acceptance in the FCal for such particles (-0.5%) 

and high occupancy of this region by soft hadronic jets from pileup. So, the task of the FCal EM 

section is the measurement of the electromagnetic component of jets (y's from K° decays) and of 

hadronic shower deposits (-50% average). 

The detector's thermal noise at hil>3.0 is not a big issue because typical energies of jets 

are very high (hundreds of GeV) and, at high luminosity (20 interaction/beam crossing in aver

age) noise is dominated by pile-up background fluctuations. 

The typical high jet energy in this region (from hundreds of GeV to a few TeV) practi

cally eliminates the requirement to address the stochastic (or sampling) term in energy resolution. 

Physical requirements at ATLAS allow us to keep it as high as 200% — 300%/Ve . Almost 

any existing calorimeter technology can comply with this requirement. 

The constant term (high energy limit) in the energy resolution is more important, but re

quirements are still loose in comparison with low-lT|l calorimetry. The Forward calorimeter does 

not contribute to high precision mass reconstruction (its acceptance is low). It also can not obtain 

high-Pj (over 500 GeV) jets from rare processes like quark compositeness because of the kine-

' In the early stages of ATLAS R&D two layouts of the FCal were considered - Integrated (with 
the End-Cap) and Very Forward, located at 10-15m fi-om the interaction point. FCal requirements are quite 
different in those cases. If the FCal mentioned in this study, it is presumed to be the Integrated one. if not 
otherwise noted. 
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matic restriction (Ej limit at IT|I>3.2 is -300 GeV). The same factor lowers the requirements on 

the FCal energy resolution constant term from missing Ex measurements. Studies of the FCal en

ergy resolution impact on physical performance (Chapters 4.1.2, 4.1.4) show that a 10% constant 

term in Et measurements is sufficient. But Ej resolution has contributions from both the energy 

and position resolution (Equation 4.2-1). 

Equation 4.2-2 

It looks reasonable to "split" the 10% term in Ex between the Energy and Position meas

urements. So, the constant term in the energy resolution should not be worse than 7%. 

The position resolution should be adequate for Ati=0.07. This corresponds to a precision 

of AR~5mm for ATLAS geometry on the FCal inner boundary. 

There are two levels of timing requirements of the Forward Calorimeters at High Energy 

Hadron Colliders. The first requirement is to provide the proper assignment of a jet with an exact 

beam crossing. Since the beam crossing interval is 25 ns, resolution of a few nanoseconds is ade

quate. 

One of the techniques being considered is the utilization of a special purpose constant 

fraction discriminator, driven by an analog sum from trigger towers. Timing resolution in nano

second range is not a challenge for Liquid Argon technique [v], and the only problem to be 

solved is a proper handling (subtraction) of pile-up background at high luminosity. 

In the case of high luminosity operation, 20 (on average) interactions are distributed over 

-20 cm interaction region in each beam crossing. The location of the FCal gives a chance to de

Equation 4.2-1 

For large \T^ = |ln(tan(0/2)]j Equation 4.2-1 may be transformed as Equation 4.2-2. 

4.2.2 Timing Capability of the Forward Calorimeter. 
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termine an exact interaction vertex within one beam crossing. The time of flight difference from 

one end of the interaction region to the other is -0.7 ns, calorimeter timing should not be worse 

than 100 ps to provide a useful measurement of vertex position. 

Precise timing in the Forward (and EndCap) Calorimeter can improve the physical per

formance of the detector. One of the "benchmark" physics processes for ATLAS is WW/ZZ-

fusion with a Heavy Neutral Higgs boson in the intermediate state. In this case, recoil quarks 

form so called tagging jets (see Chapter 4.1.4) with E-j—Mw^-90 GeV. This pair of jets is a 

strong signature, and proper handling of it is one of the requirements of the FCal (-50% of tag

ging jets occur at ITII>3). But, there is quite a high chance rate of QCD pile-up jets in this frjl re

gion. Another background arises from the independent production of W/Z bosons. 

The vertex of an "interesting" interaction may be located quite precisely by measurement 

of the W/Z decay products in a Central Tracker and Central Calorimeter. The goal of the Fcal's 

precise timing is to check if the detected jet belongs to a selected vertex. For single tagging jets 

this measurement is "relative" and requires additional timing with the same precision (beam 

"clock" or other subdetector time mark. To in Equation 4.2-3). 

'^NORTH ~ ^ i^FCat 

^SOUTH ~ ^ FCal ~ 

Equation 4.2-3 

TO is the absolute time of the interaction, ZPCAI is the FCal lever arm, TUQRTH and TSOUTH is 

an absolute time of jet registration in North and South calorimeters, c is the speed of light and A 

is a wanted origin for the jet pair (Equation 4.2-4). Moreover, the absolute time of interaction To 

may also be reconstructed. It should be consistent with the timing (if available) from other calo

rimeter systems and(or) with the accelerator bunch crossing clock. 

^ ~ NORTH ~ ^SOUTH ) ^ 

^0 ~ ^NORTH SOUTH ~ ^FCal!^ 

Equation 4.2-4 
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Proton Collider Ion Collider (Pb) 
Bunch Spacing 7.5 m, 27 ns 40.5 m, 134.7 ns 

RMS radius at interaction point 16 |j.m 15 |j.m 

RMS collision length 4.8 cm 8.6 cm 
Crossing angle 0.2 mrad <0.1 mrad 

Luminosity 2.5x10^ 

Table 4.2-1 LHC parameters from the "White Book"[vi]. 

Such a moderate FCal timing precision as 100 ps allows us to determine the vertex loca

tion with a precision of 2 cm and an interaction "clock" To with a precision of 71 ps. Using the 

parameters of beam crossing from Table 4.2-1, and reference realistic timing and pointing, esti

mation were made for the signal significance improvement (Table 4.2-2). 

FCal timing resolution Improvement in Significance 
50ps 3.80 
lOOps 2.71 
150ps 2.21 
200ps 1.93 

Table 4.2-2 Significance improvement due to tagging jet timing. 

4.2.3 Radiation enviroiiment in the FCal. 

There are three sources of irradiation in the detector [iv] : 

• Secondary particles produced in the interaction point (10® sec ') 

• Beam losses at the detector vicinity (10^ sec"') 

• Scattering on the residual gas in the beam pipe (10^ m 'sec"') 

The first source is dominant, and at the luminosity of lO^cm'^s"' -3.9 TeV of energy on 

average will be deposited in each forward calorimeter at each beam crossing. This corresponds to 

45 Watts of heat, but the problem is that this energy deposition happens in the form of irradiation 

of all elements of the detector. 

Detailed studies of radiation exposures ([vii ], [viii]) predict doses of -200 MRad/year in 

the maximum of a "jet shower" (Figure 4.2-1). Such doses are capable of imposing severe dam

age (up to mechanical destruction) of detector components and they will be precedent setting for 

experimental particle physics. 
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Figure 4.2-1 Dose distribution in the FCal region of the ATLAS detector. 

Radiation doses place tight restrictions on the materials to be used in the Forward Calo

rimeter. First, those materials must be radiation hard. This means that their significant properties 

should not be degraded by large radiation doses (hundreds MRad/year). For example, most plas

tic elements will be mechanically "crushed in dust" by such irradiation, and should be excluded 

completely. 

Traditional scintillating calorimeters (fiber or plates) will not survive in the forward re

gion, and moreover - plastic insulators and support structures must be excluded from the list of 

materials used in the "hot spots". Organic liquids (like mineral oil based scintillators or warm 

ionization media like TMS) are subject to dissociation and self-poisoning, so they require circu

lation with an expensive purification system. Quartz based elements will keep their mechanical 

properties, but optical stability is still a subject for detailed study. Tests with electron beams and 

Co^ provide optimistic results [ix], but neutron and y studies are required at different dose rates. 

Good results for the FCal electromagnetic section may be obtained with copper (or brass) 

absorbers (Chapters 7.2, 7.5). The hadronic section requires a denser absorber to minimize 

hadronic shower spread (both longitudinal and transverse). Almost the only acceptable (hardly 

affordable ?) material for the hadronic section is tungsten. It has a short hadronic interaction 

length (X=9.59cm) and acceptable activation levels. 
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4.2.4 FCal and shielding of Central Tracker and Muon Chambers. 

At high luminosity more than 9.4 TeV per each beam crossing (-20 interactions, distri

butions for one interaction appears in Figure 4.1-4) is deposited in the calorimeter systems, col

limators and beam pipe elements (pumps, flanges, walls). Roughly 2/3 of this energy belongs to 

hadrons and hadronic showers become a large source of neutrons. Neutrons are slowed down by 

numerous scatterings in the absorber media and finally perform like gas, filling the detector hall. 

There are two subsystems in multi-purpose detectors (like ATLAS) to be carefully pro

tected from this irradiation - the Central Tracker and Muon Chambers. A detailed study of radia

tion doses shows [x] that the forward region design is a strong factor influencing the dose distri

bution in a detector volume. 

Operating in high rate and particle density conditions, the Central Tracker requires us to 

employ only high speed, high position resolution, techniques like Silicon Strip Chambers. Silicon 

based detectors are very sensitive to various types of irradiation. Large doses lead to the accu

mulation of defects in the crystal structure and to the increase of thermal noise. There are three 

kinds of irradiation in the Central Tracker; charged particles, photons and neutrons. 

Calculations show that the dominant fraction of charged particles and photons come 

from the interaction point and do not depend on the calorimeter design. Extremely dcuigerous are 

neutrons with kinetic energy above 100 keV where there is a sudden rise in the silicon displace

ment cross section [xi], [xii], [xiii]. But neutron rate depends strongly on the calorimeter design, 

especially on the design of the Forward Calorimeter, receiving -3.9 TeV (Figure 4.1-4) in each 

direction per beam crossing. There are two ways to decrease the contribution of this neutron 

source. 
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Figure 4.2-2 Two solutions for the FCal from the ATLAS project history. 

The "Very Forward scheme" (Figure 4.2-2, bottom) is based on a remote location of the 

Forward Calorimeter. In this case a simple 1/R^ factor is employed to reduce the neutron flux 

from the Forward Calorimeter into the Central Tracker Cavity. In the recent ATLAS design 

(Figure 4.2-2, top) the Central Tracker is protected by a layer of polyethylene, located in front of 

the Forward Calorimeter. This layer does not add much dead material to harm the Forward Calo

rimeter's performance (only 0.7 XQ'S in addition to 1.3 XQ'S of other structures). At the same time 

allows us to keep the neutron flux in the Central Tracker at the same level as it would be with a 

remote Forward Calorimeter location. 

An additional advantage of having the Forward Calorimeter integrated with the EndCap 

system is that it shields the Central Tracker from the much more powerful neutron source located 

in the collimators, protecting the forward quadrupole magnets (Figure 4.2-3). 
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Figure 4.2-3 Neutron (above 100 MeV/c) rates in the ATLAS detector. Note a spray coming 
through low-density crack between the Barrel and EndCap calorimeters. 

The remote Forward Calorimeter is located around these collimators, introducing almost 

no protection to the Central Tracker from the albedo generated there. This is also right for neu

tron sources located in the beam pipe elements behind the EndCap. The integrated FCal scatters 

a major fraction of the neutrons produced there when a large hole in the EndCap with a remote 

FCal allows those neutrons to penetrate directly to the Central Tracker cavity. 

Neutron background is a critical factor in the muon chambers. Here the main danger 

originates from neutron-gamma reactions in gas and structures. Those photon rates may be unac-

ceptably high for slow muon chambers (drift tubes or cathode-strip chambers). This background 

leads to an unacceptable trigger rate as well as to mismeasurements of muon momenta. A de

tailed study of this problem was first done for the GEM project at the SSC [xiv]. It was demon

strated that the main sources of the neutron background in the muon chambers were located in 

the collimators, quadruples, and beam pipe elements like flanges and pumps, rather than in the 

calorimeter system (if the latter is designed without low density gaps). 

Similar calculations were performed later for the ATLAS detector [x]. It was demon

strated that massive shielding is required to keep the background in the muon chambers at an ac

ceptable level (as shown in Figure 4.2-3). This absorber should surround all the beam pipe ele

ments between the EndCap and the collimator. 
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In the design with the Very Forward Calorimeter this shielding is pushed to a larger ra

dius. It has to stay in a 'shadow' of the EndCap in order to keep the face of the FCal open. This 

shielding consumes a significant amount of muon system coverage and tends to be very heavy 

(-2000 tons for ATLAS^. Figure 4.2-2 shows the Remote FCal for ATLAS with the muon 

chambers coverage limited at 1 Ti | =2.32, despite this the first and second chambers receive less 

protection from neutron background than with the integrated FCal. 

Moving this bulky absorber seriously complicates the service access to the inner detector 

and calorimeters. If the Forward Calorimeter is integrated into the EndCap system, the inner cone 

of this shield goes down to 0=0.5° to stay in the shadow of FCal, so its external radius (and 

weight) appears to be -30% smaller (Figure 4.1-6). 

®In case of CMS the Muon System is self-shielding (filled with magnet iron), and the Very FCal 
design requires less additional Muon Chambers protection, unlike air-filled ATLAS. 
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5. CONCEPT OF LAR FORWARD CALORIMETRY 

AT HADRON COLLmERS 

5.1 Prehistory of the LAr technique 

5.1.1 The liquid ionization chamber technique 

LAr calorimetry uses a well-developed method of collection of ionization produced by 

shower particles in a gap filled with noble liquid. An electric field is created in the gap by ap

plying a supply voltage between the electrodes. Positive ions and electrons drift in the electric 

field through the gap, inducing a current in an external circuit (Figure 5.1-1). This current may be 

detected by appropriate electronics. In a liquid ionization chamber the velocity of electrons is 

much higher (~10'* times) than that of positive ions, so the slow ion component does not contrib

ute to the current pulse at all. 

!>• 

Trcfc ofCTiaiaed Particle 

Figure 5.1-1 Basic concept of liquid ionization chamber 

The traditional application of this technique uses a peirallel plate gap geometry. In this 

case the field in the gap is uniform and the drift speed of electrons is constant. The Initial distri

bution of ionization in the gap is almost uniform, this is especially true in the case of calorimetry 

with multiple particles crossings the same gap. So, the number of drifting electrons in the gap de

creases linearly with time, and the induced current pulse has a simple triangular shape. 

Anode 
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Figure 5.1-2 Calorimeter response to 8 GeV electrons vs. tube voltage 

Liquid ionization chambers are known for high stability. They are practically insensitive 

to temperature and pressure variations. Intrinsic 'unit gain', is almost independent of applied 

voltage (the plateau effect, see Figure 5.1-2). This is a great advantage in comparison with gas 

proportional chambers and photomultipliers (~ exponential). Unit gain gives an opportunity to 

concentrate the calibration efforts on readout the electronics (pC's of collected charge->ADC 

counts). Of course, this does not eliminate requirement for proper 'physical' calibration of the 

calorimeter (GeV's of particle or jet energy-^pC's of collected charge). 

Special attention should be paid to the concentration of impurities. Liquid purity is an 

important issue in liquid calorimetry due to signal loss through the attachment of electrons to 

electronegative species (oxygen is a dominant contaminant). A liquid purification system is one 

of the important elements of cryogenic calorimetry. Different liquids have different requirements 

for purification. For example, liquid krypton requires permanent circulation through a cleaning 

facility. This is a complicated and expensive procedure. Liquid argon, on the contrary, has to be 

cleaned once - before filling, and requires no 'on-site' purification. 
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Figure 5.1-3 Ehirity monitoring cells 

Purity monitoring systems play an important role in liquid ionization calorimetry. There 

are a variety of methods (Figure 5.1-3). The HI experiment and GEM project employ probe cells 

where the cathode is coated with an a-source. 

A large signal in this case is used for self-triggering. Short-path a-particles produce ioni

zation in a thin layer (few microns) near the cathode. Electrons travel across the whole sensitive 

gap, and the quantity of free electrons drifting through the gap decreases proportionally to the 

concentration of electronegative species. But, a high density of ionization along the short track of 

the a-particle leads to additional signal losses, so the 'competition' between recombination and 

attachment of electrons should be accounted for by proper interpretation of the signal amplitude 

behavior. 

Two-gap cells with (J-sources are used in the DO experiment. One gap (the upper one in 

Figure 5.1-3) serves as the source of trigger signal. The other gap in this case measures a 'MIP' 

(minimum ionizing particle) signal with uniform ionization along the track. Low ionization den
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sity almost eliminates the effect of recombination. The ionization distribution across the gap in 

such a cell is similar to one in a calorimeter cell (uniform). But this technique requires two sepa

rate electronics channels. 

5.1.2 Large experiments employing cryogenic liquid calorimetrv 

There are several big experiments using the Noble Liquid Ionization techniques (Table 

5.1-1). The Calorimeter system must comply with the general goals of the experiment. In some 

cases (multi-purpose detectors) it is a 'hermetic' calorimeter with maximum il-coverage in both 

the electromagnetic and hadronic sections. A classic example of a complete coverage Noble Liq

uid Calorimeter system is the Uranium/Argon calorimeter of the DO experiment at FNAL, shown 

in Figure 5.1-4. 

LIQUID ARGON CALORIHETER 

EMD CALORIHETER 

Ou'ter Hadroni 
CCoarse) 

Middle  Hadpan^  
CFine ft Coar^ 

Inner Hadron 
(Fine S Coajrsi 

E1 etrtpaMagne't 

CEMTRM. 
CALORinETET 

E1 ectranagme t i c 
Fine Hadronic 

CcMiPse Hadronic 

Figure 5.1-4 LAr/U calorimeter of DO detector. 
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Experiment Status LabJ Beam(s)/ Coverage 
Machine Energy angle/T|/depth 

DO taking data FNAL P*P' ITII<5 
Tevatron 0.9x0.9 TeV EM&HC 

CELLO 7 DESY e"^e' 0>13O mrad 
PETRA EM 

HELIOS 7 CERN 450 GeV p"^/target 7 
SPS (NA34) 200 GeV/n O/target EM, 1/2 HC 

MARKH 7 SLAC eV 64% of 4K ? 
PEP «fe SLC EM 

VENUS 7 KEK e*e' 150 mrad-37° 
TRISTAN 30x30 GeV EM 

SLD taking data SLAC e'*'e' 126 mrad 
SLC EM, 1/2 HC 

TASSO 7 DESY e'^e" 12° 
PETRA EM only 

HI taking data DESY/HERA EM&HC 
BaBar 7 SLAC/SLC 
BES 7 SLAC/ SLC 

Table 5.1-1 Large High Energy Physics experiments employing Noble Liquid Calorimetry. 

The conditions of ITeVxlTeV do not require coverage to large pseudorapidity (page 4-

18), but the calorimeter of DO does cover angles up to 6=0.78° with a beam (hii=5) to provide 

good jet containment. The Calorimeter is located in 3 large cryostats - Barrel (or Central Calo

rimeter) and two identical End-Caps. 

This classic design allows access to the central tracker by moving one or both End-Caps. 

The weak point of this solution is the presence of cracks between the End-Caps and Barrel. But 

this is unavoidable. The cracks are a necessary feature not only for access needs, but also for ca

bles and other utility lines used by the central tracker. 

More specialized experiments such as CELLO at DESY, can employ electromagnetic 

calorimetry only. In this case hadronic jets are identified by leakage counters and not measured. 

Calorimeter systems may be 'fully liquid' (DO, HI at DESY) or share angle/depth coverage with 

other technologies. The last ones may be proportional gas chambers (MARK II, at SLAC). lim

ited streamer mode chambers (SLD at SLAC, Figure 5.1-5), scintillator (HELIOS at CERN-SPS-

NA34), or Lead Glass shower counters (VENUS at KEK). So, the Noble Liquid Ionization Tech

nique may be qualified as 'well-tested', if not 'conservative'. 
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Figure 5.1-5 SLD detector (SLAC) 

Future detector teams also plan to employ LAr calorimetry; GEM (SSC, terminated), 

ATLAS (CERN) , and BaBar (SLAC). There are important advantages of liquid cryogenic calo

rimetry, which make it attractive for future large experiments, especially in high energy and high 

luminosity hadronic colliders. Those advantages will be discussed in the following chapters. 

5.1.3 Advantages of Liauid Argon Calorimetry for LHC experiments. 

The major advantage of noble liquid calorimetry comes directly from the high stability of 

the liquid ionization chamber (see page 5-39). Once calibrated, a liquid ionization calorimeter 

can operate for many years requiring only electronic calibration [xv] and liquid purity control. 

Most liquids used in calorimetry require permanent (circulation) or periodic (refilling 

procedure) purification. For example, a liquid krypton based, high precision EM calorimeter for 

the GEM project included a two-step (liquid and gas) krypton purifier. Whereas liquid argon can 

stay in the calorimeter for years without degradation, and the LAr hadronic calorimeter does not 

require such a complicated and expensive service. 

High energy colliders apply tight requirements on the dynamic range of a calorimeter 

system. Measurements at the level 100-200 MeV/channel is required for electronic noise control 

and to provide an opportunity to observe muons passing through the calorimeter (300-400 MeV 

in the EM section). The upper limit is determined by the energy of colliding particles. So, linear 

response over a range of -10^ is a strong requirement. Unity gain, high uniform electric field, and 

dense sensitive media make the dynamic range of a liquid calorimeter restricted only by readout 

electronics. 
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Figure 5.1-6 "ncp-segmentation of ATLAS EndCap Calorimeter 

Segmentation of LAr calorimeters is very flexible. The shape of the cells is determined 

by the shape of the electrode segments. In traditional LAr calorimetry, electrodes are simply 

'printed' on insulating readout boards, and may be arranged easily into a tower structure opti

mized for the physical goals and number of readout channels. For a hadron-hadron collider with 

an "TI-plateau", the calorimeter segmentation is usually arranged in Ar|xA(p cells (Figure 5.1-6). 

The LAr technique may be used for both EM (with high sampling fraction for good en

ergy and position resolution) as well as Hadronic calorimetry. In the hadronic section the sam

pling fraction should be chosen relatively small as a compromise between energy and position 

resolution on one side, and shower transverse compactness, calorimeter depth/size requirements 

on the other side. For example, the dE/dx sampling fraction in the ATLAS czilorimeter varies 

from -18% in the Barrel (iT|!<I.2) precision electromagnetic calorimetry to 4.3% in the hadronic 

section of the EndCap and ~0.75-1.5% in the Forward Calorimeter. The T1-9 tower structure 

must match the fine segmentation of the EM calorimeter with a scale of typical shower size as 

well as the coarse (Tl-ip) segmentation of a Hadronic calorimeter (Figure 5.1-6). 

The great advantage of noble liquid calorimetry for high energy/luminosity hadronic 

colliders is its exceptional radiation hardness. Metal electrodes in the ionization chamber are not 

subject to any deposits in contrast with wires or plates in avalanche gas detectors. The liquid it
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self has no structure so it can not be harmed by atomic dislocations as it happens to the silicon 

detectors. There are no sources for defect accumulation like color centers in plastic scintillators 

and light guides (liquid can be circulated and purified if necessary). 

Additional attention should be paid to the radiation hardness of the electronics, insula

tion, and support structures. The electronics are the most sensitive to radiation damage, so it is 

important to move them (together with the cables) as far fi-om the 'hot spots' as possible. The 

electrical hardness of the insulators is less critical because their radiation hardness may be as 

much as 2 orders of magnitude more when chosen properly. 

All calorimeter subsystems may be located in a few (3 for DO and ATLAS, 2 for HI) 

cryostats with a shared cryogenic supply, which may be assembled and pre-tested as a complete 

calorimeter EM+HC device. 

5.1.4 Problems faced bv Liquid Argon Calorimetrv. 

This technique, like any other, is not free of disadvantages. The first one, almost inde

pendent of the experiment e~, p*e', p*p', ions colliders or fixed target), comes from the 

'non-compensated' nature of a LAr hadronic calorimeter (as well as some other calorimeter tech

niques). 

For electromagnetic showers all the energy of the incoming particles finally goes to 

dE/dX losses and is measured in correspondence with calorimeter sampling fraction'. Hadronic 

showers have 'invisible' losses due to the nuclear binding energy and energy of neutrons which 

escape registration. 

Non-compensation creates a constant term in single hadron and jet energy resolution 

[xvi]. Fluctuations of energy balance between n~'s and 's in a jet (and in a single hadron 

shower after the first inelastic interaction) lead to response fluctuations which are practically in

dependent of the jet (hadron) energy. 

This effect may be overcame by the proper choice of absorber (one with short radiation 

length Xo, like depleted Uranium) in order to suppress electron signal [xvii]. Unfortunately, this 

method results in detector with coarse stmcmre and poor electromagnetic performance. 

Detector choice can also lead to a more compensated calorimeter if it (detector) has in
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creased sensitivity to the neutron component of the hadronic shower. This component is propor

tional to the nuclear decays induced by shower particles and so it is proportional to the binding 

energy related losses. Neutrons may be detected by any hydrogen-containing detector such as a 

scintillator, organic gas [xviii] (isobuthane, for example), or organic media in the liquid ioniza

tion detector. There are two obstacles excluding this approach for ATLAS FCal: 

• Those detectors are not radiation hard. Decay products of the organic molecules poison 

the ionization liquid, deteriorate the optical properties of the scintillator, and introduce deposits 

on the electrodes (especially wires) of gas detectors. 

• The Neutron component of the shower produces a slow signal (hundreds of nanosec

onds) due to both nuclear decay time and low speed of traveling neutrons. So, it will not be of 

much use in the ATLAS FCal, where electronics shaping time (40ns) will eliminate those 'neu

tron tails'. 

Compensation may be achieved (and the resolution improved) by proper weighting of the 

calorimeter depth segments, but this approach is extremely subtle and requires detailed MC 

simulation as well as beam tests with high statistics in the wide energy range (HI experiment). 

Another disadvantage of noble liquid calorimetry arises from the presence of cryostat 

walls and the layer of 'non-instrumented' liquid in front of the EM section. This amount varies in 

the range of 0.5—1.0 Xq depending on the angle and design details. The ATLAS project has, in 

addition, a thick (-0.5 Xo at 90°) coil system located in front of the Barrel calorimeter (Figure 

5.1-7). Some amount of construction elements and non-instrumented liquid is always present 

between the EM and HC modules as well as inside the HC. This dead material can degrade jet 

energy resolution and create a fake Missing pr signal. 

^ Sampling fraction is fraction of total ionization losses (by muon or e/h shower), deposited in the 
sensitive media of calorimeter. 
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Figure 5.1-7 Amount of a dead material in front of EM Calorimeter (ATALS, Central region) 

To compensate this degradation, additional longitudinal segments are used with properly 

chosen weights, this may be a special device like the instrumented preshower. The ATLAS proj

ect has a thin active LAr preshower in front of the Barrel Calorimeter. An instrumented 

preshower also allows for improved rejection of it^'s by sampling the showers in an early devel

opment stage where they are extremely narrow. But, this method leads to a significant increase of 

electronic readout channels (-30,000 in ATLAS) that is not always acceptable. 

Another approach is to create a 'massless gap' in the front section of the calorimeter. A 

massless gap is a part of the calorimeter with an increased sampling fraction. It is achieved by 

replacing the absorber by a less dense material or by increasing the sensitive gap. This method 

does not increase the amount of electronics at all (the massless gap is part of the existing depth 

segment), but is less flexible and does not give additional advantages such as tc° rejection. 

The FCal situation with respect to dead material also is not perfect (Figure 5.1-8). Bulky 

polyethylene shielding provides only O.SXq, which does not make much trouble (see Chapters 

7.3.4 and 7.5.3). The thickness and location of the EndCap cryostat elements are dictated by me

chanical necessity (stability and assembly). So the lOXo 'spike' at ri=3.3 (projective cold wall of 

the EndCap EM calorimeter) is unavoidable. But the worst dead material affecting the FCal is 

not calorimeter-related. 

presampler 

cold cryostat 

coil system 

cjyo-^' 

inner tracking 
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There are pumps located in front of the FCai (Z=3.7-i4.1ni, R=Ilcm), which are sup

posed to provide the required vacuum in the interaction region®. In addition, since there is no de

tailed specification of material distribution in those pumps, the conservative option shown on 

Figure 5.1-8 must be simulated. There is a hope that transverse shower leakages from those ab

sorbers will bring some EM energy to the FCal. 

Dinstance from the IP (m) Pseudorapidity rj 

Figure 5.1-8 Dead Material in front of the ATLAS FCal. 

The drift velocity of electrons (and, of course, ions) in dense liquid is slower than in 

gases, so higher voltage must be applied to the ionization gap to speed up charge collection. The 

signal itself is quite slow and requires special electronic shaping to meet the LHC rate require

ments (25 ns between bunch crossings). Electronic shaping decreases the signal amplitude and 

increases the noise-to-signal ratio. Special optimization is required for each specific case because 

many of factors are involved, such as: pile-up conditions, detector capacitance, transfer line 

characteristics, and pre-amplifier/shaper parameters. 

Some additional problems are created in the traditional plate design by the requirement 

to have long signal lines from the electrodes to the preamplifiers. Those signal lines create addi

tional inductance and ground loops, that increase electronic noise as well as cross-talk between 

neighboring channels. Fast signal shaping in wide-band preamplifiers make them more sensitive 

to electronic imperfections on input. 

An effect such as positive ion buildup (resulting in recombination and field distortion, 

causing loses in response and miscalibration, depending on the luminosity) can not be solved by 

electronic shaping. The supply voltage is also limited by increasing spark probability and tech-

® In the recent update of the Forward Region design massive pumps are replaced with lightweight 
gas absorbing 'strips' inside of the beam pipe. Those changes are not reflected in this Thesis. 
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nological restrictions. Positive ion buildup is a major limitating factor in the use of noble liquid 

ionization calorimeters in high energy/luminosity hadronic collider experiments. 

New approaches in the design and signal processing are required for LAr calorimetry in 

high luminosity applications. 

Figure 5.1-9 Sketch of the Accordion Calorimeter Module for ATLAS Barrel EM Calorimeter. 

'Accordion' and 'Spanish Fan' designs (Figure 5.1-9) make the readout chain more 

adapted to the fast readout operation. Those two require high precision manufacturing of huge 

(3.0m long 'accordion' section for Barrel Calorimeter, 2.0m 0 'Fan* for EndCap) and specially 

shaped absorber plates and readout boards. Geometrical reasons and precision restrictions allow 

these techniques to be used only with a relatively thick (2-4 mm) sensitive gap. 

But it is exactly what is wanted for good resolution (high sampling fraction) in the Barrel 

and EndCap Electromagnetic calorimeter systems (ITI|<3.). Relatively low energy and particles 

fluxes (Figure 4.1-4) make a thick gap acceptable from the timing and positive ion buildup con

siderations. Shaping the signal can also help to solve (or simplify) problems of slow response. 
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Figure 5.1-10 Electrode structure of the ATLAS Hadronic End-Cap Calorimeter 

For example, the EndCap calorimeters in ATLAS use ionization gaps -2 mm with an 

electron collection time of 400—500 ns (Figure 5.1-10). This looks absolutely unacceptable for a 

25 ns bunch crossing rate. However, proper electronic shaping of the signed allows us to make it 

short enough for calorimeter goals (including trigger purposes!). 

Hadronic sections have fewer restrictions because of a much lower energy deposition 

density. First, about 65% of the jet energy is deposited in the EM section (whole EM and -50% 

of hadronic). Second, the remaining 35% is smeared over an -QJXof times larger volume. So, 

the traditional plate design with thick gaps and relatively slow readout may be used without risk 

of luminosity-dependent complications. 

Readout Liquid Argon gaps of -2mm are fine for signal speed, but require too thin ab

sorber plates (-6.25 mm Copper on ATLAS) to provide the necessary sampling fraction and the 

number of readout gaps turns out to be too large. 
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One of the ways to solve this problem is to split the thick gap between absorber plates to 

a few thinner readout gaps with faster charge collection time. This method is used in the 

Hadronic End-Cap calorimeter of ATLAS, where an 8 mm Liquid Argon gap is divided into 4 

readout gaps by thin Kapton/Copper readout plates. Those plates are separated by honeycomb 

sheets, which supply sufficient spacing precision (Figure 5.1-10). The drift gap is still 1.125 

mm. 

None of the approaches discussed above is acceptable for the Forward Calorimeter 

(3.0<ITII<5.0), which receives -84% of the energy in an event in a very compact volume, making 

radiation dose rates as high as hundreds of MRad/year. Those conditions require us to find some 

radically new solution, capable not only of surviving under such conditions, but also to provide 

adequate physical performance. 
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5.2 General idea of the LAr Tube calorimetrv. 

5.2.1 The elementary cell design. 

Brass Tube 
5.0 nn ID 

Quartz Fiber 
m OD 

Figure 5.2-1 Tube and Rod assembly 

The main challenge for Liquid Argon Calorimetry in the FCal application is to obtain 

fast charge collection and avoid the positive ion build-up effect caused by the large ionization 

density and slow drift of positive ions. The most natural solution of this problem is switching to a 

thin gap (0.1-0.2 mm). A plate technology can't comply with such thin gaps because mechanical 

requirements are too tight for large plates, and inductance in the readout slows the signal unac-

ceptably. 

This is why the tube design (Figure 5.2-1) employing ionization gaps ~10 times thinner 

than traditional LAr calorimeters was chosen to comply with tough Forward region requirements. 

This technology is an application of traditional LAr calorimetry to Forward region calorimetry at 

multi-TeV hadron colliders, operating at high luminosity. An elementary cell includes a central 

cylindrical rod made of the same material as the whole calorimeter module (Copper or Tungsten, 

in our case), a quartz fiber spacer, and a surrounding tube (the wall is thin, so the material choice 

is not as critical as for the central rod). 
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The central rod serves as a readout/high voltage electrode in the Liquid Argon Ionization 

Cell and as an element of the passive absorber. Connection of the rod to the readout electronics is 

done directly through a pin connector on one end. No high voltage' resistors or capacitors are lo

cated directly on the calorimeter cell. The surrounding tube forms another electrode of the cell 

and is groimded through the surrounding absorber matrix. A quartz fiber spacer is placed to guar

antee the location of the rod in the tube and to prevent a short circuit between those electrodes. 

Using coaxial LAr tubes with a central readout/voltage electrode and grounded absorber 

matrix solves many of the problems discussed above. 

• The time of the charge collection in the case of thin gap tube geometry is a factor 8 

shorter than in the plate (or 'accordion', or 'Spanish Fan') design. Positive ion build-up effects 

are suppressed by a factor of 64. 

• Signal (integrated charge) losses due to shaping (called 'the ballistic deficit') appear to 

be negligibly small. 

• The simple cylindrical geometry allows for precise analytical calculation of signal 

transfer from the tube to the readout cable. 

• Electronically clean geometry allows for very fast transfer of collected charge from the 

electrodes to the electronics. There are no loops and turns in the connections, in contrast to the 

parallel plate design, so the inductance is quite low. The direct connection of the rod and matrix 

to the coaxial cable line minimizes cross-talk and additional capacitance, and occupies no space 

inside the calorimeter module. 

• Relatively low supply voltage (250-300V for 0.25 mm gap) does not require the use of 

specied thick HV cables and large protection capacitors: the supply voltage is applied directly 

through a pre-amplifier board with a blocking capacitor on it. 

• Precision requirements for tubes and rods do not impose an extraordinary challenge for 

manufacturing. Precise positioning of the central rod in the tube may be achieved by using a spi

ral spacer made from quartz fiber (known for extremely high mechanical stability in radiation 

fields). 

•There are no radiation weak materials (organic, electronics) inside the calorimeter cell. 

The diameter of the tube (5 mm) was chosen as a compromise between sufficient uni-

' The term "high voltage" here is nothing but a tribute to the tradition - operational voltage in the 
proposed FCal is only 300V. almost 10 times lower than in a traditional liquid ionization calorimetry 
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formity for the EM section of the calorimeter and mechanical practicality. In the case of a copper 

absorber this size looks optimal. A non-uniform transverse sampling of the shower does not lead 

to unacceptable degradation of energy resolution (see Chapter 7.4.1) and the assembled tube is a 

strong solid structure easy to put together, handle, and use in the final module assembly. 

5.2.2 Calorimeter module design 

-450mm 
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Figure 5.2-2 The axial geometry of the ATLAS FCal Prototype-95. 

Once the elementary cell shape is chosen, the next step is to put those cells together into 

a module. Since the Forward Calorimeter surrounds the beam pipe, it is natural to locate the 

tubes into arrays parallel to the beam line. This geometry is called "Axial" (Figure 5.2-2), and 

has several advantages. 

It is important that continuous sensitive gaps are non-projective. This decreases (but does 

not eliminate) the channeling effect, when some charged particles in a shower can travel along 

the gap introducing an abnormally large signal and tail in a response function. As particles in the 

shower became softer with the angle, chances for channeling go down dramatically. 
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Technologically, the parallel arrangement of the tubes is also attractive. The absorber of 

the calorimeter may consist of identical plates with holes for tubes (see Figure 5.2-3 and Figure 

6.1-1). This is good for materials easy to machine (copper, brass, iron). 

bgogo2o2oeo°ogogo2ogogogogoSo2ogoSo5oyogogo^o"o"oyoyoyogo"og\$ 
^Pogo2o°o5o2ogo2o9o§o5o°ogo2o5o2ogogoSogoSoSogogogoSo2o5ogo§\§ 
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Figure 5.2-3 One quarter of the ATLAS FCal absorber plate. The external calorimeter support 
ring is also shown. 

For tough materials such as tungsten alloy (to be used in the Hadronic sections for com

pactness reasons) the absorber may consist of identical "baked" pieces (slugs) not requiring ad

ditional machining, as shown in Figure 5.2-4. 

In both c£ises the hexagonal structure is a natural solution, providing the most uniform 

distribution of sensitive media (tubes) in the absorber matrix (Figure 5.2-5). 
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Figure 5.2-4 Technology demonstration of the "slugs" tungsten absorber. Hadronic section of the 
ATLAS FCal, assembled at the University of Toronto. 

Tube Fiber 

Figure 5.2-5 Tubes in EM Calorimeter absorber matrix. Moliere Radius Rm is shown for scale. 

The absorber of the Electromagnetic Forward calorimeter consists of a stack of identical 

plates (Figure 5.2-2 and Figure 6.1-2). Front and back plates have precise holes to provide pre

cise location of tube assemblies and good ground connections. All inner plates have holes 

slightly larger to avoid sticking of tubes during the assembly process. The outer diameter of the 

calorimeter in the Integrated plug concept is only -Im. Compactness of the detector makes it 

possible to use absorber disks and front/back plates made of one brass peace each. Required hole 

drilling precision is not a challenge for mass production. 
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Longitudinal segmentation of the axial tube in the Forward Calorimeter may be achieved 

by "cutting" fiill length tubes to the required number of longitudinal segments with a separate 

readout. The absorber is already segmented, only a pair of extra front/back plates is required to 

keep the new segment together. 

This approach also gives a big technological benefit - shorter tubes are easier to assemble 

and handle. Capacitance per readout channel becomes proportionally smaller, and the sig

nal/noise ratio improves. Each module (or longitudinal segment) may be assembled and tested 

separately. 

Defective tubes (if any exist) may be easily replaced at any intermediate stage of the de

tector assembly. A readout board may be located on either end of the longitudinal segment, 

which adds significant freedom to the calorimeter design. The hottest spot of irradiation is lo

cated almost exactly between the electromagnetic and first hadronic sections of the FCal, close to 

the beam pipe. So the natural readout location is in front of the EM section and in the back of 

both hadronic ones. The signal cable path is in troughs on the outer side of the FCal, where dose 

rates becomes moderate. 

Transverse segmentation of the LAr tube calorimeter is very flexible. It is possible to 

read the signal out tube-by-tube, or to gang them into groups through a printed circuit attached to 

one end of the calorimeter module. This is important to have the same readout groups over the 

whole module. Ganging of tubes in different groups creates readout channels with different elec

tronic parameters (capacitance, impedance, noise) that require several types of preamplifiers op

timized for the different types of channels as well as a few calibration systems. 

Groups of 1, 2, 3, 4 or 7 tubes (Figure 5.2-6) may be gathered together to form almost 

any segmentation and to allow one type of readout/calibration system to serve the whole calo

rimeter module. The more tubes that are ganged together, the fewer the number of readout chan

nels (pre-amplifiers) required to serve the Forward Calorimeter, but this ganging should comply 

with both the physical (ti—<p segmentation) and electronic requirements. Too coarse segmentation 

can degrade jet position and energy measurements. Too many tubes connected to the same pre

amplifier will also introduce more electronic noise in a single channel. 
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Figure 5.2-6 Examples of possible transverse segmentation patterns. Shown on the prototype 
readout plate. 

Beam tests in the year 1993 used groups of 2 tubes ganged together. This allowed a study 

of the dependence of position resolution vs. granularity and also to operate in "mild" noise con

ditions at low BNL beam energies (2-8 GeV). A position resolution study (Chapter 7.3.3) dem

onstrated that an increase of segmentation from 6.25 mm in the X direction to 15 mm in the Y 

does not introduce proportional degradation in the EM shower position resolution. Measured 

during the BNL-93 tests, electronic noise was close to the calculated fundamental limit (50 

MeV/chan, see [xix]). 

As a result the "diamond" option (Figure 5.2-6) with four tubes connected to one pream

plifier was chosen for the CERN-95 test. This was achieved by simply replacing the readout 

board with a new one with four tube connectors ganged together to form the readout pattern. 
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5.2.3 Monte Carlo based Estimations. 

The LAr tube calorimeter was an option for the EM FCal of the GEM detector at the 

SSC. Electron simulations were performed using the GEANT [xx] package for a Copper absorber 

in the EM section. Electrons were fired at 0° and 6°, to simulate the worst and the best possible 

conditions. No signal shaping or electronic noise were used in those simulations. 
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Figure 5.2-7 100 GeV electrons at 0°, LAr Tube calorimeter. MC simulations. 

At a 0° impact angle large non-Gaussian tails in the electrons response were obtained 

(Figure 5.2-7), so it was decided to use RMS Ax = •yf{x^) — {xy as an estimation of the energy 

resolution. The summary of the electron data for the LAr Tube Electromagnetic data is presented 

in Table 5.2-1. 

Electron Energy RMS, 0° impact angle RMS, 6° impact angle 

10 GeV 18%, 92 events 11.3%, 389 events 
25 GeV 20.2%, 412 events no data 
ICQ GeV 20.9%, 467 events 6.19%, 263 events 

1000 GeV 19.3%, 157 events 4.98%, 108 events 

Parametrization 
fit 

(10 ±82)% 
(193 ±0.4)% © ^ 

(32.3 ±1.5)% 
(5.0 ± 0.2)% © ^ 

Table 5.2-1 Results of the GEANT simulations for the LAr Tube EM calorimeter. 

The energy resolution parametrization obtained for the 6° conditions are quite close to 

those measured during beam tests (see Chapter 7.5). It is slightly better due to the Copper ab

sorber used in the simulations being denser than the Brass absorber of the Prototype. 

100.0 Mean 

RMS 
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For hadronic jets, which are the only subject for the FCal measurements, the situation 

should be better. Indeed, multiple photons from 7i° decays will smear the channeling effect (to a 

certain degree), and hadrons with their wider showers should not suffer from it at all. A Quartz 

Fiber Tungsten Hadronic calorimeter was added behind the EM section'", providing full con

tainment for the simulated jet shower. 
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Figure 5.2-8 100 GeV QCD jets at 0°, LAr Tube calorimeter. MC simulations. Weighted sum of 
the LAr Tube EM and Quartz Fiber Hadronic section. 

One millimeter quartz fibers filled the uniform square lattice with 2.82 mm between the 

fibers, providing a filling volume ratio of 10% and a fiber 'rate' of 12 fibers/cm'. This device is 

quite coarse for the EM measurements (see discussion in Chapter 5.3.2), but for the hadrons 'pre-

showered' in the relatively low density EM section this appears to be adequate. Both EM and HC 

were weighted to optimize the energy resolution. Table 5.2-2 shows the results of this study. 

Jet 
Energy 

AE 
Energy Resolution 100% x—, RMS. 

E 
25 GeV, 768 events 17.2% 
100 GeV, 177 events 12.5% 
250 GeV, 63 events 7.96% 

1000 GeV, 143 events 9.34% 

Parametrization 
fit 

(75.2 ±2.9)% 
(8.5 ± 0.4)% e  ̂

Table 5.2-2 Results of 0° jet simulation for LAr tubes EM and 
Quartz Fiber HC 'tandem'. 

Mean 
RMS 

99.94 
12.48 

-I I i i I I T I I t 

This study was performed for Forward Calorimeter of the GEM project (SSC). see [xiv] 
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Detailed simulations for such high energies are very time consuming. The time con

sumption increases are also due to the fine structure of the detector media - I mm optical fibers 

and a 0.25 mm LAr gap. The statistics of -100 events is sufficient for some preliminary estima

tions, but for the final solutions (like a weighting scheme for the real detector) at least 10 times 

more events are necessary. 

These studies (as well as detailed studies of the whole Quartz Fiber FCal, described in 

Chapter 5.3.2) were terminated after the SSC project was canceled. 
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5.3 Competing techniques/options : short description 

5.3.1 Plate Proportional Counter 

Imm I 

Charged track 

Avalanches Avalanches from primary Ionization 
In lalm g*s 

Signal 

^-6kV 

_r_ 

Figure 5.3-1 Plate Proportional Chamber concept 

A Plate Avalanche detectors were used in particles physics for decades (ionization and 

spark chambers), but the first prototype for calorimeter applications was developed and built in 

ITEP ([xxi]) for the L'(SSC) project. This technique was one of the FCal options in the CMS 

(LHC) project ([xxii],[xxiii]). 

Operation of this detector (Figure 5.3-1) is based on the idea of gas amplification in a 

strong uniform electric field (up to 60 kV/cm). This field appears to be much lower than one near 

the wire surface in a traditional wire proportional chamber (3000 kV/cm), but high enough to 

provide an average gain over the gap of ~1000. 

A PPC is extremely fast (electron drift time 200-300ps, ion drift time 3.2jis for 1 mm 

gap"). It is much more radiation hard than the wire chamber, because of -50 times lower field 

(near anode plate) and -lO"* times larger anode area, which practically eliminates the accumula

tion of deposits on the anode. 

Individual cells are assembled from two specially shaped ceramic plates with evaporated 

chromium electrodes and a ceramic spacer between them. They may be arranged on the mother

board with gas manifolds, HV, and signal cabling. Operating pressure is 1 atm., so no special 

vessels are required. In FCal applications, flammable gas (isobuthane C4H10) may be replaced by 

safe carbon dioxide (CO2) with some gain loses, but the signal will still be high enough. 

" Typical operational values, they depend on HV and gas choice. 
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Its shortcomings are almost the same as for all gas proportional detectors - gas purifica

tion, stabilization of pressure and temperature, and the need for high voltage (5-10 kV) wiring 

inside the calorimeter module. Cabling inside of the FCal is a disadvantage, because cables are a 

subject to intense irradiation. Gas gaps provide channels for neutron leakage from the calorime

ter module, so extra shielding is required to protect the Muon System. Gain uniformity requires 

precise parallel alignment of the electrodes (±10 jim) which imposes limitations on the gap 

thickness and cell size. 

5.3.2 Ouartz^^ Cherenkov fibers 

The Quartz Cherenkov fiber approach is a new application of Cherenkov Glass calo-

rimetry. This time - to the Forward region of the hadron collider based experiment. 

Quartz fibers are much more radiation hard than bulk glass Cherenkov counters. They 

allow a more uniform light yield from larger calorimeter depths, keeping the density of the calo

rimeter very high. Very high densities may be achieved for Hadronic Calorimetry by using dense 

absorbers like lead or tungsten. In application the EM section absorbers, like brass or copper, al

low for acceptable energy and position resolution despite a very low volume sampling fraction. 

The great advantage is the fastest possible response. Limitations come mostly from photodetector 

parameters and shower development time. 

Radiation hardness of the fibers still appears to be a main concern. Another challenging 

aspect is (relatively) low light output and high sensitivity of conventional photodetectors and 

light guides to shower leakage. 

There are two basic designs: "45°" and "axial" location of the fibers. In the first one (see 

[xxiv]) modules with layers of fibers are located at 45° to the beam line in order to maximize 

light output ([xxv]). This approach claims to have maximum possible light output and perfect 

longitudinal segmentation. But transverse energy measurements and jet reconstruction in the 

presence of large backgrounds from Min-Bias events looks too complicated (rather impossible). 

The side location of the PM tubes requires us to move the FCal from the EndCap calorimeter to 

create the required space, and this calls back all the problems created by the separated Forward 

calorimeter. 

Commonly used incorrect term. Fibers consist not of quartz, but amorphic silica. 
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Axial fiber design is sinniiar to the scintillating fiber 'spaghetti' design, but is more com

pact (due to high fiber density), faster, and less sensitive to the neutron component of the shower 

(and background). The 'rear end' location of the PM tubes allows us to use this calorimeter as a 

'plug' for the EndCap. The problem of longitudinal segmentation may be partially solved by cut

ting some fraction of the fibers so they don't penetrate into the electromagnetic section and de

tect only hadronic showers. 

5.3.3 Monte Carlo study of the Quartz Fiber Calorimeter options. 

Quartz fiber calorimeter performance was studied during the GEM project development. 

The whole-quartz calorimeter was one of the options for the FCal (together with the 'mixed' de

sign, described in Chapter 5.2.3). Jets for this study were generated with the PYTHIA/JETSET 

package([iii]), particle transport was provided by GEANT([xx]). To determine Cherenkov light 

yield from a track crossing a fiber, a set of look-up tables was prepared, using particle speed 

n ^TKACK p = —, impact parameter p = and the crossing angle as arguments. Calculations were 
^ ''FIBER 

based on the light transport code LTRANS [xxv]. 
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Figure 5.3-2 100 GeV electrons in the coarse Quartz Fiber/Tungsten calorimeter, 0° degree 
impact angle. The channeling effect is responsible for distinctive two-peak structure. Curve 

represents the FAST simulation of response. 

The 'starting point' geometry was a square lattice (2.82x2.82 mm^) of I mm diameter fi

bers in a Copper or Tungsten absorber. This geometry provides a high volume filling fraction 

w 
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100 GeV electrons at 0° 
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(10%) and high light output. The extreme case with zero impact angle was chosen to study the 

channeling effect (Figure 5.3-2). 

For the Tungsten absorber the 100 GeV electron response spectrum was found to be a 

convolution of two peaks: one at -1000 p.e. and ~1600 p.e. The fractions of events in those 

peaks (88±2% and 12±2%) are in perfect agreement with the volume filling fraction, so the 

channeling effect was suspected. 

To prove this a simple Monte Carlo study of a single fiber in the absorber matrix was 

performed. The result is a set of radial profiles of a single fiber response, for a few values of fi

ber diameter and two absorbers - Copper and Tungsten. like the ones presented in Figure 5.3-3. 

Remarkably, the light yield from a single fiber in the Tungsten absorber is higher than one in 

Copper. The reason is a higher density of shower core particles in the Tungsten case. Of course, 

after some radius (~lmm) the 'Tungsten" response falls well below the "Copper" one. 
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Figure 5.3-3 Radial profiles of the single fiber response to 100 GeV electron shower with zero 
impact angle. 

Using the radial dependence function A(r) described above, one can run a sort of fast 

simulation of any fiber lattice (with the necessary Poisson fluctuations of each light output and 
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special treatment of density changes), generating a whole calorimeter response as a sum of indi

vidual responses of all the fibers in the lattice : ^ - -c,)" + {ynrr 

suiting spectrum in Figure 5.3-4). 

Results for the Tungsten absorber are in good agreement with the full simulation (com

pare Figure 5.3-2 and Figure 5.3-4), especially after correction by a factor of 10/9, taking into ac

count that the density of the calorimeter is less than the density of an absorber. Of course this de

sign was found absolutely unacceptable for the EM shower measurements, and was retained only 

as an option for the hadronic section located behind the LAr Tube EM module (see Chapter 

5.2.3). 

B 900 F ; 
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> 800 ^ (u p Fast simulation based on single fiber response 
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Figure 5.3-4 FAST simulations of 100 GeV electrons. The two-peak structure of spectrum 
obtained using the full GEANT simulation (Figure 5.3-2) is well reproduced. 

The next simulated option, with 3 times higher fiber frequency (40 fibers/cm"), was 

'built' of 2.4mm rods (again. Tungsten or Copper for comparison). Rods were arranged in a natu

ral hexagonal structure, with 0.3mm quartz fibers filling the 'empty pockets' (Figure 5.3-5). The 

volume filling ratio (VFR) for this design is 3%, so we will expect an -3 times decrease in the 

light yield. Typical fiber-to-fiber spacing is smaller, but still larger than the typical scale of fiber 

response variations, so the channeling effect (the second peak) should still be visible. 
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Figure 5.3-5 Sketch of the Rod/QF FCal design. The concept of Short/Long fiber readout (see 
Page 5-68) is presented. 
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Figure 5.3-6 FAST simulations for the Rod/Quartz Fiber Calorimeter (Figure 5.3-5). Tungsten 
and Copper absorbers were compared. 100 GeV electrons, 0° impact angle. 
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The FAST simulations described above confirm those expectations. In the case of the 

Tungsten absorber the light yield goes down by a factor of 3, but the second (channeling) peak 

still has amplitude almost twice that of the 'regular' response. Improvement of the RMS (from 

35% to 28%) occurs due to a smaller statistical weight of the channeling peak (caused by 3 times 

smaller VPR). 

Copper as an absorber looks more promising for electrons. While the 'channeling' peak 

stays almost in the same place as it was for Tungsten, the amplitude of the 'regular' response al

most doubles (Figure 5.3-6). 

The problem with this calorimeter is that it is quite far from compensating (significance 

of calorimeter compensation is discussed at page 5-45). If Copper is used as an absorber, the 

calorimeter response to 1 TeV electrons is 50% higher than that for pions (Figure 5.3-7, left 

limit). 

To make the calorimeter 'compensating' one can try to separate (to a certain degree) the 

EM and Hadronic signals in different sections. This is a traditional approach used by the CMS 

detector group (3 sections in the Quartz Fiber FCal, see details at [xxii]). This solution requires 

finding room for light guides and photodetectors in front of the calorimeter (for front readout of 

the EM section) and between the two hadronic sections. This is impossible in the case of the 

compact integrated FCal chosen for the GEM and ATLAS projects. 

A solution for this problem (for Whole Quartz Fiber GEM FCal) involved stuffing the 

calorimeter with fibers of 2 different lengths. Long fibers run through whole module, but the 

short ones start at ZCVT cm from the calorimeter face. Those short fibers may be short enough to 

be non-sensitive to EM showers - of course giving up some fraction of hadronic response as well. 

TIq 

Let's assume that / is a fraction of 'long' fibers, — is an effective ratio of pion and 

electron signals in a jet of chosen energy, £(Z£.^)is the fraction of the electromagnetic shower 

detected by the 'short' fibers, H{Zc^) - is the same for the hadronic shower. The ratio of 

hadronic and electromagnetic responses is now a function of / and Z(-^: 
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71 
Equation 5.3-1 —as a function of short fiber fraction and 'cut' depth for the integrated Quartz 

e 
Fiber FCAL. 

Of course, not only compensation must be taken into consideration. If one chooses the 

/ value too small, the sampling fraction (and sampling frequency, fibers/cm^) for the EM show

ers will became too low, harming the energy resolution. On the other hand, if / is too big (almost 

no short fibers), compensation may not be achieved at all. 

If ZcuT- corresponds to the shower maximum of the EM shower, longitudinal fluctuations 

of the shower will have a strong impact on the response, also spoiling the measurements (see the 

electron resolution behavior in the Figure 5.3-7. right plot). 

An additional degree of freedom may be achieved by separate readout of the short (HC 

section) and long (EM+HC) fibers. In this case individual weights may be applied, optimizing 

both the linearity and energy resolution of the FCal. 
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Figure 5.3-7 How to make the Quartz Fiber calorimeter 'compensated' by cutting some fraction 
of its fibers. The 'back only' readout assumed. 3 of 8 fibers are cut at Zcurcm from the 

calorimeter face. Compensation occurs when Zc£/7=32cm 

The MC study was performed using electrons, pions, and jets (from PYTHIA [iii] gen

erator) at a 3° impact angle (center of the FCal), at energies of 10, 25, 100, 250, 1000, and 2500 

GeV. For each event the light yield was stored with information about the depth from which it 

originated and with the number of fibers in the elementary cell (the elementary cell included 8 Fi

bers). This allows us to perform CPU-intensive simulations only once, and after this the study of 

the Zj-yT- and / impact is a matter of minutes. 

The case of '3/8' (three fibers are cut short of 8 in the elementary cell) for a ITeV en

ergy point is presented in Figure 5.3-7. The electron response stays still after =40cm (no 

EM shower in short fibers), while the hadronic and jet response continues to decrease (left plot). 

The 'compensated' region is around =32cm, and this is exactly where the jet energy reso

lution (right plot) hits the minimum. 
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Figure 5.3-8 Optimization of the Integrated (EM+HC) QF FCal energy resolution. Copper as an 
absorber. 

This analysis was performed for all energies and for / values of 1/8-7/8. For each 

and / a standard parametrization of the energy resolution (quadratic sum of the constant 

and stochastic terms) was performed, for each case with a single readout and weighted, sepa

rated, short/long readouts. Figure 5.3-8 shows cases / =1/8-^4/8 for the Copper absorber. Con

stant term improvement from 11% (Z^ur =0) to 5% was obtained for all / with a two weights 

scheme, only / =3/8 allows such optimization with a single weight readout. For any / value the 

value is optimized at 30cm (20 radiation lengths Xo). 

Some degradation (increase) of the stochastic term shows up due to a decrease of both 

the sampling fraction and the sampling frequency of the calorimeter. Indeed, fluctuations of the 

light yield originate not only from Poisson fluctuations of the number of photoelectrons (sam

pling fraction), but also from the number of fibers suffering a channeling effect (sampling fre

quency). 
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Very similar results were obtained for jets in the Tungsten/QF calorimeter with the same 

geometry despite the depth optimum at -7 cm and it is being much narrower than the one in 

Figure 5.3-7. An another advantage for jet position and therefore Br measurements is provided by 

separate readouts of the long and short fibers. Taking into account the response balance between 

two 'sections', one can improve the angular resolution (A0 RMS) substantially - from 0.12° to 

0.075° (1 TeVjetsat 0=3°). 
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5.3.4 High Pressure Gas Ionization detector, 
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Figure 5.3-9 High Pressure Gas Ionization counter 

High Pressure Gas (HPG) calorimeters (Figure 5.3-9) are a sort of compromise between 

fast charge collection in gas and (relatively) large signal in liquid ionization chambers. For a few 

mm gap it is enough to avoid gas ampliiication. So, the HPG calorimeter is a unity gain detector 

and its response depends linearly on gas pressure. 

There are two different design concepts of the HPG calorimeter. A classic ionization 

chamber featuring parallel electrodes allows us to build the calorimeter with flexible segmenta

tion and uniform response. But it has a problem with the readout and wiring inside the module. A 

tube design (similar to the Liquid Argon Tube calorimeter) solves the problem of signal transfer, 

but suffers from channeling (Texas towers) caused by thick, low density gas gaps. 

Technology puts a limit on the gas pressure at 10-5-40 atm, and keeps the common disad

vantages of gas calorimeters - low density and sampling fraction, large gaps for neutrons, pho

tons and charged particle leakage, and the unsolved channeling problem. Low density requires us 

to move the FCal far (10-15m) from the interaction point - common problems of the separated 

FCal. Thick walls are needed to keep the large (- 5m diameter) high pressure vessel safe. This 

means additional dead material in front of the calorimeter and corresponding degradation of calo

rimeter performance. 

Non-uniformity and channeling may be (partially) solved by combining a Parallel Plate 

HPG in the EM section and Tubes in the Hadronic one, but this keeps all other problems un

solved. 
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53.5 Liquid Scintillator Capillaries. 

Liquid Scintillator Capillaries (see [xxvi]) is a radiation hard development of scintillat

ing fiber calorimetry, known as "Spaghetti" calorimetry. This method solves the problem of ra

diation damage in the scintillator itself very well - liquid "fibers" are more radiation hard than 

plastics and may be replaced in case of damage by circulation. 

But many additional problems arise. Optical coupling, in combination with liquid circu

lation, requires using high precision optical coupling devices on each capillary. The diameter of 

the capillary has a lower limit to keep light yield reasonably high (and cost reasonably low) - so 

it should be coupled to a thick (2-3 mm) fiber light guide which is not quite flexible. This creates 

restrictions for the photodetector location behind and/or in front of the module. 

Thick capillaries also require us to accept large (5—15 nun) spacing to keep the calo

rimeter dense enough - and as a result the EM component of the jet faces an extremely non

uniform (transversely) detector and is measured with very poor resolution. The reason is the 

'needle-like' transverse profile of the EM shower (core scale in Tungsten is 0.2-0.5 mm, see 

Figure 5.3-3). This can make the response strongly non-Gaussian and the constant term (RMS) 

for the jets may be estimated as 11% at 3° (using results from [xxvii]) and substantially worse at 

smaller angles. This is absolutely unacceptable. 

In this design, when light guides and photodetectors (photomultipliers) occupy signifi

cant room on the end of the calorimeter module, longitudinal segmentation became impossible. 

Another obstacle for in-depth segmentation is the requirement of liquid circulation. Lack of lon

gitudinal segmentation is a serious disadvantage. 

Long (~2m) axial non-segmented modules create uncertainty in the impact point meas

urements. Late developing showers from smaller angles (large pseudorapidity Ti) mimic ones 

with an early start point at bigger angles. Also, energies and rates at large |T|I are much higher, it 

creates a serious risk of mismeasurements and corresponding increase of the background. 

Without longitudinal segmentation there is no chance to apply any of the weighting algo

rithms, leaving no chances to improve the jet energy resolution (constant term). It is also impos

sible to identify and correct (or just reject) deep starting showers with significant leakage. 
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5.3.6 Why Liquid Argon Forward Calorimeter is the best, espedailv 

for GEM and ATLAS 

A comparison of different options is summarized in Table 5.3-1.. It shows that there are 

two technologies complying better than others with the ATLAS Forward calorimetry require

ments - LAr Tubes and Axial Quartz Fibers. The common advantage of these two is compatibil

ity with the 'plug' concept of the FCal, when it is integrated with the EndCap calorimeter into a 

single hermetic system. 

All other options are somehow competitive only in design with the separated FCal lo

cated remotely (at 10-i-20m) from the interaction point, but this solution itself has some weak 

points (page 4-37) for the ATLAS detector. Some of the described techniques require cables 

(both signal and HV) in areas with a high radiation doze rate (parallel plate gas detectors) or ra

diation unsafe elements like organic liquid (scintillator), quartz tubes or fibers. Their optical or 

dielectric properties affect dramatically the performance of the FCal, and extremely careful 

studies are required to certify those materials for use in Forward Calorimeters in High Energy 

Hadron Colliders. 

The LAr tube design moves all cables, electronics, and other radiation sensitive materials 

out of the shower maximum region thereby lowering requirements on those components and 

makes the whole design extremely radiation hard. 

The LAr tube calorimeter may be longitudinally segmented (almost as many segments as 

required for physical goals), which is almost impossible in the case of the Liquid Scintillator 

Capillaries and seems problematic for the Quartz Fibers. Front-Back readout of the quartz fiber 

module occupies a lot of room for light guides and photodetectors in front of the calorimeter, this 

makes it unacceptable for plug (integrated) designs. 

The Long-and-Short fiber method can supply sufficient segmentation, but requires giving 

up light yield from the front section(s) and may complicate reconstruction of the shower in 

"overlapped" calorimeters. Plus there are some 'psychological' problems with this new concept. 
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Table 5.3-1 FCal options for hadronic colliders. 

Longitudinal segments in the LAr Tube design have several degrees of freedom for op

timization. The depth of each segment may be selected to fit better within the weighting scheme. 

The absorber choice for each segment allows us to have a compact device with good EM per

formance with necessary total thickness to absorb hadronic showers. Tuning of the tube diameter 

(and gap) makes it possible to optimize segmentation (number of readout channels) for each 

depth segment. 

The proposed technique has no low density gaps, causing neutron leakage and additional 

shower smearing like any gas based detector. There is no risk of sparks, and no special gas puri

fication system is needed. LAr calorimetry does not require us to develop complicated stabiliza

tion, monitoring, and calibration systems like PPC and Quartz/Scintillating Fibers. Complicated 
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light coupling, allowing free liquid flow, is a weak mechanical point of Liquid Scintillator Cap

illaries. 

All known studies of positive ion mobility and build-up does not point to any danger 

[xxviii] but additional studies are required. This activity is in progress now at both rTEP and the 

University of Arizona. 

In the case of ex-GEM and ATLAS the great advantage of the LAr Tube FCal is that it 

employs the same basic technique as the EndCap calorimetry - a noble liquid ionization detector. 

So it may be easily integrated with 'surrounding' technology, sharing the cryostat, liquid supply, 

cable feedthroughs, and monitoring system. The unwanted gap between the two calorimeters is 

minimal in this case. The small weight of the FCal compared to the EndCap will not require us to 

use special heavy mechanical structures. 

The LAr Tube FCal also has the highest sampling fraction, featuring the best signal-to-

noise ratio and the smallest stochastic term in the energy resolution. Transverse non-uniformity 

(affecting the constant term) is better for parallel plate gas detectors and may be comparable for 

Quartz Fiber calorimeters. Beam tests (see Chapter 7.4.1) have proven that it is more than ade

quate for the ATLAS FCal. 
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6. TEST BEAM RUNS AT BNL AND CERN 
The scale of High Energy Physics experiments has become very large in recent years. 

Detectors became huge (dozens of meters), extremely complicated and expensive. Modem multi

purpose detectors like DO (Figure 5.1-4) and CDF at FermiLab, SLD at SLAC, HI and ZEUS at 

HERA, the four detectors at LEP (ALEPH, DELPHI, L3 and OPAL) are not only larger than any 

narrow specialized experiment, but far more complicated. 

Many technologies are involved, most of them represent new approaches to particle de

tection. Hundreds of thousands of readout channels employ a variety of electronic solutions, in

cluding different types of amplifiers, calibration systems, and voltage supplies. All those ele

ments must be pre-tested before being used in a large scale experiment to avoid dramatic failures 

during data taking. 

Conditions of those tests must be as close to the real run conditions as possible. In the 

early stages of Experimental Elementary Particle Physics, tests with radioactive sources and 

cosmic rays were sufficient. But in the last decades typical energy scales and rates exceeded the 

abilities of those approaches. For example, a calorimeter system must handle energies in the 

range of 10®-I0'^ eV (from muon "tracking" to - accelerator energy), that can not be supplied by 

radioactive sources, and rates over 10 MHz, which are certainly higher than cosmic ray rates. 

The only solution for this problem is moving the prototype(s) to the accelerator beam area and 

using primary or secondary beams to study the behavior of a sub-detector in conditions close to 

realistic. 

Listed below are the goals pursued during the 1993 (BNL, CERN) and 1995 (CERN) 

beam tests of the Prototype of the ATLAS Forward Calorimeter Electromagnetic section: 

• Check if the novel calorimeter concept (Chapters 1.1.1, 5.2.2) is operational. 

• Study noise parameters of the liquid ionization calorimeter with remotely located 

preamplifiers. 

• Study the Prototype response linearity (electrons), comparison of the measured re

sponse with the calculated one. 

• Measurements of single-particle energy resolution (electrons). 

• Measurements of single-particle position resolution (electrons and hadrons). 

• Study of tails on the energy and position resolution functions. 
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• Measurements of transverse (non)uniformity of the Prototype featuring axiai ar

rangement of sensitive media. 

• Study of the dead material and particle impact angle influence on response, linearity, 

and resolution (both energy and position). 

• Test of the Electronic Calibration System in 'field' conditions. 

• Comparison of different methods of liquid purity monitoring (Figure 5.1-3). 

• Gathering high statistics of the Prototype response under different conditions for 

Monte-Carlo tuning. 

• Study of jet simulation opportunity using single-particle response from test beam 

data. 

Prototype parameters like dimensions and segmentation, number of electronic readout 

channels, cryostat design, and beam setup solution, as well as electronics are to be optimized to 

best accomplish those goals. 
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6.1 Experimental setup: the Prototype 

6.1.1 Module construction 

The Arizona prototype of the first longitudinal depth segment (EM section) for a 

GEM(SSC) forward calorimeter was built with design parameters optimized for a test beam run 

with 8 GeV electrons at Brookhaven National Laboratory [xix]. To improve the signal-to-noise 

ratio at these very low energies a sensitive gap of 0.25 mm was employed, somewhat larger than 

was planned for the GEM forward calorimeter, where the gap might approach 0.10 mm [xiv]. 

In the prototype design, solid rods of the absorber (brass) were inserted in metal tubes 

with an inner radius larger than ±e rod radius by an amount equal to the desired gap. Mechanical 

spacing and electrical standoff in the gap are achieved by winding an insulating thread (having a 

diameter equal to the gap) around the rod (4 turns of nylon thread, quartz fiber with Kapton was 

not available on short notice) before inserting it into the tube (Figure 5.2-1). The LAr active tube 

gap has an inner diameter of 4.5 mm. Rods are held in place by Teflon plugs'^. 

'Jtt KAtlONAL MC 
fc-: CX) ^ 

Figure 6.1-1 Absorber plates before assembly. 

The absorber matrix is constructed of a stack of round plates with a hexagonal array of 

drilled holes to allow the insertion of the tube assemblies (Figure 6.1-1). The same solution will 

be used in the copper EM section of the ATLAS FCal. Plates should fit the full size of the FCal 

(090 cm) and feature a hole in the center for the beam pipe and cryostat walls. Holes in the ab

sorber plates are drilled -0.1 mm bigger than the external tube diameter to make assembly possi

ble. 
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Figure 6.1-2 Endplate (below) and 3 absorber disks in the module stack (1993). 

The absorber plates at each end of the stack have precision reamed holes which both ac

curately locate the tube assemblies and establish electrical contact with the tubes. The stack of 

Prototype-93 absorber (Figure 6.1-2) is bolted and placed inside an outer sleeve locating the two 

end plates with respect to each other. This measure was found excessive, and the Prototype-95 

absorber was just a stack of plates bolted together (Figure 6.1-3). 

Figure 6.1-3 Prototype-95 goes into the cryostat. 

Teflon plugs are to be replaced by capton and copper washers in the ATLAS FCal. 
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Experience in operating Prototype-93 at ttie CERN secondary beam (up to 200 GeV) re

vealed significant electron shower leakage from the back of the module (it consisted of 11 ab

sorber disks, total thickness 14.4Xo). It was not a surprise, because Prototype-93 was built for the 

BNL secondary beam (below 10 GeV) tests. Prototype-95 was assembled 'in fiill depth' (18 ab

sorber disks, 24.4Xo) to eliminate EM leakage and to match the ATLAS FCal design. The tubes 

were replaced by longer too. 

Figure 6.1-4 Prototype-95: fully instrumented 

To make the calorimeter as homogeneous as possible, tube centers were arrayed forming 

a 'hexagonal' (equilateral triangular) matrix. In the prototype, center-to-center distance was cho

sen to be 7.5 mm. Tube inner diameter is 5 mm and rod diameter 4.5 mm, providing a sensitive 

gap of 0.25 mm. 

As shown in Figure 6.1-4, there are 374 holes in the absorber matrix. In Prototype-93 

only 192 of them were instrumented. The new module was fully instrumented, allowing us to use 

a wide (up to 4x4 cm^) beam without any concerns about side leakage of the shower energy. 
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In 1993 the rods were connected to a readout printed circuit board through soldered pins. 

Traces on the board ganged tube assemblies in pairs (Figure 5.2-6) to acconunodate the 96 

6.3x15 mm^ channels. In 1995 the soldered connections were replaced by plug-in connectors. 

Tests demonstrated the reliability of this solution, providing obvious advantages in operation the 

Prototype. 

A new readout board featured a two times coarser segmentation (4 tubes ganged together 

forming diamond shaped channels, according to Figure 5.2-6) to better match the proposed read

out of the ATLAS FCal and to expand the range of studied segmentations. The readout board 

was moved from the back of the Prototype (1993 tests) to the front side (1995), as it is suppose to 

be placed in the EM section of the ATLAS FCal. Signal/voltage coaxial cables were coupled di

rectly to conductors on the readout board. 
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Figure 6.1-5 Prototype-95 test setup in assembly. 

Prototypes were operated in cryostats (the one used in 1995 was slightly bigger to ac

commodate a bigger Prototype) with an O-ring sealed top plate. All connections (cabling, argon 

supply, cooling) were routed through this plate. This solution makes access to the Prototype as 

simple as possible, but requires us to take some precautions against heat exchange through the 

top plate. Heat leaks and radiation heating were minimized by using 5 thin plates preventing con

vection near the top of the cryostat and reducing radiative heating. 

Photos at Figure 6.1-3 and Figure 6.1-5 reveal most of the details of the cryostat design. 
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The Calorimeter is installed on the platform, 'hung' inside the cryostat on four insulating rods. 

This approach allowed us to optimize a grounding scheme depending on the electronic environ

ment conditions. The rohacell excluder blocks were installed to minimize the amount of liquid 

(dead material) in the front and the back of the Prototype. 

Cooling of the cryostat interior was achieved by pumping liquid nitrogen through the 

cooling coils (visible right under the top plate in Figure 6.1-5). The level of liquid in the cryostat 

was controlled by four temperature sensors located on the bottom of the Prototype, in the middle, 

on the top, and a few centimeters above. When the top one indicated a temperature correspond

ing to one of liquid argon (88°K), the argon supply line was closed and remained so during all 

the beam mn. After this is done, conditions inside the cryostat may be stabilized by keeping the 

pressure inside (corresponding to argon gas/liquid proportions) on the same level by (automati

cally) controlling the liquid nitrogen flow through the cooling coils. This allows us to keep the 

liquid evaporation and condensation (on the coils) in balance. 

In the 1993 tests, cooling was controlled by an all-pneumatic circuit, avoiding the use of 

electrically operated solenoids and their associated electrical noise. A pressure transducer sensed 

the cryostat pressure and proportionally controlled the flow of liquid nitrogen through the cool

ing coil using a valve on the warm side of the coil. 

An electronic system of pressure control, used in 1995, provided higher precision but in

cluded a solenoid driven valve. This modification was somewhat risky because solenoid opera

tion (switching each 3-5 min) could cause serious pick-up in coherent noise in the readout and 

trigger electronics. Proper grounding and shielding of the electronics made this impact negligi

ble. 

Liquid purity is an important issue in noble liquid calorimetry due to signal loss through 

the attachment of electrons to electronegative species. Argon purity was monitored by an ioniza

tion cell with P-source (1993) located in the same cryostat, but equipped with a separate HV 

supply and DAQ system. This monitoring system was developed for the DO experiment at FNAL. 

In 1995 a more complicated system, involving both types of monitoring cells, was provided by 

the University of Toronto group. 

A cross-check of the argon purity was done after each test beam run using a Delta F 

Oxygen Analyzer which indicated an oxygen contamination of 0.5-0.7 ppm, in good agreement 

with the monitoring cell data. 
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6.1.3 Readout/Calibration electronics 

One consequence of the very thin active gaps is that the drift field of (nominally) 12 

kV/cm in the gap is provided by a 300 V power supply in this prototype, and would be only 120 

V for 100 |xm gaps. Returning to the Options Comparison Table 5.3-1, the LAr FCal has the low

est supply voltage inside, that lowers the requirement to supply cables and insulators operating in 

high radiation fields. This allows us to supply high voltage to readout rods through preampli-

fier/shaper circuits (using ordinary ceramic capacitors for preamplifier/shaper protection) and 

signal coaxial cables. 

All electronics were located remotely and operated at room temperature. No preamplifi

ers, capacitors, or resistors were located inside the cryostat, so no special low temperature com

ponents were required for the prototype (as well as for ATLAS FCal). Tests in 1993 used stan

dard 50Q. coaxial cable. There were 0.5m of cable between the prototype and feedthrough, and 

0.5m between the feedthrough and preamplifier. The last beam test (CERN-1995) employed a 

low-impedance 20Q cable - individual coaxial inside of the cryostat and coaxial ribbon arrays 

outside. The total cable length was increased to 5.5m for a better simulation of ATLAS condi

tions. 

In both cases there was no impedance match between ganged tubes and cable. Reflec

tions from this connection have a strong impact on the current pulse shape at the preamplifier 

input. There are also some variations of the pulse shape depending on the ionization distribution 

along the tube. But the proper choice of electronic shaping allows us to eliminate all those ef

fects. 

A simple schematic of the electronics used for the prototype is shown in Figure 6.1-6. 

The preamplifier/shaper modules use a common base front-end with a unique feedback arrange

ment that gives the input stable and controllable input impedance over a large dynamic range 

[xxix]. 

The design of the preamplifier allows future versions of the system to easily accommo

date any other cable impedance that might be required. The impedance was set to 50Q for the 

1993 tests and 200, for the 1995 test in order to match the coaxial cables that connected to the 
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calorimeter and thereby avoid problems that might result from reflections'"*. 

Endplate ganging 

Connector 

Calibr. 

^ Pipeline 

Feedthrough 
Figure 6.1-6 Simple schematic of the ATLAS readout system. The Prototype readout had no 

additional connector in cryostat (required by ATLAS EndCap assembly process), no tower sum 
unit (each channel was digitized) and Pipeline/Flash ADC were replaced by (ideologically 

similar) Track&Hold units. 

The preamplifier crate is mounted directly on top of the cryostat and consists of a chassis 

that contains 6 mother boards, each containing 16 preamplifier/shaper modules, and a control 

board which connects the mother board to a remote on-line computer for calibration purposes. 

Each of the 6 mother-boards have an integral calibration system that is used to monitor the 16 

preamplifier/shaper modules on that mother board. The levels for the calibration system are set 

through a parallel interface. The command signal, sending a test pulse to the input of the pream

plifier/shaper modules, comes from the trigger system (see Figure 6.3-1). The present design 

pulses all 16 channels simultaneously with the same level, although future designs would allow 

each channel to be pulsed independently or in combination. 

The calibration pulse is applied to the preamplifier input. Half of this (current) pulse 

goes into the preamplifier, but the other half makes its way down to the calorimeter, reflects from 

the prototype, and comes back with significant delay. This reflected pulse, in combination with 

In case of the tube-cable mismatch signal bouncing time is ~5ns. In case of cable-preamplifier 
mismatch this period could be 10 times longer, which could not be 'filtered' by electronics complying with 
the ATLAS FCal requirements. 
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the Flash-ADC, sampling the signal every 25ns, will allow us to monitor not only the electronics 

side, but also the FCal status (shorted tubes, disconnected cables, etc.). The upgraded version of 

the preamplifier will carry a remotely controlled chip (EPROM) providing an opportunity to tune 

the preamplifier gain during data taking and keep all the channel gains on the same level. 

The RC-CR shaper (the second stage) is set with a 50 ns rise time and has a 50i2 output 

for driving (twisted pair ribbon) cables that connect the electronics module to the Track&Hold 

circuits, located in a special crate incorporated into the DAQ rack. 

Pulse in case or tuDe—ccble impedonce match 
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Figure 6.1-7 Different cases of ionization distribution along the tube, effects of tube-cable 
impedance mismatch and shaping of the signal. 

Behavior of the Track&Hold circuit depends on the status of the logical input 'Hold'. If 

this level corresponds to logical '0' (Track) the circuit acts as a follower. If the 'Hold' signal is 

set to logical ' 1' by the trigger electronics (see Chapter 6.3), the output signal finds itself fixed 

('Hold') at the level it had on the logical '1' arrival. The output signal of the Track&Hold circuit 

stays still until the 'Hold' input is reset back to '0'. Timing of the 'Hold' pulse is set so that the 
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output signal corresponds to the peak amplitude of the prototype response. This approach is not 

completely adequate for the Flash-ADC to be used in the ATLAS experiment, but still much 

closer than a traditional current-integrating ADC with a long (100-500ns) gate. 

The Track&Hold circuits used in the CERN-95 beam tests were different than ones used 

in the 1993 tests. To extend the dynamic range of the readout system, new circuits had two out

puts with a signal ratio of 1:12.5 to cover the noise amplitude range (-0.15 GeV/channel) and 

highest possible signal (200 GeV/channel). Each Prototype-95 channel response was measured 

by two ADCs doubling the amount of digitized calorimeter information (twice as many tubes, 

twice as coarse segmentation, and two ADCs/channel). 

The outputs of the Track-and-Hold circuits are connected to CAMAC based 11-bit ADCs 

(LeCroy FERA) by short 50Q ribbon cables. The gate for those ADCs is generated by trigger 

electronics (described below in Chapter 6.3) so it is 'covered' by the Hold pulse. 
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6.2 Beam equipment used in tests. Particle identification on the 
level of the electronic trigger 

Prototypes of the ATLAS FCal EM section were tested during three beam runs (BNL-

93, CERN-93, CERN-95). Changes in the beam line equipment were made from run to run fol

lowing specific conditions of the beam lines used, equipment available, and acquired experience. 

Those changes were made mostly in the particle identification branch. There are three sections 

describing those differences (Chapters 6.2.1-6.2.3) and one (Chapter 6.3) dedicated to the de

tailed analysis of trigger electronics used in the CERN-95 tests. 

6.2.1 Brookhaveii-93 

Threshold 
Cherenkov 
Counters 

Halo Veto 
Dead 

Material 

Leakage 
Hodoscope 

Hodoscope 93 

Lead Glass 
Block 

Wuon 
RIter 

Beam Counters 

Figure 6.2-1 Schematic view of BNL-93 test setup (not to scale). 

The first test of the LAr Tube Prototype took place in one of the secondary beams at the 

Brookhaven National Laboratory in July-August 1993. Data with 2, 4, 6, and 8 GeV electrons, 

pions, and muons were obtained. The beam test layout is shown in Figure 6.2-1. The cryostat 

with the Prototype and preamplifiers cage was mounted on a table allowing horizontal and verti

cal movement (remotely) as well as rotation around a vertical axis (manually). Prototype rotation 

made it possible to study the influence of the particle impact angle on the response. There was a 

small 'sheir in front of the cryostat, allowing us to study the effects of extra dead material'^ lo

cated in front of the calorimeter. 

" Aluminum blocks 1.1 Xo thick were used as dead material. 
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Electron 5, X 52 X C, X Cj X /Z, X 7Z2 X V 

Hadron 5, X Sj X Q X C2 X//, x^2 ^ 
Muon 

Table 6.2-1 Particle identification, BNL-93 

Two adjustable gas filled (CO2) threshold Cherenkov counters and two scintillating 

muon counters (Figure 6.2-1) were used for identification of electrons, muons, and hadrons. 

Table 6.2-1 presents the logic of particle identification on the level of trigger electronics. Remote 

location of the muon counters (-10m) and Cherenkov counters (-40m) lead to significant delays 

for the identification solution (Table 6.2-1), so the Prototype signal processing was split into two 

'levels'. 

The main beam trigger (Trigger I) was fired by coincidence of the beam scintillation 

counters 5, and S^- This coincidence pulse was used to catch the Prototype response in the 

Track&Hold circuits (see Chapter 6.1.3) and keep it there (by the 'Hold' pulse) until the final 

trigger decision is provided. This technique allowed us to minimize the length of signal cables 

(from the Preamplifiers to the Track&Hold circuits), because no additional cable delay'® for the 

Prototype signal is required. 

At the moment when the signals from all the counters came into the trigger electronics 

and if one of the trigger solutions (Table 6.2-1) occurred, the Trigger 11 generates a 'Gate' signal 

for the ADC's. The 'Gate' signal for the Calorimeter (FERA) ADCs serves as an 'Interrupt' sig

nal for the on-line computer. If no Trigger U solution took place in the event (for example, only 

one of the Cherenkov or muon counters was fired), the ADC 'Gate' is not generated, signals are 

not digitized and Track&Hold circuits switch back to the 'Track' mode by the trailing edge of the 

'Hold' pulse. 

A scintillating hodoscope of 48 channels was used as a 'tracking' device. It was located 

close (~lm) to the Prototype, minimizing mismeasurements of the impact point caused by angu

lar distribution of particles in the beam. It had a high resolution central area (16x8 mm') with 

1x1 mm^ bins and 'wings' with coarser binning achieved by ganging together the 1 mm ho

doscope fibers. Those 'wings' were not involved in the position measurements (too coarse), but 

The shorter the signal cable is, the less pick-up electronic noise it introduces. It was especially 
important in the BNL run because of low beam energies and known hostile electronic environment. 
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were used as VETO for events with a few tracks at calorimeter entry. The size of this hodoscope 

was insufficient to allow any uniformity tests without moving the cryostat. 

The Avalanche Cherenkov counter (the Lead Glass) and 3 scintillating counters (the 

Leakage Hodoscope) formed the leakage detection system (Figure 6.2-1), allowing us to enhance 

the particle identification during the off-line analysis. 

One of the serious problems of the BNL-93 run was a significant (and hardly controlla

ble) amount of material in the beam line. First, the threshold Cherenkov counters were built to 

operate under high pressure and featured thick windows. Second, there were several other tests 

carried on upstream from our setup. Despite those being prototypes of tracking devices (muon 

chambers and central tracking systems), together they introduced a lot of material. Moreover, 

those test setups were moving and rotating, making control of the dead material in the beam al

most impossible. 

This is why special attention was paid to excluding beam particles interacting upstream 

from the trigger. A Halo detector was installed in front of the experimental setup, built of 2 lay

ers of scintillators and 2 layers of 5mm (0.9Xo) lead radiator, so the halo detector was able to 

detect not only charged particles scattered in early interactions but also photons. The beam hole 

in this Veto Wall was only 2x2 cm^. Additional measures were taken during off-line analysis: an 

upper threshold for the beam counter amplitudes and a requirement of a single cluster in the ho

doscope (both X and Y planes). 

6.2.2 CERN-93 

The CERN-93 test took place within two months after the Brookhaven run, leaving no 

time for the Prototype and beam equipment modifications. The only modifications made were 

lowering the gain of the amplifiers to accommodate the higher energies of the H8 beam (up to 

200 GeV) and removing the particle identification branch from the trigger electronics. The last 

step became possible because the H8 beam is equipped with separators, allowing us to set it for 

electron- or hadron-enriched mode and almost pre-determined, because there were no threshold 

Cherenkov counters available. 
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Figure 6.2-2 Schematic view of CERN-93 test setup (not in scale). 

The electron beam contaniination with muons and pions was found negligible at energies 

below 100 GeV, but reached almost 60% for a 200 GeV setting. In off-line analysis this con

tamination was wiped out using information from the Leakage Detectors (Lead Glass Cherenkov 

counter, Leakage Hodoscope and fj/h counter located behind 40 cm of iron, as shown in Figure 

6.2-2). 

A Lead/Scintillator sandwich Halo Veto counter, used in the BNL-93 test, was replaced 

by a 'double cross' made of 4 scintillating counters. The signal sum from those counters was 

used as a anti-coincidence in the trigger: 5, x Sj X . A small amount of dead material in the 

beam line (estimated as 0.1 Xo) still provided some chance for inelastic scattering. It was found 

during data analysis that the Halo Veto does not provide sufficient rejection of such events, so 

the electron spectrum featured a low energy tail'^. 

The beam area used for CERN-93 provided an extremely small amount of room for the 

Prototype and trigger counters. Those restrictions lead to a small distance between the Ho

doscope, VETO counters, and the cryostat - only 1.0m (less than 0.5m when the Dead Material is 

added, see Figure 6.2-2). As a result, the calorimeter's albedo had an influence on the hardware 

trigger decision. Selections of showers with small albedo (V is in the trigger) and the (off-line) 

requirement of a single cluster in the Hodoscope introduced some bias in data taking and analy

sis. 

This tail was eliminated in the CERN-95 test by using a high performance tracking system, see 
details in Chapter 6.2.3. 
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The beam energy increase by a factor of 25 made the Prototype depth insufficient to 

contain the EM shower (longitudinally). As a result the role of the Lead Glass leakage counter 

increased dramatically, and lezikage corrections were applied to each electron event for each 

beam energy setting. For 200 GeV electrons the leakage (average) was as big as 10%. 

6.2.3 CERN-95 

Halo Veto Purity Monitor 

Beam Counters Dead 
Material Hadronic Toil Catcher 

Beam MWPC telescope Roficceli Excluder ;u.-counter 

Figure 6.2-3 CERN-95 experimental setup. 

Taking into account the experience of the CERN-93 high energy beam tests, the experi

mental setup for CERN-95 was completely redesigned (compare Figure 6.2-3 and Figure 6.2-2). 

The Halo Veto counter was the same as in the CERN-93 run, but it was moved to 7m 

away from the cryostat, decreasing the albedo flux by a factor of 30-100. Moreover, the Halo 

Veto signal was not included anymore in the hardware trigger to avoid the early shower rejection 

bias in the acquired data. 

The size of the beam counters, 5, and , were increased to 5x5 cm" (the S2 is 20x20 

cm^). The scintillating hodoscope (1.6x0.8 cm^) was replaced by a telescope of four X-Y Multi-

Wire Proportional Chambers (6.4x6.4 cm\ 1mm between wires), as shown in Figure 6.2-3. This 

made it possible to take data with a wide defocused beam'^ and to study the non-uniformity 

without moving the Prototype. MWPCs were located at 3m (block of two X-Y chambers), 6m, 

9m, and 12m from the cryostat. It allowed us to eliminate the albedo rate and provide high preci

sion of the angular (-O.lmrad) and impact point (-0.4mm) measurements. 

High angular and position resolution of the tracking system allowed us to identify events 
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with non-single tracks and find tracks with a 'suspicious' direction. Together with cuts on am

plitudes in the Halo Veto and Beam counters this 'track cleaning' allowed us to eliminate the low 

energy tail in the electron spectrum down to pion contamination level (Chapter 7.1.3). 

As was already mentioned (page 6-82), the Prototype depth was increased to 25.5Xo to 

provide full electron shower containment for any beam energy. To improve rejection of hadrons 

and muons the Lead Glass Cherenkov counter was replaced by a Fe/Scintillator sampling calo

rimeter (Hadronic Tail Catcher), made of six 40x40x2.5 cm^ scintillators and a 

10+10+20+20+20 cm iron absorber. An additional 40 cm of iron was used to make a muon filter 

in front of the |l-counter (Figure 6.2-3). Phototubes of the Tail Catcher had 2 outputs each (1:1 

and 1:20) to cover the dynamic range from the MIP to a 200 GeV hadron response with an 11 bit 

range of the LeCroy 2249 ADC. 

Electron 5, xSjX^jXr^sg X// 

Hadron 5", x^j xT^jg x/z 

Muon 5", x52 x53 x7;23 xT^gg x/z 

Table 6.2-2 Particle identification, CERN-95 

A segmented Tail Catcher allowed us to make quite efficient electronic particle identifi

cation, using analog sums from its sections and the |i-counter response (Table 6.2-2). This logic 

is easy to implement using standard NIM electronics. 

This identification (hardware) algorithm did not mobilize the full potential of the Tail 

Catcher. There is still a chance for a hadron to be identified as an electron. It happens in the case 

of early first interaction and a high fraction of 7C°'s (EM component) in a shower, which does not 

propagate into the three last segments of the Tail Catcher ( ), introducing a fake electron trig

ger. Late starting showers with a low fraction of 7i°'s have a chance to penetrate 7.5 hadronic 

lengths (Prototype + Tail Catcher + |x-filier) and simulate a muon trigger. As a result, the elec

tron and muon spectra (Figure 6.2-4) have typical 'pion shoulders' (low energy for electrons and 

high energy for muons). 

-4x4 cm* wide beam was used. 
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Figure 6.2-4 Hardware particle identification for 193 GeV (contaminated) electron beam. 

Comparison of data acquired with the electron (contaminated) and pion (pure hadrons) 

beam settings allows us to estimate the fraction of pions in the electron hardware trigger as less 

than 1%. Off-line analysis, taking into account the longitudinal shower shape in the first three 

sections {T^,T2,T-^) allow us to bring this contamination down to less than Q26%. Muon identi

fication in off-line analysis was also brought to an almost perfect level. But the muon studies are 

not a part of the thesis and this is the last place in the study where they are mentioned'^. 

" Muons were used to perform a relative calibration of the Tail Catcher scintillators. No special 
studies of the Prototype muon response are included in thesis. 
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Figure 6.3-1 The trigger electronics CERN-95 

Previous chapters aie dedicated to the description of experimental setups used for the 

Prototype test runs and to a brief discussion of the 'hardware' particle identification logic. This 

logic was realized in the trigger electronics. But, particle identification is not the only task of 

this electronics (Figure 6.3-1)^. 

Let's make an overview of the functions carried out by the trigger electronics in the AT-

^ Note that in case of the CERN-93 run the function of the particle identification was completely 
shifted into the 'instant off-line' data analysis. Chapter 6.2.2. 
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LAS FCal Prototype beam tests. Particle identification will be among them, despite it's not being 

the most important one. 

• Synchronization of the Date Acquisition System (DAQ) operation with the accelerator 

cycle. 

• Prohibiting all kinds of trigger interrupts for the period of event read-in by the on-line 

computer. 

• Providing the main beam trigger to store the Prototype response amplitudes in the 

Track&Hold circuits. 

• Decision to record or to skip current event, providing gate signals for readout elec

tronics. This step includes the particle type identification (if any implemented). 

• Keeping track of events with early or late pile-up, when close 'neighbors' can spoil 

each other's data. 

• Supplying the flow of pedestal and calibration (electronic gain monitor) events, inde

pendent of the beam trigger. 

• Providing everything necessary for electronic calibration 'off-beam' during the period 

of accelerator ring filling. 

6.3.1 Synchronization with the Accelerator Cycle 

Synchronization of the DAQ operation with the Accelerator Cycle is implemented 

through a chain of monostables (gate generators 9-11, Figure 6.3-1) and logic Fan-Outs (units 2, 

3, 22). The chain is initiated by the pulse 'Start of Spill' (SoS) and supplied by the Accelerator 

Central Control Room to all beam users. This signal produces the SoS interrupt, switching the 

on-line computer into the data taking mode and resets some scalers. 

The gate generator 9 sets the delay of the 'Spill Gate', providing sufficient time for the 

readiness of the on-line computer. The very beginning of the accelerator spill is also cut away by 

this delay, because there may be undesired 'spikes' of the beam intensity. Delay time of the gate 

generator 10 is set for the most effective use of the beam intensity. Output of this unit is called 

'Spill Gate' and determines the time interval for data taking. The last gate generator of this chain 

(unit 11) sends the 'End of Spill' (EoS) interrupt to the on-line computer, switching it into the 
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data writing mode^'. Delay of the EoS interrupt is set long enough to allow the DAQ to complete 

the last event processing - in this case the EoS interrupt will not be missed while the DAQ is 

busy processing the event information. 

6.3.2 Blocking of the interrupts 

At the moment of interrupt produced by the CAMAC controller (it may be SoS, EoS, 

beam particle, pedestal, or electronic monitor event) the on-line computer sets a high logic level 

on the CAMAC register output (DAQ Busy, Figure 6.3-1). The DAQ Busy signal blocks the 

electronic branches responsible for the Particle (unit 111), Pedestal (unit 18), and Monitor (unit 

19) interrupts, so no triggers can come through and spoil the event data. 

Once the event reading is over and all DAQ electronics is reset properly, the DAQ Busy 

signal is dropped, allowing the next event to be received. 

6.3.3 The main beam trigger 

The main beam trigger is generated in the case when the triple coincidence S^'xS^'x 

of the beam counter signals occur within the Spill Gate (Chapter 6.3.1) on unit 100 (Figure 6.3-

1). When this happens, the 'Hold' gate is generated by unit 42 (-500 ns), providing sufficient 

time for the accept/skip decision and transfers the signal levels into the ADC. 

The presence of a 5, x ^2 x x Spill pulse is a natural requirement for proper particle 

identification (units 105-107). This signal is also used as the 5,23 flag to mark all beam events. 

6.3.4 Particle Identification. Decision about event recording/skipping 

The particle type in the CERN-95 run was based on signals from the Tail Catcher sec

tions and )j.-counter (Figure 6.1-5, Table 6.2-2). Corresponding pulses from discriminators are 

combined on logic units 105-107. The resulting coincidence pulses (note that only one may be 

produced at the time) are used as flags to label the event with the pjuticle type^. If necessary the 

rate of some particle types may be suppressed by a factor of 2'*'° using manually controlled Pre-

Scaler units. 

Operation of the on-line computer(s) is described in the following chapter 
^ Final identification will be accomplished during the off-line analysis. 
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If the particle identification decision is not blocked by the 'DAQ Busy' veto on unit 111, 

the FERA ADC Gate is generated (unit 26), serving as a Beam Interrupt for the DAQ. Also other 

Gates are generated (units 55, 56) for Beam Counters ADC, Tail Catcher ADC and the Flags 

Register ('ADC/Latch Gate') to provide complete event information. Once all data is processed 

in the CAMAC units, the reading sequence is initiated by the on-line computer. 

6.3.5 Pile-Up handling 
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Figure 6.3-2 Early (left) and Late (right) pile-up handling in CERN-95 run. Solid line represents 
event that caused the trigger, dotted line - pile-up event (here - beam particle). 

The study of high rate handling by the Fh-ototype was not included in the test beam 

schedule for the 1993-1995 runs because it requires us to have the whole DAQ system be assem

bled in accordance with the ATLAS concept. Some elements (analog pipe-line and Flash-ADC) 

were not available, so special precautions were taken to label each event having a close neighbor 

(Figure 6.3-2) 
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The Pile-Up Flags were initiated by any one of the following signals: S,, S,, Monitor, 

Halo (unit 93). Of course it should occur for every beam trigger (thanks to 5, and 5,). Any 

scattered particle (hitting the Halo Veto and having some chance to hit the Prototype and/or the 

Tail Catcher) as well as monitor events (sending some calibration pulse to the preamplifiers) 

should also be included. 

The output signal of unit 93 is split into two branches accommodating different cable 

delays. One output^ serves as the Late Pile-Up Flag. Its delay is set so that it arrives to the Flag 

Register right before the Latch Gate (timed using the beam events). So if an event (of any type) is 

accepted by the trigger (this mean that the Gate is generated, see 6.3.4) and any of the above dis

cussed options took place during the pulse shaping time, this event will be stored with the Late 

Pile-Up Flag set 'on' and rejected later during data analysis. 

Another branch has a longer delay, and 300 ns long pulse^"* from unit 97 came right after 

the Latch Gate (also tuned using the beam events). This Late Pile-Up Rag will mark any event 

coming less than 300 ns later as potentially spoiled. 

The Beam rate during the runs did not exceed 100 kHz and the sum of 5,, Sj and Halo 

noises was on the level of I kHz (as well as the Monitor rate). The fraction of events marked 

with the Pile-Up Flag was below 5%. But rejection of the Pile-Up helped in cleaning out oddities 

like double-electron events or electrons accompanied with a hadron, muon, or just a 'tail' of the 

calibration signal on the top of it. Such events can fool the particle identification logic (both 

hardware and software) and introduce tails in both position and energy resolution functions. 

6.3.6 Pedestal and Gain Monitor events 

Any system, including ADC's, require us to measure response to the zero signal, or the 

Pedestal. First, one must know the zero of the amplitude measurements scale. Second, such a 

measurement must provide information about noise levels in all readout channels. 

During all three beam runs the Pedestal events were generated independently^ of the 

beam triggers. In case of the CERN-95 run one branch of a symmetric oscillator (units 13, 14, 16, 

^ Original 50 ns long pulse of this unit, corresponding to the Prototype response rise time. 
"•* Corresponding to the shaper relaxation time. 
^ In some experiments pedestal events were initiated by significantly delayed and pre-scaled beam 

n-iggers. In the calorimetric case any time correlations between the beam and pedestal triggers can cause a 
bias and should be avoided.. 
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17, and 19 in Figure 6.3-1) were used as a source. The rate was determined by gate generators 14 

and 17 and were adjusted by the shift to keep the ftaction of pedestals on the level of 5-10% of 

all events. 

Logical unit 19 vetoes the Pedestal triggers during 'DAQ Busy' and during the off-Spill 

period. If not vetoed, the Pedestal pulses initiate the 'Hold' and ADC/Latch Gates the same way 

as the beam particles do. Of course, the Pedestal events are marked with the Pedestal Flag. 

The Monitor events allow us to control the status of every Prototype channel during data 

taking by ordering the calibration system to pulse every preamplifier with a standard amplitude. 

The second branch of the Pedestal oscillator (units 13, 14, 16, 17, and 18) was used to generate 

those events. It differs from the Pedestal generator only by additional units 30 and 31, which are 

responsible for sending the command strobe to the calibration system. 

6.3.7 Trigger system operation during the Off-Spill Calibration. 

Precision, full-range calibration of the Prototype electronics was performed during the 

test beam runs every 6-8 hours. To avoid the (possible) influence of the beam particle signals on 

the calibration results, and to speed up the procedure, the calibration was performed out of Spill, 

during the SPS filling cycle. This was achieved by 'switching' between the SoS and EoS (Chap

ter 6.3.1) interrupts in the software logic. 

To achieve taking the calibration data with maximum speed, the DAQ computer operated 

in the self-interrupt mode. The necessary signal ('Software Pedestal' or 'Software Calibration') 

is generated by the computer software 'order' right when the DAQ is ready for the next event. 

Units 30, 32, and 34 transfer the signals from the computer controlled CAMAC output register to 

the control panel of the calibration system, 'Hold', and ADC Gate generators in the same manner 

as it is done for the in-Spill Pedestal Monitor triggers (Chapter 6.3.6), except the Spill Gate is not 

involved anymore. 

Note two different 'Software Calibration' pulses generated by the DAQ computer. Those 

two differ from each other only by the delay lines on the input of unit 34 (Figure 6.3-1). The 

'Software Calibration F pulse delay is set for measuring the 'direct' half of the calibration pulse, 

when the 'Software Calibration II' delay is optimized to measure calibration signal reflected 

from the Prototype. Comparison of those two signals could make a conclusion about the Proto

type tubes, cables, and connectors status because they affect the reflected pulse shape (and am
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plitude when the sample is taken). 

Note that there are no special flags to distinguish the Software Calibration I and II 

events. Those flags are set in the event record by the DAQ computer itself, because it knows for 

sure which pulse it generated. 

6.4 DAQ : Hardware, Software. On-line analysis 
All three beam tests used similar Data Acquisition Systems (DAQ). Changes in the beam 

equipment (Chapter 6.2) and re-instrumentation of the prototype introduced variations in the 

number of Latch and ADC channels used but does not changes the DAQ concept. 

Readout electronics (CAMAC standard) were located in three crates. One of the crates 

had an opportunity to be controlled by an additional on-line computer. This allowed us to tune 

the trigger system and MWPC system (CERN-95) in parallel with the Prototype read

out/calibration system tests without undesired interference. During the data taking all CAMAC 

crates were connected to the main on-line computer. 

In the first crate (Event Crate) were located electronics that were responsible for digiti

zation of event information. The interrupt register receives the main synchronization pulses : 

Start of Spill (SoS) and End of Spill (EoS). Those two interrupts are determined by the trigger 

synchronization system (Chapter 6.3.1) and allow the DAQ system to operate in accordance with 

SPS cycles. The third type of Interrupt (the beam/pedestal/monitor event) comes to the on-line 

computer through the FERA ADC control unit. 

A 16-Fold input register receives general information about the event. It provides a set of 

•flags' like the Beam Flag (SlxS2xS3 coincidence). Halo Flag, Particle type flags determined by 

the hardware trigger (Figure 6.3-1), Pedestal Flag, Calibration (Gain Monitor) Flag, and Pile-Up 

flags for events with early or late pile-up. This information was used for fast monitoring of beam 

quality (rate of events with pile-up flags or hit in the Halo Veto) and composition (e/Tc/p. ratio). 

11-Bit I6-channel reRA ADC's were used to convert the calorimeter signal. The com

mon gate for those ADC's also served as a "Beam Event" interrupt. In the 1993 beam tests with 

the partially instrumented prototype (page 6-82), 96 ADC channels were used for the 2-tube 

channels. Prototype 1995 was filled with twice as many tubes, but the amount of readout chan

nels was the same as it was in previous tests - thanks to coarser transverse segmentation. To in

crease the dynamic range of the Prototype readout system, the second set of ADC's weis added to 
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digitize the low (1:12.5) gain outputs of the Track&Hold units (see Chapter 6.1.3). 

Signals from the beam counters (SI, 52, S3), Halo Veto sum, Hadronic Tail Catcher and 

Muon counter were converted by LeCroy 2249 ADC's. Tail Catcher signals were split to Low 

and High gain channels to provide effective coverage of dynamic range from the MIP signal to 

the 200 GeV hadronic showers. 

A special MWPC controller unit, located in this crate, allowed reading in information 

from beam MWPCs, latched by every event trigger in the latch boards located in a separate crate 

(LeCroy series). One Latch Board is capable of storing information about 96 ECL signals coming 

to its input. Each channel contains an input ECL-TTL converter, pulse shaper (monostable), ac

tive 230 ns delay line, and gated latch element. 

Latch boards had a 'wire-pattern' (not a 'wire-number'), 4-bit serial readout interface. To 

match this output with a 16-bit CAMAC bus, a MWPC controller unit provided parallel readout 

of 4 cards at once. As a result, each CAMAC word contained information from 4 different latch 

cards (and, correspondingly, from 4 different chambers). 

This system was added in 1995 together with a MWPC telescope (Figure 6.1-5) to pro

vide better quality tracking information than the single small scintillating hodoscope used in the 

1993 tests. 

A fast scaler together with a 1 MHz pulser, provided clock information for each event. It 

makes it possible to monitor the spill structure by measuring the time between events (of course 

it works starting from the readout cycle time). 

The second CAMAC crate (Spill Crate) supplied information about the beam rate and 

signals from slow monitors - cryostat pressure and temperature sensors. During the setting of the 

beam test equipment the second crate could be used in a stand-alone mini-DAQ. This allowed us 

to test and tune the trigger system and beam MWPCs without interference from the main DAQ, 

which may be used for final checks of the calorimeter readout system. 

During data taking event information was stored in an event buffer in PC RAM. When 

the data taking period is over (EoS Interrupt received), the on-line computer starts to flush the 

data on a hard disk drive (9GB)^ , co-mounted via a fast Ethernet link with two a-VAX work

stations. Data stored on this disk was accessible for both 'off-line' workstations, so a quite com-

Despite disk volume was sufficient to store all beam test data. Exabyte tape backup was used for 
transportation needs and to secure data from (probable) disk failures. 
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plicated analysis was available instantaneously. Employing two of the workstations allowed us to 

use one of them for parallel software development while another served for the 'instant off-line' 

data control. 

At the same time some analysis of the event could be performed by filling basic histo

grams on the on-line PC. This option was used only in the 1993 BNL run, when the multi-station 

system was in the 'P-testing' stage. In later runs it was a backup option. 

There were two modes of DAQ PC operation, the main one is 'Data Run'. During Data 

Run data is taken during the spill time as determined by the SoS and EoS pulses (see page 103 

and Figure 6.3-1). The DAQ system is triggered by a FERA gate, and immediately sends the 

DAQ Busy flag to the hardware trigger. This allows us to avoid both system crushes and an 

overwriting of information in the CAMAC units. Data from CAMAC goes directly to the event 

buffer, located in the PC RAM memory. On this level only trigger bits are analyzed in order to 

display rates for the different event types. When the readout is finished, the CAMAC 'event' 

crate is cleared and the DAQ Busy flag dropped, so the system is ready to receive the next event. 

After the EoS interrupt, the on-line computer ignores all CAMAC interrupts and con

centrates on transferring data from the event buffer to the hard disk with parallel analysis. The 

SPS cycle structure (2.5 sec spill, 12 sec filling) provides more than enough time to store all 

buffered event information, so when the next SoS interrupt comes, the system is ready to tzike 

new data into the 'flushed" buffer. 

The second mode of the DAQ operation is the so called 'Calibration Run'. In this case 

the data is taken out of the spill (after EoS and before SoS interrupts), and the DAQ is operating 

in a self-triggering mode to exclude waiting time. Pedestal or Calibration pulses for the trigger 

system are initiated by on-line PC software. At the same time a calibration pulse level is sent to 

the calibration system located on the amplifier motherboard (Chapter 6.1.3). When the readout of 

CAMAC is over, the system clears it and immediately initiates a new Pedestal or Calibration 

event. After the SoS interrupt the PC stops sending trigger pulses and stores the event buffer in

formation on the hard drive. 

An interactive menu system allowed us to set basic parameters for a run header (run type, 

beam energy, special beam settings). Run flow could also be paused (in case of 'no beam' or 

hardware failures) or stopped using a windows-like menu. For the Calibration run it was possible 

to select channels to be calibrated as well as a range of calibration pulse amplitudes. During data 
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taking the rates of different event types were dynamically displayed, as well as the status of the 

event buffer and the number of events stored on the disk. 

Analysis of the data provided by the workstations may be called either 'on-line' or 'off

line'. As in classic 'on-line', it was possible to run this analysis on the data from the current run 

(or just a current spill). The only difference is that events for analysis are not taken from the 

electronic memory but from the hard disk storage. It was also possible to select any previously 

acquired data run and re-analyze it, as in the classic 'off-line' analysis. 

The FORTRAN based, off-line software also has a click-on-button interactive interface. 

This interface allowed us to choose a current, or any previously recorded, run for analysis, pause 

or stop data analysis, switch to a histogram control window, and could do an almost complete set 

of histogram operations (plotting, fitting, saving, combining etc.). Booking and filling of histo

grams was provided by user written subroutines. 
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7. BEAM TEST DATA ANALYSIS 
Chapters in this section represent procedures used during data analysis from LAr Tube 

Prototype tests. Because analysis of the CERN-1995 run was the most complete and reflects ex

perience gained during previous tests (BNL-93 and CERN-93, see Chapters 6.2.1 and 6.2.2), 

most of the results are based on the 1995 data. 

The analysis procedure descriptions and obtained results are arranged so that they repre

sent real consequent steps of data processing. Storing data on hard drive instead of tapes allowed 

multi-pass analysis without tape-related hassles. 

Procedures applied to individual runs (or series of runs with the same beam/prototype 

settings) were identical and did not involve the 'human factor' like manual fitting of histograms 

or parameters tuning. Intermediate analysis like pedestal calculation, determination of the Beam 

Envelope parameters (see Chapter 7.1) were performed on the level of PAW macros. 

7.1 Event pre-processing: Pedestals, Noise, Tracking. Particle 
Identification 

7.1.1 Determination of the Pedestals and noise studies 
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Figure 7.1-1 Prototype noise RMS as a function of time 

The technique used to generate pedestal (zero) events (described in Chapter 6.3.6) pro

vided a permanent monitoring of the zero levels and noise in all the analog readout channels. 

Data analysis shows a high stability of those two parameters during long periods of data taking 

(Figure 7.1-1). 
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Simultaneous measurement of the zero levels (pedestals) in all the electronic channels 

made it possible to study noise correlations and to determine the contribution of the correlated 

and uncorrelated (thermal) noise for different groups of channels. The correlated (or coherent) 

noise originates from two sources: external pick-up noise and some group effects among the 

electronic channels like cross-talk oscillations. Note that the contribution of correlated noise to 

the sum of the signals may be both positive and negative, depending on the phase shift between 

the channels. In any of its instances, the correlated noise is the most unwanted feature of the 

readout system. It increases in proportion with the number of channels (or the cluster size). 

The thermal noise is a thermal noise of the input stage of the readout electronics. Gener

ally this noise term is quite predictable, and increases as the square root of the cluster size. 

^̂ ^EVEN ~ ^̂ ^THERMAL •*" CORR 

~ ^^^THERMAL 

Equation 7.1-1 The RMSthermal and RMScorr are the thermal and correlated noise components 
of the whole group of channels (module, MotherBoard, etc.) 

The traditioneil way to determine the contribution of the correlated and thermal noise 

terms in the readout system is to compare the so called even and odd sums of the pedestal re

sponses^. The even sum is a normal sum of all the channels in the group with a weight of 1. The 

width (RMS) of the even sum distribution is a quadratic sum of the two discussed noise terms 

(Equation 7.1-I). 

To get the 'odd' sum half of the channels have to be added with a weight of "-I". In this 

case the coherent noise will be zeroed, and only the non-correlated (thermal) component will be 

observed. Note that for each subsequent event odd weights are randonily re-distributed among 

the channels. This allows us to 'thermalize' some local correlations within the group and to ob

tain noise terms properly averaged over the chosen group of channels. 

Here it is imponant to determine a 'gang' or a 'group' of channels among which the coherent 
and thermal noises are to be measured. It may be all channels of the Prototype, all channels within a single 
motherboard etc. 
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Figure 7.1-2 The Even (or Normal) and the Odd sum distribution allow to determine the thermal 
and correlated noise terms for 88 operational Prototype channels. 

The 'even-odd' analysis was performed for every run. An example of the odd and even 

sum distribution is presented in Figure 7.1-2 (for all operational channels of the Prototype-95). 

Note that the noise spectrum may be well described by a Gaussian, and the RMS width is equal 

to the Gaussian fit parameter a. The width of the odd sum shows the thermal (non-correlated) 

noise in the Prototype as 1.03 GeV (110 MeV/channel). The value of the normal (even) sum and 

Equation 7.1-1 allow us to calculate the coherent (correlated) noise as 1.30 GeV (14.8 

MeV/channel). 

Another approach was also explored during the noise analysis. Following this alternative 

concept, both odd and even sum widths are analyzed as a function of the used channel number. 

For each event the channels are selected randomly (of course within the 'group' under study). 

Following the definition of a correlated noise as 'random but the same amplitude in all channels 

at once' and the thermal as an 'independent variation in any channel', one can expect the noise 

sums to behave according to Equation 7.1-2 and Equation 7.1-3. In those equations the RMSthre-

MA/, and RMScorr noises refer to the ones in a single channel. 
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~ ^CHAN ^ ̂ ^^THERMAL 

Equation 7.1-2 The odd sum of a group of channels. RMSthermal is a thermal noise in a single 
channel 

EVEN ~ ^CHAN ^CHAS X RMS(-Qgji 

Equation 7.1-3 The even sum. RMSqorrl is a correlated (coherent) noise in a single channel 

The even sum (Equation 7.1-3, even sum RMS variation) was fitted by a polynomial, and 

both noise terms were extracted as fit parameters. Results of the fit are shown in Figure 7.1-3. 

The odd sum (squared as in Equation 7.1-2) variation was not parametrized, but is in perfect 

agreement with the fit results. Note that both methods (even-odd comparison and even-vs-NcHAN 

fit) are in good agreement. 
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Figure 7.1-3 Thermal/Correlated noise analysis for all electronic channels. 

The same two methods were used for a noise study within a single motherboard (14-15 

operational channels). One can expect that the correlated noise term will be larger than for all 
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channels together - just because electronic cross-talk is much stronger within a motherboard than 

between channels on different motherboards. This is exactly what happens (Figure 7.1-4, Table 

7.1-1). 

Incoherent RMS noise 735.515 MeV/chan. 
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Figure 7.1-4 Analysis of Thermal and Coherent noise among the motherboards. 

Moreover, it was found that one of the motherboards (#1, see Table 7.1-1) has more than 

twice the coherent noise of any other - due to its "side" location and/or some grounding problem 

specific to this particular board. 

Motherboard Thermal noise (MeV/chan.) Correlated noise (MeV/chan.) 
#1 117 73.5 
#2 112 33.5 
#3 124 30.6 
#4 115 30.2 
#5 118 32.9 
#6 115 34.4 

Whole Prototype 123 14.1 

Table 7.I-I Results of the noise analysis fPrototype-95). 
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The analysis of noise correlations between motherboards was also done, with the sum of 

all the channels in the motherboard used as a 'member of a group' for the correlations study. The 

result is quite interesting: the odd sum appears to be wider than the even one! And the polyno

mial fit of the even sum variations returns a negative value for the RMS^orji (Figure 7.1-4). This 

is evidence of a anti-correlation between motherboards noises. 

Correlation plots show that Motherboard#! exhibits a negative correlation with all other 

boards. The conclusion of this study is that MB#I has a coherent noise source (probably oscilla

tions - compare the noise of MB#1 and MB#2 in Figure 7.1-5), which introduces an inverted 

pick-up signal in all the other boards. Thanks to the modular structure of the electronics, such a 

bad Motherboard may be replaced by a spare one for future tests (or FCal operation). 
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Figure 7.1-5 Thermal/Correlated noise analysis for Motherboards #1 and #2 

For every ADC channel (Prototype channels, beam counters. Tail Catcher scintillators. 

Halo Veto) the average value was determined. Those values were kept in a pedestal record for 

every data run, and used in the next step of the analysis. 

The same step was used to determine the MIP (minimum ionizing particle) response for 

each scintillation counter (beam ones. Tail Catcher slabs, /i-counter). This data was used in sub

sequent steps for the normalization of signals from all those counters to the MlP-scale. 
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7.1.2 The aliPTunent procedure of the MWPC telescope and Prototype. 

Ten multiwire (128 wire in each, 64 instrumented with readout) proportional chambers 

(MWPC) [xxx] designed at FNAL were used for: 

• Determination of the particle impact point in the calorimeter; 

• Rejection of the multitrack and 'empty' events; 

• Rejection of tracks if their direction indicates an inelastic scattering upstream. 

Chambers were assembled in X-Y pairs (except the closest to the calorimeter, which had 

two X and two Y planes). Wires were placed at 1 mm intervals, which allowed us to expect pre

cision of each track measurement of -0.29 mm in each plane (for single-wire clusters). 

Multiwire clusters required us to make a special study, because the nature of those may 

be cross-talk between the channels (electronic nature) as well as 5-electrons which accompany 

the beam particles (physical nature). This is why, in this step of data analysis, events with multi-

wire clusters were not used in the analysis. 

Using single-wire clusters, the relative alignment of the chambers were performed in 

both X and Y directions. Relative offsets are stored for each run and used later for track finding 

and measuring by the MWPC telescope. 

In the track reconstruction clusters containing less than 5 wires were used (5 and more 

wires were found in a fraction of % of events). For proper fit and track precision expectation it is 

necessary to know the precision of the track measurements in each plane for each cluster size - I, 

2, 3 or 4 wires in the cluster. This resolution ^(/,n""'") depends on the number of wires in the 

cluster n'"'"and may be specific for each chamber ip,. 

Equation 7.1-4 

To determine those parameters the chambers were one-by-one excluded from the track

ing procedure. The track was reconstructed using the remaining planes Then the track pre

cision Rfi, was calculated (using estimated cluster precision), and the chamber's error R„ was de

termined for each run as a corresponding RMS. There is a simple relation between those resolu

tions: 
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Those equations were solved using numeric iteration procedures. Afterare 

found (Table 7.1-2), it is possible to make a proper track fit and find the particle impact point 

(projected to the prototype position along the beam). 

During data taking the relative alignment of the MWPC telescope and the Prototype was 

not a precise one. The prototype was hidden in the cryostat, and no special surveillance system 

was developed for the beam run. Precision of the preliminary alignment was about 5 mm, and the 

final one was accomplished only during the off-line data analysis. 

1 wire in a cluster 2 wires in a cluster 3 wires in a cluster 4 wires in a cluster 
Plane Z (cm) RMS 

(mm) 
fraction RMS (mm) fraction RMS 

(mm) 
fraction RMS (mm) fraction 

X, 0.32 94.5% 0.29 3.29% 0.84 0.45% 1.18 0.13% 
X: 0.33 77.5% 0.27 1.32% 1.01 0.29% 1.26 0.12% 
X, 0.38 72.1% 0.31 17.8% 0.55 3.94% 0.95 0.89% 
Xa 0.37 78.7% 0.42 14.4% 0.71 3.48% 1.20 1.01% 
X, 0.32 65.3% 0.41 20.9% 0.60 5.86% 1.06 2.13% 
X-fit Precision 0.42 mm 
Y, 0.32 83.8% 0.29 10.3% 0.75 1.45% 1.28 0.31% 
Y, 0.29 93.9% 0.25 1.84% 0.81 0.39% 1.46 0.12% 
Y, 0.38 78.9% 0.48 2.04% 0.89 0.43% 1.48 0.14% 
Y4 0.34 74.7% 0.46 15.0% 0.73 4.89% 1.03 1.64% 
Y, 0.32 77.8% 0.39 14.0% 0.64 3.27% 1.25 0.99% 
Y-fIt Precision 0.37 mm 

Table 7.1-2 Parameters of the MWPC telescope. 

Electron data was used for software 'adjustments'. The shower center of gravity (CoG) 

in the Prototype frame was linked with the track impact point, calculated within the MWPCs 

frame. The wide beam (40x40 nun") provided an 'averaging' of the systematic errors^ , typical 

for the CoG reconstruction methods. High statistics (~30k of electrons with a good track) and a 

fair precision of the CoG reconstruction (1-4 mm, depending on the beam energy) allow us to 

make a conservative estimation of the alignment as 0.025 mm. 

Note that this method of alignment provides an automatic correction (angle depending) 

from the EM shower measurements to the impact point measurements. This is important for a 

detector with axial structure. 

^ Those systematic errors are known as the S-shape. They are caused by the fact that the calo
rimeter segmentation is generally much coarser than a typical scale of the EM shower core. Typical period 
of those S-shapes in case of the Prototype-95 is 13x7.5 mm". 
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7.1.3 The Beam Cleaning. Selection of tracks using their direction. 

o  L S hower  shape  
"S i n ' ^ u n  Ta i i  Ca t c he r  

0 5000 10000 15000 20000 
Module Sum, ADC 

Figure 7.1-6 The tails in the electron response. 

Analysis of the beam data acquired during the CERN-93 run revealed the presence of a 

low energy tail in the electron response spectrum. The same undesired feature was obtained in 

the CERN-95 data (Figure 7.1-6). The fraction of events in this tail could not be decreased by 

particle selection tightening. The conclusion was made that those low-response events are elec

trons suffering from an inelastic scattering upstream in the beam line, but not a hadron contami

nation of the trigger. 

Figure 7.1-7 This 'electron' event looks like a spray form remote upstream interaction. 
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A few events were also found with amplitude above the normal peak (Figure 7.1-6) and 

the beam cleaning procedure had to deal with those too. 

The first step in the beam cleaning procedure was the inclusion of the beam counters and 

the Halo Veto information in the event rejection. One can expect that on this step the most se

vere cases (like one^ in Figure 7.1-7) will be rejected, when multiple charged particles (or con

verted photons) introduce a large signal in the beam counter and/or hit the Halo Veto counters. 

There is also an obvious requirement of the single track detected in the MWPC system, striking 

the Prototype within the beam profile limits. 

- Single track 
r No Halo 
E 0.5<C,ij(VIIP)<3.5 

C 

5000 10000 15000 20000 0 
Module Sum, ADC 

Figure 7.1-8 The first step of the beam cleaning. 

The results are quite impressive (Figure 7.1-8) - almost all events with an amplitude less 

than 50% of the peak are rejected, as well as events from the high amplitude tail (they appear to 

be multitrack events). 

There is still a 'shoulder' in the spectrum in Figure 7.1-8 (containing events which look 

like one in Figure 7.1-9). The prototype sum is 112 GeV, but the beam counters. Halo and tracker 

multiplicity cause no rejection. The spectrum shoulder masks the Prototype performance and 

does not allow us to determine if the calorimeter has response tails. To answer this question the 

tracking system was used with its full power. 

It was rejected by Halo Veto, large signals in the beam counters and multiple tracks in the 
MWPC telescope. The circle area represents the channel response. Prototype sum corresponds to 38.6 GeV, 
while the beam settings are made for 193 GeV electrons. 
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Figure 7.1-9 This electron event (from 193 GeV run) belongs to the residual low-energy tail as 
seen on Figure 7.1-8. 

Beam envelope R^=(A<^/A,)^+(A0,/A,)^< 1. 
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Figure 7.1-10 Beam cleaning using the Beam Envelope criteria (193 GeV electrons). 
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Very good angular resolution of the MWPC telescope allowed us to observe correlations 

between the impact point and the beam angles (0x, 0y)- Those correlations appear to be due to 

the beam focusing, and are shown in Figure 7.1-10. Outside the narrow (-0.2 mrad) core of the 

focused beam is a 'Halo' of scattered tracks. Other features in Figure 7.1-10 are the X and Y 

beam profile boundaries. 

The Beam Envelope event rejection procedure includes the following steps: 

1. Finding of the Angle-vs-Position parameters {Xq, Yq, SDJ^SK, 59^SY) for each run, using the 

beam core events. When it is done, the envelope parameters Ax, Ay are determined, using the 

analysis of the core/halo profiles (vertical slices of plots in Figure 7.1-10). 

Equation 7.1-5 

2. During the data analysis for each event the Regular Angles and were calculated as a 

function of the impact coordinates, using Equation 7.1-5. 

l.The Envelope Parameter is calculated : = 
e - e "  ' X 

J 

G y - 9 y  

A, 
. If the Resv hap

pens to be bigger than 1, the event is rejected. 

Because scattering at a large angle happens with a large transverse momentum, it is a 

rather inelastic one. As a result, a single beam particle with well-defined energy is replaced by a 

shower (or mini-shower like a few bremsstrahlung photons and/or hard 5-electrons) of a few sec

ondary particles. If this inelastic event happens far upstream, (relatively) soft secondary particles 

will run out of the experimental setup acceptance or will be effectively defocused by the beam 

magnetic system, tuned for the primary particle energy. But the primary one is doomed to run 

through the tracking system with the 'wrong' angle both because of the obtained transverse mo

mentum and defocusing in the magnetic system. 

There is also a chance that the most energetic particle in the 'shower' will be a photon. In 

this case the track in the MWPC telescope corresponds to a softer electron. The Prototype posi

tion reconstruction algorithm was tuned to recover the most energetic cluster in the event, a large 

error in position measurement can take place. 
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This is why the Beam Envelope rejection has a strong impact on both energy (Figure 7.1-

11) and position resolution (Figure 7.1-12), as may be expected. 

The position-dependent cut on the track direction provides an effective tool for rejecting 

scattered particles (especially - the electrons). Of course similar effects could be achieved with a 

simple 'rectangular' cut, using fixed cuts for the impact point and impact angle. In this case one 

has to choose between statistics losses (with some systematic bias in the data) for tight cuts and 

severe data contamination by interacting electrons for loose cuts. 

It is important to emphasize that while cut parameters may have been determined by 

looking at the energy in the calorimeter, no events were accepted or rejected based on the energy 

in the Prototype. Track parameters and counters responses were used to clean the beam. 
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Figure 7. l-11 Impact of the Beam Envelope Parameter on the Prototype response : Average (left, 
circles) and RMS (right). CERN-95 data, 193 GeV electrons. 
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Figure 7.1-12 The Beam Envelope Parameter Rimp and position resolution. CERN-95 data, 193 
GeV electrons. 

As a conclusion of this chapter it seems reasonable to show the electron response spec

trum (following the Figure 7.1-6 and Figure 7.1-8) with all the rejection criteria applied (Figure 

7.1-13). 
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Figure 7.1-13 The Electron spectrum with all beam rejections applied. 
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7.1.4 Off-line particle identification. 

The traditional methods of particle identification are based on the 'dual logic' criteria 

like the presence or absence of a response (above the preset threshold) in some detector. It may 

be a Cherenkov or Muon counter (BNL-93, Table 6.2-1) or sections of the Hadronic Tail Catcher 

(CERN-95, Table 6.2-2). Those methods are easy to implement at the hardware level for prelimi

nary particle identification. 

But this approach is not free of some shortcomings, like in the case of the CERN-95 

hardware trigger (see Figure 6.2-4 and discussion at page 6-95). In this case the identification 

does not use the whole potential of the segmented Tail Catcher, and the resulting electron spec

trum has a pion 'shoulder'. Another example: if the thresholds in the Cherenkov counters are set 

too high, the only particles identified as electrons (Table 6.2-1) will be the ones producing nu

merous 5-electrons in both Cherenkovs. As a result the data may be fatally biased. 

To improve the off-line particle identification, a multiparameter likelihood method was 

used. This method is based on a calculation of a set of parameters, describing the shower shape 

in the Tail Catcher. Those may be, for example, individual amplitudes in TC counters or section 

sums (like what was used in the hardware particle identification). More complex parameters may 

be created as a balance' between the two TC channels (or sections). 

Each value of a parameter may be more typical for one type of particle than for another. 

In case of Bn, the balance between the first two scintillators is concentrated around zero for a 

muon (because both amplitudes are ~MIP), and is close to 1 for an electron (because A,»A2 in 

the very tail, if any, of the EM shower). So, for each value fi/2 one can define three correspond

ing numbers W^2'^2'^2' called here 'partial likelihood functions', describing how likely it is 

that each type of beam particle could cause the balance between A/ and to equal Bn-

Those functions may be built using 'subjectively selected' beam particles. For example, 

by electrons with a 'perfect' response and narrow cluster in the Prototype and muons with less 

than a IGeV response in the Prototype and with amplitude well below 'typical pion' in the Tail 

Catcher. 

A -
' Balance between two numbers A. and A, is calculated as 5, = ; This definition will be 

used in other chapters too. 
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To identify the particle type, the off-line program calculates all N user-defined parame

ters, then finds the corresponding set of W',W'— \...N)foT each of the parameters. 

N N 

Than, as with the likelihood functions, three numbers are found: W = Y[w., w' 
y=i /=! 

W j ' .  Now the largest number of those three indicates the trigger solution. 
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Figure 7.1-14 Contamination of the Likelihood electron trigger with pion events. Also shown 
effect of the Beam Cleaning (Chapter 7.1.3). 

This algorithm is very flexible, it may be tuned for any purpose (say to have a perfectly 

clean electron identification) and is limited only by imagination in the selection of parameters to 

use and building corresponding likelihood functions. 
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It is important that information from the prototype was not used in particle identification 

and event rejection. Of course detectors that take physical data should use all information for 

those purposes, but beam test is a different case. Once the FCal performance is subject of a 

study, its response can not be used in any event selection without risk of introducing a bias. 

The advantage of this method, compared with the traditional threshold approach, is that 

no one particle escapes without identification. It takes into account much more information about 

the event. The values IV,IV,describe the quality of identification and may be used as 

weights for an event to fill electron, muon, and hadron (pion) histograms. Figure 7.1-14 demon

strates the final electron spectrum together with the pion contamination (determined from the 

hadron beam data). 

Please note, that this method includes a threshold approach as a sub-class with very few 

parameters and primitive step-like functions : '0' if below threshold, ' 1' if above threshold. So 

the resulting parameters {W,W^,W') may be only '0' or '1'. In the case of all three being '0' 

the particle is rejected. Also note, that the BNL-93 trigger (see Chapter 6.2.1, Table 6.2-1) al

lowed such losses on the hardware level, while the more advanced trigger of CERN-95 (Chapter 

6.2.3, Table 6.2-2) 'pre-identified' all particles without such rejection. 
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7.2 Position measurements in the EM FCal Prototype - used 
techniques 

7.2.1 The Center of Gravity method 

Traditional methods of position reconstruction using the calorimeter information are 

based on a calculation of the shower's center of gravity (CoG, Equation 7.2-1). This method 

works well without modifications in the case when the transverse scale of the shower core is 

comparable (or larger) than the transverse segmentation of the calorimeter. In low energy ex

periments this was possible to achieve by using a low-density absorber or very fine segmentation 

of a compact calorimeter system. 

Y — _i ^coc ~ V ^ 
LA 

I 

X 3', A 

^coc ~ ^ . 
2 -A  

I 

Equation 7.2-1 The CoG method of position reconstruction. A, is response in channel i with 
coordinates (Xi, yi). 

For LHC experiments this approach does not work. Both high energies and multiplicity 

push calorimeters to larger and larger radii from the interaction point. It is necessary to provide 

enough lever arm for the measurements in the central tracker and keep the calorimeter occupancy 

(rate of particles/cmVsec) on an acceptable level. 

As a result, the size of the calorimeter increases. It is the same occupancy factor that 

does not allow us to use low-density absorbers - showers must be as compact as possible. In such 

a situation (dense absorber and large calorimeter) fine segmentation leads to the avalanche-like 

increase of the readout channel number. At some point this increase becomes unacceptable be

cause of both price increase and space/material consumption by the electronics and cabling. 

Another result of particle energy increase is an increase of (relative) energy deposited in 

the narrow shower core^. Analysis of the response dependence on the impact point (Figure 7.4-

® As we discuss tests of the EM prototype, the attention is concentrated on the electromagnetic 
showers. 
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2) allows us to make the conclusion that for a 193 GeV electron 90% of the energy is deposited 

in a narrow cylinder -7mm diameter. 

Such a 'double-coarsening' of the calorimeter segmentation leads to systematic (posi

tion-depending) errors of the CoG method, known as the S-shape. In the case of a rectangular 

shape of the readout channel, it is possible to apply a one-dimensional correction to compensate 

for the S-shape. Such a correction, generally, is angle dependent and may be implemented as a 

correction table/function (Equation 7.2-2) or as a non-linear weighting of the channel responses 

(Equation 7.2-3). 

Equation 7.2-3 CoG method with non-linear weighting. The function/generally is logarithmic. 

In the case of the ATLAS FCal Prototype(s) the S-shape effect is more complicated. 

First, there is no 'rectangular' symmetry in the calorimeter structure (instead, the pattern is hex

agonal, Figure 5.2-5, Figure 5.2-6) and there is a non-uniformity of the response within a single 

mbe scale due to the 'channeling effect'(see Chapter 7.4.1). 

Equation 7.2-4 2-dimentional position correction, used for Prototype-95 position reconstruction. 

This is why the structure of the S-shape becomes very complex, requiring us to use a 

two-dimensional correction (Equation 7.2-4) instead of a one-dimensional one (Equation 7.2-2). 

Examples of the systematic errors of the CoG method in the Prototype-95 are presented in Figure 

7.2-1. It is hard to imagine the non-linear weighting function to be implemented in this case. 

^COG ~ ^COG +^y(^OC'^) 

Equation 7.2-2 Corrected CoG method using the correction ftjnction/table. 

^COG ~ ^COC "^^xC-^COG'^OC'^) 

^COC ~ ^COG (-^coc ' ̂COC ' 
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Figure 7.2-1 Systematic errors of the CoG method. 193 GeV electrons, -0.6° beam impact angle. 
The non-zero impact angle causes the asymmetry of the shower projection to the calorimeter 

'face'- and so follows the asymmetry of the 'S-shape'. 

This correction works well on the systematic errors, but it can not eliminate big fluctua

tions of Xcoc and Ycog, caused by channeling when the shower develops close to the tube. Under 

those circumstances significant changes of the response in a single hit channel follow small 

changes in the shower position. This puts limitations on the corrected CoG method of position 

reconstruction. In Chapter 7.3.1 the corrected and non-corrected CoG methods will be compared 

with an advanced approach developed for the Prototype. 

7.2.2 Multiparameter Likelihood method in the position 

reconstruction: general idea. 

The CoG methods, discussed in the previous chapter, are based on the direct calculation 

of two scalar parameters, depending on the cluster location in the calorimeter - Xcoc and Ycoc-
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Those two parameters are used to determine the impact point - as they are or with corresponding 

corrections (Equation 7.2-I-i-Equation 7.2-4). But such a 'folding' of calorimeter data means a 

significant loss of information. This means that not all of the position reconstructing capabilities 

of the calorimeter are utilized. 

During data analysis of the CERN-93 run the first attempts were made to implement a 

multiparameter approach to position reconstruction. The scalar parameters describing the shower 

shape details were chosen the balances (Equation 7.2-5) between channels in the cluster (chan

nels above a preset threshold, grouping together). 

Such parameters are handy because they have a limited range [1,-1] and provide a natu

ral compression close to the boundaries (when one channel has a response much higher than an

other) as well as an almost linear behavior in the 'central' region when amplitudes are close. In 

addition, the channels in the pair can have different relative locations, so it seems natural to sepa

rate pairs (ij) into corresponding classes. Of course each pair of channels has its own coordinates 

Xij=(Xi+xj)/2, Yij=(yi+yj)/2. 

For each exact 'relative impact point' Xnir-Xij, YHn-yij there is a distribution of Fij. In

verting this statement, there is a distribution of XHn-Xy and Yun-Yij corresponding to each exact 

value of Fjj. These distributions are called Partial Likelihood Functions, Pij(XHrrXij, Yun-Yij, Fij), 

and, of course, are to be built for each class of pairs (iJ). When the Partial Likelihood Functions 

are ready (as tables or parametrization), the reconstruction of position may be done in the next 

three steps: 

• calculate a complete set of Fy (i,j=l...N) parameters for each cluster in the calorimeter; 

• reconstruct the Complete Likelihood fiinction following Equation 7.2-6; 

i.i=\ 

Equation 7.2-6 Calculation of the two-dimensional Complete Likelihood Function. 

• proceed with the P{Xnrr„ Ynn)', extracting the peak position, centroid or the fit center parameter 

to get the estimation of the impact point position. 

Equation 7.2-5 

N 
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In case of the CERN-93 data analysis the statistic restrictions and some other shortcom

ings forced us to 'split' this procedure into a separate X and Y reconstruction (according to 

Equation 7.2-7). 

i.j=\ 

i.M 

Equation 7.2-7 Simplified algorithm, using one-dimensional Likelihood Functions 

The results sample is presented in Table 7.2-1. Note that in this data set the Hodoscope 

resolution was not subtracted. Unlike with the MWPC telescope, the Hodoscope had only one 

plane, and the "cross-calibration" of its resolution was impossible. 

0.8 Xo 1.9 Xo 3.0 Xo 4.1 Xo 

20 GeV 1.02 mm 1.13 mm 1.39 mm 1.44 mm 

50 GeV 0.79 mm 0.89 mm 0.93 mm 1.03 mm 

100 GeV 0.71 mm 0.72 mm 0.75 mm 0.80 mm 

150 GeV 0.67 mm 0.68 mm 0.71 mm 0.75 mm 

200 GeV 0.65 mm 0.64 mm 0.67 mm 0.68 mm 

Table 7.2-1 Position resolution (Y RMS) for Pototype-93, using the one-dimensional likelihood 
reconstruction (Equation 7.2-7). 

Taking into account a coarse segmentation and non-uniformity of the Prototype those re

sults are better than satisfactory (more than 3 times better than required by ATLAS FCal specifi

cations). In the following chapters the approach will be demonstrated in detail using the CERN-

95 data analysis. 

7.2.3 Preparation of two-dimensional Partial likelihood functions. 

The Partial Likelihood Functions were prepared as tables (2-dimensional XY histograms, 

corresponding to Fy bins) using clean (Chapter 7.1.3) electron events. The impact point {Xhit. 

Yhit) was determined using the MWPC telescope. Channels, with response above 250 MeV (~ 

twice the noise RMS), were grouped together and selected for position reconstruction. For 193 

GeV there are at least 9 channels above the threshold, providing at least 72 active (ij) pairs to 

obtain the Fij parameters using Equation 7.2-5. For each active pair the relative impact point is 
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calculated (Equation 7.2-8). 

Y'' — y — Y ^REL ~ ^ Hrr ^ij 
Y'' =Y —Y ^REL ^HIT 

Equation 7.2-8 

Depending on the (i,j) pair type and Fy value, the ) point is added to one of 

the Partial Likelihood Function histograms. After the beam run analysis is over, the obtained 

histograms (Figure 7.2-2) are normalized - and used for the impact point reconstruction in the 

next step of data analysis. 
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Figure 7.2-2 Example of 2-dimensionaI Partial Likelihood Functions set (CERN-95, 100 GeV 
electrons, 0.4° impact angle). 

Looking at Figure 7.2-2, created using a wide 4.0x4.0 cm^ beam, one can figure out that 

the narrow beam (in combination with 1.6x0.8 cm^ hodoscope aperture) in the 1993 runs could 
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not provide full coverage of a single channel (0.65x1.5 cm"). As a result the 1993 Partial Likeli

hood tables (functions) were incomplete, featuring unfilled gaps. Limited statistics acquired in 

the 1993 run forced us to apply smoothing procedures. The scintillating hodoscope did not pro

vide the track direction information, therefore the tables were spoiled with fake entries due to 

scattered electrons and bremsstrahlung photons. These were eliminated by the beam cleaning 

procedure (Chapter 7.1.3) in the 1995 run. 

The most narrow likelihood functions are for the balance parameter close to '0' (interval 

[-0.3,0.3]), so the closer the amplitudes in the readout channels pair, the better its contribution to 

the position reconstruction. This fact was used for ordering the pairs in the position reconstruc

tion procedure. The shape of the Partial Likelihood functions in Figure 7.2-2 shows some rela

tions with the non-linear weighting schemes (Equation 7.2-3 at page 7-125): the contribution of 

the (relatively) large amplitudes is suppressed by a wider likelihood distribution. Some details 

also show that this method automatically takes into account the calorimeter structure (tubes) 

close to the impact point, despite the fact that it may be as far as 10-20 mm from the used chan

nels. 

To the empty bins some value (corresponding to 0.1 event) was added to avoid 'zero' 

solutions with the P(XHrr. ynn)^-

7.2.4 Reconstruction of the electron impact point using the 

Multiparameter Likelihood (MPL) method. 

As was already mentioned, the result of the position reconstruction MPL procedure is not 

just a pair of numbers {Xhito ynn)^ but a two-dimensional function P(.Xnrr,< i'/z/r) (Equation 7.2-6), 

of the electron impact point probability distribution, corresponding to the observed response 

pattern among the Prototype readout channels. To demonstrate the reconstruction sequence the 

first event was taken from the 193GeV, 3.6° impact angle beam run. 

The first and the second Partial Likelihood Functions, generated by three channels with 

amplitudes 1793 ADC, 1053 ADC and 654 ADC (22 GeV, 13 GeV and 8 GeV) are presented in 

Figure 7.2-3. Note that the channels used on the first step do not include the channel with the 

largest response, instead only 22% of the whole signal is used. 
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Figure 7.2-3 Superposition of two first Partial Likelihood Functions in the event. 

Despite the active area of the Partial Likelihood Functions being 50x50 mm", the rela

tively compact area of the likelihood 'ridges' crossing on Figure 7.2-3 allows us to use a much 

smaller area (10.5x10.5 mm") for the actual reconstruction procedure. This area is bounded by 

the small square and is zoomed to in Figure 7.2-4. Its position was determined using the cor

rected CoG method (Equation 7.2-2, page 7-125). 
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Figure 7.2-4 The active area of position reconstruction from Figure 7.2-3 
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Figure 7.2-5 Projections of the Complete Likelihood Function, generated by first two Partial 
Likelihood Functions in the electron event. Vertical lines correspond to the MWPC telescope 

(dashed) and the Prototype (dotted) reconstruction results. 

The straight cross corresponds to the track impact point (reconstructed by the MWPC 

telescope), the oblique one - the outcome of the first step of position reconstruction. The result is 

already quite good, but the likelihood peak is still quite wide. Its X and Y projections are pre

sented in Figure 7.2-5. The Y-projection is wider than the X-projection. The reason for this dif

ference is that the channels in the first pair (Figure 7.2-3) represent two layers in the Y-direction 

but three layers in the X-direction. 
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Figure 7.2-6 Two more Partial Likelihood functions (#3 and #4). 
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Figure 7.2-7 Projections of the Likelihood Function, built of four Partial Likelihood Functions. 

Taking into account responses from other channels (Figure 7.2-6) from the cluster pro

vides more and more restrictions on the probable location of the particle impact point. The more 

information about the cluster shape involved, the narrower the Likelihood Function is. The wide 

'wings' seen in Figure 7.2-5 are gone when two more pairs are included in the analysis. 

At some steps the reconstruction error can go up slightly (Figure 7.2-7), but this is a tem

porary degradation and the general trend is a steady improvement of the result with further nar

rowing of the Complete Likelihood Function (Figure 7.2-8, Figure 7.2-9) 
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Figure 7.2-8 In the middle of the position reconstruction process - Functions #7, #8 added. 

The same channels are used several times in different pairs, so the pair balances Fi, can 

not be considered as independent measurements. But this fact reflects such features of the EM 

shower as compactness and high shape regularity, especially in our high energy case. So the ap

parent incorrectness of the procedure (multiplication of non-independent probabilities) may be 

referred to as the Mother Nature of the shower. 
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Figure 7.2-9 Functions #l-f-20 : the final step of the reconstruction procedure. 

Figure 7.2-9 presents results of the last step. Twenty of the Partial, 2-dimensional Likeli

hood Functions were used. The peak radius (RMS) is now as small as 0.5-0.6 mm, close to the 

impact point measurements precision, provided by the tracking procedure (page 7-114, Table 7.1-

2). This is a sign that there is sort of a procedure 'saturation', and adding more of the Partial 

Likelihood Functions does not provide improvement in the position resolution and/or the width 

of the Complete Likelihood Peak. 
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7.3 Summary of the position reconstruction results. 
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7.3.1 The comparison of used methods. 

In the previous chapter three methods of position reconstruction in the FCal Prototype 

were discussed: 

• Straightforward Center of Gravity cal

culation; 

• Center of Gravity with (look-up table) 

correction of the systematic errors; 

• Multiparameter Likelihood method. 

The comparison of those three 

methods is presented in Figure 7.3-1. The 

RMS was taken as a resolution definition 

to avoid hiding non-Gaussian tails (if any 

present) in the case when using the 

Gaussian Fit parameter o. The simple 

CoG Method is inferior to the Likelihood 

in the whole energy range, especially at 

high energies where resolution is domi

nated by complicated systematic S-

shapes rather than by the shower's 'sam

pling' fluctuations. 

Taking into account resolution of 

the tracker (MWPC telescope), the Like

lihood method provides a resolution 

(RMS) constant term better than 330 |xm, 

while the CoG shows twice this. 

The Corrected CoG results are 

O 

0 

Tracker Y—resolution 0.375 mm. 
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intermediate - at low energies (less than Comparison of three methods of position 
reconstruction used in the CERN-95 data analysis. 

50 GeV) position resolution is almost the 
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same as for the non-corrected CoG, but on the high energy end it gets closer to the Likelihood 

method (470 |im). The reason is that for good S-shape correction one needs the non-corrected 

measurements of the stochastic precision to be better than the S-shape scale (Figure 7.2-1). An

other advantage of the Likelihood Method is its extreme robustness. Because it uses very detailed 

information about the cluster shape, the loss of one or two channels (due to any reason like noise, 

short circuit, preamplifier failure) is not harmful to the algorithm performance. 

There is also a potential of rejection of close showers (like y-pairs from the 7t° decays, 

simulating single photons) in calorimeters with quite coarse segmentation. 

The Likelihood method of the EM clusters reconstruction, unfortunately, will not be very 

helpful in the ATLAS FCal - just because single electron/photon measurements are not among 

the sub-detector tasks. But within the presented research its results were used to disclose full po

tential of the LAr Tube FCal Prototype and to study some effects requiring high precision meas

urements of the shower location in the Prototype. 

7.3.2 Beam cleaning and position reconstruction. 

As was mentioned above (Chapter 7.1.3), the beam electrons suffering inelastic scatter

ing upstream from the calorimeter introduce serious mismeasurements for both energy and posi

tion of the electromagnetic shower (Figure 7.1-11, Figure 7.1-12). There may be quite severe 

cases when the Prototype detects multiple hits (clusters), while only one of each may be associ

ated with the track in the MWPC telescope. 

The event in Figure 7.3-2 is an example of an event with a normal Calorimeter response. 

The whole shower from the inelastic interaction was contained by the Prototype. But the MWPC 

track does not point on the most energetic cluster... The rest are secondary particles from the in

teraction. 
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Figure 7.3-2 Another example of scattered beam electron. Events of this kind form the 'wings' of 
raw position resolution distributions in Figure 7.3-3. 

The Beam Envelope track selection effect makes the picture (almost) perfectly clean 

(Figure 7.3-3). The residual 'tails' on level 10"* or so may be explained by elastic scattering and a 

few, still not rejected, bremsstrahlung events. 

Despite the Gaussian fit providing a good parametrization of the position resolution, the 

RMS will be used as a (slightly) conservative estimation of the position resolution. There is one 

case (AX for -3.6° impact) when the tail looks substantial and can not be ignored. The reason for 

this tail is discussed in the next Chapter. 
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Figure 7.3-3 Position reconstruction precision and Beam Envelope track selection. 193 GeV 
electrons, 0.4° (left) and -3.6° (right) beam impact. 

7.3.3 The precision of Radial and Azimuthal position measurements. 

Direct measurement of the Xn in the Prototype. 

The axial (non-projective) geometry of the ATLAS FCal provides different conditions 

for the radial and azimuthal reconstruction of the impact point. Non-projective tubes of the FCal 

EM provide information about shower location, so longitudinal fluctuations of the shower start 

(for EM shower it is Xo, for hadronic - A,i) to introduce additional errors to the radial measure

ments, keeping the azimuthal measurements untouched. 
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Figure 7.3-4 The Prototype-95 electron position resolution as a function of angle. The 'radial' 
resolution (X) has a term XQ sin( 6) while the azimuthal (Y) does not indicate angular variations. 

The angular study of the Prototype performance was achieved by rotating it around its 

vertical (Y) axis in the angle range ±5°^' . The Z axis was the beam direction. In this case meas

urement of the Y position corresponds to the azimuthal (9) measurements and should not be af

fected by the Prototype rotation. Measurements of the X coordinate corresponds to the Radial 

measurements. The expected angle depending term (for the EM showers) is XQ sin(D) added 

quadratically. 

Experimental data are in good agreement with those expectations (Figure 7.3-4). Note 

that the constant terms in the X and Y measurements do not have to be the same: the Prototype 

segmentation is quite different in X and Y directions. In fact they are close, indicating that some 

coarser segmentation may be used without harm to EM position reconstruction. 

Similar analysis was performed with hadrons. Those deposit only a fraction (-50%) in 
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the EM section, and scale of the longitudinal is much larger. Using (calibrated) response of the 

Tail Catcher, the hadron impact point resolution was studied as a function of signal fraction in 

the EM section (Figure 7.3-5). 

Energy Fraction in the EM Energy Fraction in the EM 

Figure 7.3-5 Position resolution as a function of energy (response) in the EM prototype. 200 GeV 
pions, -3.6° degree impact angle. 

Degradation of radial (X in Figure 7.3-5) measurements may turn into a serious disad

vantage for an axial calorimeter without longitudinal segmentation (like one using liquid scintil

lator capillaries, see Chapter 5.3.5). In the case of the ATLAS FCal (and its prototype), with 

separated EM section and two hadronic sections, the right tail (above +25 mm in Figure 7.3-6) of 

those fluctuations is 'cut away' by the depth of the EM section. 

The position of showers with no (or low) energy deposit in the EM FCal will be meas

ured by the hadronic sections. Unfortunately, the Tail Catcher used in the test beam had no 

transverse segmentation to perform this duty, though deep start showers (with EM signal less 

than 10% of the total calorimeter sum, on the left part of plots Figure 7.3-5) were rejected. 

During data analysis was found out that the 'zero' angle of the angular scale corresponds to the -
0.6°. so the actual angular range is [-5.6°. 4.4°]; 
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Figure 7.3-6 Position reconstruction for 200 GeV pions, beam impact angle -3.6°. Events with 
less than 20 GeV in the EM section were rejected. 
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Figure 7.3-7 Position resolution for 200 GeV hadrons as a function of angle. 
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For an impact angle of -3.6° (sin9=0.063) the longitudinal fluctuations of the hadronic 

shower add (quadratically) 4.43 mm to the position resolution (Figure 7.3-6). This corresponds to 

-70 mm of the longitudinal fluctuations (RMS) scale. Summary of data from all measured angles 

is presented in Figure 7.3-7. Marginal degradation of the Y reconstruction occurs due to non-

perfect alignment of the prototype rotation axis. 

7.3.4 Position reconstniction and dead material in front of the 

Prototype. 
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Figure 7.3-8 Position resolution (AX and AY RMS) as a function of dead material, located in 

front of the Prototype module. 193 GeV electrons, -3.6° impact angle. CERN-95 data. 
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The study of the amount of dead materials influence on the position resolution was per

formed in both the CERN-93 and CERN-95 beam runs. Of course the study was performed for 

electrons only - it is hard to imagine a detector so bad that it would have an entire hadronic 

length of dead material in front of its calorimeter system. 

The dead material was simulated by 10 cm (l.lXo) thick Aluminum blocks. The most 

complete set of data (Figure 7.3-8) was obtained during the CERN-93 run*. Results of the CERN-

95 with better position precision are presented for comparison. The highest energies (100 GeV 

and above) are only slightly affected (within 10%) when the dead material amount stays below 

3-5-4Xo. The low energy electrons are more sensitive - because of multiple scattering and rela

tively significant shower losses in the dead material. 

7.3.5 Position resolution as a function of energy. 

Figiu-e 7.3-9 shows standard parametrization of the position resolution vs. energy de

pendence. Fit of the energy dependence was performed using the same 'classic' formula that is 

commonly used for the energy resolution parametrization (Equation 7.3-1). 

Ac A„ 
Ax = Aq ©-7=©-— 

° 4E E 
Equation 7.3-1 Parametrization of position resolution dependence on the electron energy. 

Unlike the energy resolution, application of the same three terms (constant Ao, stochastic 

As and noise An) here is just an attempt to find the formula representing factors, contributing to 

the position resolution. Taking into account the complicity of the used reconstruction method 

(Chapter 7.2.2) one should not expect classic behavior. 

For example, in the Likelihood method, the number of involved channels may vary (so 

might the effective included noise) not only with the beam energy, but from one event to another 

in the same beam run. In case of insufficient statistics, additional errors may be introduced by an 

incomplete or wrongly defined partial likelihood function. 

The results of parametrization are summarized in the Table 7.3-1, disclosing a quite rea

sonable behavior of parameters as a function of the impact angle. 

' The reason is simple - during CERN-95 tests statistics per point were (at least) doubled. So some 
configurations (energy/angl^dead material) were sacrificed to stay in the same time frame. 
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Angle AX parameters AY parameters 

Ao (mm) As (mm) An (mm) Ao(nim) As (mm) An (mm) 
3.6° I.166±0.002 0.0±5.0 29.52±0.15 0.399±0.002 3.88±0.02 21.15+0.14 
2.4° 0.874±0.009 3.63±0.21 24.15±0.57 
1.6° 0.705±0.006 4.75±0.11 22.07±0.48 0.4I8±0.004 3.7110.02 21.50+0.21 
0.6° 0.523±0.(X)5 4.81±0.074 21.99±0.38 0.395±0.005 4.1510.08 19.8110.35 

0 d
 0.40210.010 5.14±0.040 21.43±0.69 0.377±0.013 4.37+0.12 18.24+0.75 

Table 7.3-1 Parametrization of the Position resolution as a function of Energy (Figure 7.3-9). 
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Figure 7.3-9 Position resolution as a function of electron energy. No (extra) dead material in 
front of the cryostat. 
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7.3.6 Use of the high precision position reconstruction on subsequent 

steps of the data analysis. 

Results of the Likelihood Position Reconstruction (X and Y values) were stored event-

by-event for every analyzed data set (run). This allowed us to use them on subsequent analysis 

steps without repeating the time consuming procedure of reconstruction again and again with 

(definitely) the same outcome. Both the position correction of the Prototype response and the 

clustering will be performed using those pre-recorded coordinates. 

High position resolution of the Prototype allowed us to make response maps of the Pro

totype and to obtain a highly detailed pattern of local transverse response non-uniformity, caused 

by non-uniform readout cells (absorber rod, sensitive tube, absorber matrix, see Figure 5.2-5). 

Examples of those patterns are presented in Figure 7.4-1, and may be used for position correction 

of the Prototype response. There will be more discussion about this non-uniformity in Chapter 

7.4.1. 

It is important to keep in mind that the additional radial term, which appears in the im

pact point reconstruction has nothing to do with the shower position measurements. So the rela

tive response variations are mapped with a precision better than 350 ftm along both the X and Y 

axis despite the impact angle not being the same. 
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7.4 Measurements of energy with the FCal Prototype. 

The measurement of the incident particle (or a jet) is a major task of the calorimeter 

system. Current study is dedicated to the EM section of the calorimeter and discussion will be 

concentrated on the electron data. The hadron (pion) measurements will also be briefly reviewed. 

There are several factors contributing to performance of the calorimeter system. Fol

lowing those contributions, the discussion can be naturally divided into five stages: 

• Non-uniformity of response within a single channel, caused by the calorimeter transverse 

structure (tubes). The signal induced by the narrow core (fraction of a millimeter) of the EM 

shower is extremely sensitive to this structure due to small (l°-i-6°) impact angles. This non-

uniformity contributes to the constant term of the energy resolution and may be corrected under 

certain circumstances by the position correction procedure. 

• The large scale response variations. Those may be caused by response variations tube-to-tube, 

variations of the electronics gain, and response variations with the angle. The last two sources of 

non-uniformity may be fixed by calibration. The first one may require replacement of the worst 

tubes. 

• Clustering procedure, which may be applied when the shower position is determined. It deter

mines which fraction of the signal (and electronic noise) will be included into the reconstructed 

response. 

• Proportionality of the ftototype response. The Proportionality term is used instead of the less 

certain Linearity to describe response vs. beam energy dependence. This characteristic of a calo

rimeter hcis a direct impact on the jet energy resolution. 

• The energy resolution. One of three terms of the energy resolution - the noise term - was al

ready discussed (Chapter 7.1.1). The constant term comes from the non-uniformity of the calo

rimeter response and may be improved (to some degree) by calibration and position corrections. 

The sampling (or stochastic) term is determined by the relative amount of sensitive media and 

passive absorber in the calorimeter, and so is pre-determined in the design stage. 
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7.4.1 Local response non-upiformity., channeling effect 

distance from channel center X (mrri) 

distance from channel center X (mm) 

Figure 7.4-1 The relative Prototype response variations within a single readout channel. 
Presented maps correspond to -0.6° (upper plot) and -3.6° (lower one) impact angle. 

High position resolution (as good as 330 |im) of the Prototype is achieved with the Mul

tiparameter Likelihood Method allowed to carry a detailed study of the response variations 

within the scale of a single tube (and so within a single channel). Examples of such maps are pre

sented in Figure 7.4-1. 

The clear X-ray of the tube pattern on the upper plot (-0.6° impact angle) proves that this 

non-uniformity originates from the so-called channeling effect. This term in calorimeter applica

tion means that under certain circumstances the shower core with its high density of energy de-

More detailed study of the channeling effect is presented in Chapter 7.4.2, page 7-152 
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posit appears to be aligned with the detector layer (or other sensitive media like a light guide), 

and produces a response higher than could be expected from a simple sampling fraction calcula

tions. Such areas on the upper plot are colored Dark Red. 

Note that those red areas are not complete circles - this is due to a non-zero impact angle. 

The channeling is stronger where the shower core 'slides' along the tube, and is smaller where 

the shower core just crosses it (despite such a negligible angle as -0.6°). The red areas are 

slightly tilted due to the Prototype alignment. During the data analysis (actually on the step when 

the response map was obtained using the track impact point from the MWPC telescope) it was 

found that the calorimeter is 'turned' by -5° around its Z-axis (beam direction). 
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Figure 7.4-2 Prototype response sum variations along the Y axis (slice samples taken at X=0, see 
Figure 7.4-1). 

Another result of the channeling effect is that the calorimeter response is below the sam

pling fraction estimations when the shower develops mostly in the absorber material (Dark Blue 
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rods in Figure 7.4-1 upper plot, 'dips' in Figure 7.4-2). In this case the most dense part of a 

shower remains undetected by the sensitive media of the calorimeter. 

A more detailed analysis of channeling could be done with a single-tube readout. In this 

case the scale of the amplitude variation could be measured directly. But in case of four tubes 

ganged together it is still possible to extract a single tube response from the channel response 

map. Indeed, the channel response may be presented as a sum of four single tube signals 

(Equation 7.4-1), shifted following the Prototype geometry (Table 7.4-1). 

i=\ 

Equation 7.4-1 Channel response profile as a sum of four shifted (identical) tube profiles. 

Tube #1 Tube #2 Tube #3 Tube #4 

Xtube. rrun 6.495 0. -6.495 0. 

Ytube. nim 0. 3.75 0. -3.75 

Table 7.4-1 Tube locations Xi, Yi for Equation 7.4-1. 

Equation 7.4-1 may be solved numerically as a system of N' linear equations, if two 

functions (A'*^, A"^") are presented as a map of NxN pixels. In the presented analysis N=150 for 

a 52x52mm^ area. This is too much for a system of linear equations so the solution of the system 

was found using an iteration process, minimizing the least squares sum. 

t - N  
l = N  ,=4 

5 = £ [ A (X,. y,) - X A ""^ (X, - X,, ^ 
t=i  1=1 
;=i 

Equation 7.4-2 The least squares sum for solving Equation 7.4-1 

The minimization procedure was performed with one physical restriction - all values of 

the A"^ solution fiinction must be positive. The resulting map of the unfolded single-tube re

sponse is presented in Figure 7.4-3. 
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Figure 7.4-3 The single channel response map (left plots) and single tube response map, unfolded 
by solving Equation 7.4-1. Upper plots correspond to impact angle -0.6°, lower ones - to -3.6°. 

The difference between the shower maximum location and the impact point is quite clear 

on those plots. Right-left asymmetry of the tube map due to asymmetry of shower projection to 

the prototype face became clear at angles as small as -0.6°, proving the high precision of the 

methods used and the extremely fine structure of the shower core. 

Study of the single tube map, corresponding to the -0.6° allows us to estimate the scale 

of channeling. 

If the beam impact angle is increased, the channeling effect goes down. The highest sig

nals became smaller because there is less room for the shower core to slide along the sensitive 

media (LAr tube in our case). The lowest signals go up because there is less room for the shower 

to stay within the central rod (or matrix) without crossing the tube. As a result the 'crater' pattern 

of the upper plot is replaced by the 'wave pattern' of the lower one with much less peak-to-peak 

variation of the response. 
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Figure 7.4-4 X- and Y-slices of the single tube response map (Figure 7.4-3) for impact angle -
0.6°. 

7.4.2 Study of the shower profile using the beam test data. 

The next step of the Channeling effect study is an extraction of the individual shower 

profile, following the approach developed in the previous chapter. Indeed, one can imagine a liq

uid argon tube as a cylinder built of full length, thin (say -0.25x0.25 mm"), sensitive 'fibers'. 

Here an assumption is to be made that all of those fibers have the same response dependence on 

the particle impact point F{ X H H - -  ̂  F I B E R  '  ̂H I T  "  YFIBEK ) • 

This assumption is correct for a zero impact angle, but as the angle increases, the re

sponse of such an element of the sensitive media starts to depend on how the shower passes it, is 

it crossing the tube 'at 90°' in the azimuthal plane or is it just touching the tube side. Those cases 

should be different just because the conditions for shower development are different in those two 

cases. 

Another limitation of the method is position resolution of the system (calorimeter as well 

as MWPC telescope, see Chapter 7.2) comparable with the transverse size of the 'fiber'. This 

will smear the shower profile, but there is a small technical profit - no need for extremely fine 
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binning (and CPU time). 

The Tube response may be interpreted as a sum (or integral) of the elementary fiber re

sponses (/? is the tube radius, N is the number of ^vbins, (x,y) is the shower profile s re

sponse map for the LAr 'fiber'): 

A " ^ (x , y ) =  j  A^ ( x - Rc os ( p , y - Rs in ( p ) dq>  

= -/?cos(^),y^ -^sin(-^)) 

Equation 7.4-3 The integral and discrete formulas for the tube response based on the elementary 
segment response (same as a shower profile). 

Following the least sum approach to solving this problem, one can build the function for 

minimization (Equation 7.4-4, similar to Equation 7.4-2) and, consuming some CPU time, unfold 

the shower profile from the tube response map in the same way as a single tube response map 

was unfolded from the readout channel response profile (Figure 7.4-3). 

i=M 
j=M 

1=1 
7=1 

mhe f \  2.7V ff l-kK . iLkTC ̂  
^ -^cos(—),y, -^sm(—) 

Equation 7.4-4 The least sum used to unfold the shower profile from the tube response map. 

Of course, the A ^ (^x , y )  is also a positive (shower ionization density can not be nega

tive) discrete function (just a Hbook type histogram), and during cdculations its arguments are to 

be properly converted into integer indexes. 

To exclude the intermediate step (channel —> tube unfolding) one can re-write Equation 

7.4-3 for direct extraction of the shower profile from the experimental channel map. This method 

is descried by Equation 7.4-5. It is not presented here in the discrete form to avoid unnecessarily 

large equations providing little new information. 

1=4 

1=1 

p=2x 

j  A^(x -  -  Rcos ( p , y -  y j"^^  - Rsin(p)d(p 
«!=0 

Equation 7.4-5 The formula for extraction of the shower A^ profile from the channel response 

map A "^{ x , y ) .  
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Figure 7.4-5 The shower profiles (right) unfolded from the tube maps (see Figure 7.4-3) (left). 
193 GeV electrons, no extra absorber, -0.6° (upper two plots) and -3.6° (upper two plots). 

An example of Equation 7.4-4 minimization is presented in Figure 7.4-5. Obtained re

sults allow us to study shower projection on the calorimeter front plate for different beam angles 

(Figure 7.4-6). For the smaller angle (-0.5°) the shower profile is almost symmetric (left plots). 

Some difference between X and Y projections is a result of a non-zero impact angle. But for -

5.6° the longitudinal shower shape starts to overshadow its transverse profile on the X projec

tion. At the same time the Y-projection continues to represent a transverse shape of an EM 

shower. 
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Figure 7.4-6 Shower profile projections (for -0.6° and -5.6° impact angles, 193 GeV electron 
beam) on the calorimeter front plate recovered using Equation 7.4-5. 

Adding passive material (Aluminum) in front of the cryostat makes the electron shower 

wider. Interacted electrons come to the Prototype as a shower and the low density of Aluminum 

provides better conditions for shower transverse expansion. Study of shower shapes recovered 

from Equation 7.4-5 shows that this effect is quite marginal. 
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7.4.3 Effect of the Local Position correction. 
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Figure 7.4-7 Effect of the position correction on the response spectrum. 193 GeV electron beam. 
-0.6°(left) and -3.6°(right) impact angle. 

The local position correction was performed using tables (2-dimentional histograms like 

ones in Figure 7.4-1) prepared during a special step of the data analysis. The tables are normal

ized so that the average correction coefficient is equal to 1. As a result, the global calibration is 

not affected. For each electron event the relative location of the shower to the channel it struck 

was determined, and the Prototype (or cluster) sum was divided by the value from the corre

sponding bin of the correction table. Figure 7.4-7 presents the effect of the position correction on 

the response spectrum. 

The structure of the non-corrected spectra (the upper ones in Figure 7.4-7) reflects the 

major pattern features in Figure 7.4-1. The -0.6° spectrum has a left shoulder, formed by elec
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trons hitting the rod, main peak corresponding to the matrix hits and the right shoulder formed by 

channeling showers, developing near the tube. The -3.6° spectrum has a two-peak structure, fol

lowing the wave-looking pattern (valleys and ridges) of the response map. The correction proce

dure shifts all local variations to the same average value. Of course the in-point fluctuations can 

not be eliminated with this method. 

This correction is hardly applicable to the ATLAS FCal with its specific conditions of 

operation (Chapter 4.2). But the corrected electron energy resolution appears to be closer to the 

jet EM component resolution (see Chapters 7.5, 7.6). This happens due to the high multiplicity 

of y's in a jet and their spatial distribution which is almost uniform within the tube scale. 

There is another factor affecting the channeling and the local non-uniformity of the AT

LAS FCal. It is an amount of dead material located between the interaction point and the calo

rimeter. This includes the beam pipe. Central Tracker support structures, borated polyethylene 

neutron shielding, cryostat walls, and some amount of liquid Argon in front of the detector. To 

study the influence of this dead material during the beam tests Aluminum blocks 10 cm (1.1 Xq) 

thick were placed in front of the cryostat. 

The dead material serves as a pre-radiator, forcing (most of the) beam electron to start 

their showers in the low density Aluminum before entering the Prototype. As a result, the shower 

core reaches the Prototype widened. A wider and less dense shower core makes the channeling 

effect somewhat softer, improving the single-particle resolution on the high energy end. But, as it 

will be demonstrated below (Chapter 7.4.6, page 7-163), degradation of the linearity (proportion

ality) substantially harms the EM FCal performance. 

7.4.4 Large-scale variations of the Prototvpe-95 response. 

The channel-to-channel variation of the response study was performed using 193 GeV 

electrons. This allowed us to obtain the best position reconstruction and to 'associate' each 

shower with the channel where it was located. Then the response spectra may be accumulated for 

every channel occupied with the beam hits (Figure 7.4-8). The local correction (within a single 

channel, see previous chapter) was applied to exclude unfair treatment of non-uniformly occu

pied channels on the beam aperture boundary. 
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Figure 7.4-8 Sample set of the Prototype-95 response spectra accumulated for channels occupied 
with the beam hits. Position correction applied. 

Small RMS of the accumulated spectra (-3%) allows us to determine the average re

sponse with precision better than 0.3% if the channel were hit more than 100 times. So, quite 

precise comparison of the single channel response to the electron shower may be performed. 

Note that this is not exactly the seune as the individual channel calibration, because the electron 

shower covers few channels. But this kind of relative calibration is adequate for the calorimeter 

approach, because the EM shower is the most compact object to be measured by the detector. 

Hadronic showers, providing response integration over much larger detector volumes (and chan

nels number) are much less demanding. 

Channel-by-channel response comparison (Figure 7.4-9) allows us to conclude that the 

effective response variations (electronic gain + tubes variations) are well within the ±2% range 

and the RMS of this non-uniformity is 0.8%. 
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Figure 7.4-9 The channel-to-channel variation of the 193 GeV -3.6° electron response. Local 
correction map (analog of Figure 7.4-1) is shown on the inset. 

Such a good large-scale transverse uniformity of the Prototype made it possible to ana

lyze the data from the CERN-95 run without referring to the calibration system but by simple 

GeV-^ADC beam calibration. Incidentally, the performance of the calibration system (electron

ics on the Motherboards) during the run was not satisfactory. The beam particles data (not the 

calibration system pulses) were used to determine relative calibration between the High Gain and 

Low Gain branches of the readout electronics (the Track&Hold outputs with their ADCs). 

Of course it is important to know the Prototype response calibration (pC/GeV of the 

collected charge), but this parameter was measured during the CERN-93 run. There were no 

changes in the Prototype design which could affect this parameter so there is little concern about 

this lost data. The Prototype calibration measured in the 1993 tests was 0.25x10® electrons/GeV 

[xix] what is in good agreement with theoretical prediction based on the sampling fraction of the 
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detector. 

Angular variations of the FCal response could require special correction by electronics 

(for trigger purposes) or/and by software re-calibration. To measure the angular non-uniformity 

of the Prototype, statistics were accumulated in the cryostat at positions^' 0°, ±1°, ±3°, ±5°. 

During the analysis of data it was determined that the 0° on the cryostat 'scale' corresponds to -

0.6° for the Prototype. The result of this 'error' was only to increase the number of experimental 

points along the 161 axis. 
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Figure 7.4-10 Angular uniformity of the Prototype response. The worst point is 193 GeV, 4.4° 
angle: -0.7% below the average. 

Obtained response uniformity, as a function of angle (Figure 7.4-10), may be qualified as 

a perfect result. Variations on the level of a fraction of a percent are on the level of statistical 

Not every energyxangle point was used to obtain data due to time restrictions. 
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fluctuations, so the systematic variations of a signal with the impact angle may be counted as 

zero. 

7.4.5 The Clustering Procedure. 

When the shower position is determined (Chapter 7.2.1), there is a reason to select some 

group of channels for response measurements. This procedure allows us to measure energy and 

position of multiple hits in calorimeters, either jets or single particles. In the single-particle case 

of the Prototype it allows us to study the shower profile and to keep the noise term down (despite 

its being quite low already). 

There are clustering methods like taking the sum of a 3x3 (or 5x5) channel matrix sur

rounding the channel with the largest amplitude. This approach is easy to implement on the trig

ger level and during preliminary data analysis. It is good for calorimeters with 'square' segmen

tation, when the shower is sampled between transversely equal channels. 

® —4-0 mm 

Ro —30 mm 

R«=20 mr 

R„ = 10 mm 

—40 -30 -20 -10 10 20 30 

Figure 7.4-11 Demonstration of the Cylindrical Clustering procedure (Equation 7.4-6). The cross 
corresponds to the reconstructed impact point (see Chapter 7.2) 

But in the ATLAS EM FCal Prototype the channel has a significantly non-square shape, 

and the segmentation is quite coarse (CERN-95), so cylindrical clustering was used (Figure 7.4-

II) .  
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^CLUST ~ S 2̂ 3̂ 4̂ ) 
1=1 

Equation 7.4-6 The cylindrical clustering. FJ is a fraction of a tube within the cluster radius. 

If all four tubes in a channel are within the cluster radius, the weight W, is 1. If all the 

tubes are out of the cluster, the weight is 0. If the channel is covered partially by the cluster, its 

weight depends on the fraction of the tubes included in the cluster (Equation 7.4-6). Note that in 

this approach the cluster radius is just a parameter of the clustering procedure and is not neces

sarily the same as a physical radius of the EM shower. 
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Figure 7.4-12 Shower response containment as a function of the beam Energy and Cluster 
Radius. 

The exact outcome of the clustering procedure depends on the choice of the function 

W(F). In current analysis it was The cluster sum dependence on the cluster radius allows us 

to estimate the typical shower scale (Figure 7.4-12). Of course the choice of a 'harder' function 

W(F) may provide smaller radius values. The electronic cross-talk between the readout channels 

can also lead to widening (positive cross-talk) or narrowing (negative one) of the cluster size. 
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An interesting point to notice about Figure 7.4-12 is that lower energy showers require us 

to use a bigger cluster radius to provide the same containment. This happens due to larger scat

tering angles of softer particles in the low energy showers, so the halo contains a larger fraction 

of the shower energy. 

Influence of the cluster size on the energy resolution will be discussed in Chapter 7.5.1. 

7.4.6 Proportionality of the EM Prototype response. 

The proportionality of response is an important parameter for jet resolution. There is a 

difference between the proportionality (that is, Aresp=^^^<£) and the more traditional linearity 

The linearity parametrization features a negative bias i4o due to threshold effects in the 

ionization and relative energy loss increases in the dead material in front of the detector. This de

scription of the calorimeter response is good for single particles above some energy level. But in 

the jet measurement case the situation changes. 

Because the jet (or its EM component) may consist of a few high energy particles as well 

as softer but numerous ones, the bias in the linearity means degradation in the energy resolution. 

Moreover, the non-linearity (non-proportionality) in the jet EM response expands to higher ener

gies than for single EM showers, simply because it is a sum of responses produced by particles 

with lower energies. This is why the use of a single-parameter Proportionality is a more critical 

approach to a description of the FCal calorimeter properties than the two-parameter Linearity. 
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Figure 7.4-13 Proportionality of the Prototype-95 response. 

In Chapter 7.4.5 it was mentioned that the fraction of the response within the cluster ra

dius depends on the energy. This may be an additional source of non-proportionality, especially 

for single electromagnetic showers with their compact size (Figure 7.4-13) and small cluster ra

dius. The CERN-95 beam test shows that the deviations from proportionality are well within 

0.5% for the Prototype sum. 

The amount of dead material in front of the calorimeter has a strong influence on the 

low-energy proportionality. As the electron energy goes down from hundreds to dozens of GeV, 

the shower became shorter and shorter. If there is a substantial (few radiation lengths) amount of 

dead material in front of the detector, the fraction of shower energy deposited in this absorber 

(and so not reaching the calorimeter) increases. 
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Figure 7.4-14 Response/Beam Energy (%) of the Prototype-95, measured for different energies 
and amounts of dead material in front of the EM module. Smooth curves represent response 
estimations based on the Bock parametrization. Cryostat thickness was estimated as 0.55Xo. 

Note that this non-linearity is not a non-linearity of the calorimeter itself, which still 

measures very well the shower fraction reaching it. But the performance of the whole system is 

degraded, as shown in Figure 7.4-14. 

Standard calculations (using the Bock parametrization [xxxi]) for shower losses in the 

aluminum absorber are in good agreement with this data, proving that LAr Tube technology itself 

does not suffer from any significant non-linearity. To characterize the linearity of the EM Proto

type quantitatively the deviation from the expected signal (Equation 7.4-7) was used. 

P = 100% X 
^MEASURED ^EXPECTED 

'EXPECTED 

Equation 7.4-7 Proportionality of the EM module. ^£x/>£ct£d calculated as . 

Figure 7.4-15 shows that agreement between the measured energy and the estimated 

visible energy is better than ±0.5% (RMS). Some systematic variations likely correspond to the 

precision of the beam energy setting rather than to the EM prototype itself. 
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Figure 7.4-15 Proportionality of the EM FCal prototype. 

The dead material in front of the ATLAS FCal belongs not only to the calorimeter sys

tem elements (non-instrumented liquid, cryostat walls, readout board, and cables) but also in

cludes the beam pipe with necessary flanges, vacuum system services (pumps) and support 

structures of the Central Tracker. Its impact on the FCal performance (jet measurements) will 

also differ firom one described above. Instead of single particles (electrons or pions) it will deal 

with jets consisting of a whole spectrum of particles. The comparison of dead material impact on 

the jet EM component will be discussed in Chapter 7.5. 
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7.5 Energy Resolution of the FCal Prototype 

In any calorimeter study it is necessary to define the energy resolution. One of the defi

nitions (the obsolete one) is the so called 'half width on half height of the peak'. This 'resolu

tion' describes only the central part of the response distribution, absolutely ignoring the potential 

presence of tails. The Gaussian fit of the response spectra returns not only the Gaussian width a 

(which may be as misleading as a 'half width on half height of the peak'), but also the value, 

describing the quality of fit. So, if one obtained a pretty small a but a huge value of the x', this is 

a sign that the distribution of the response is far from the Gaussian (like spectra in Figure 7.4-7) 

and the CT value may not reflect the real situation. 

There is a simple statistical parameter RMS =< > ~< x>^, providing the most ob

jective information about the distribution, taking into account not only the width of a main peak, 

but also the shape and 'population' of the tails. It is always a conservative estimation (in case of 

the energy resolution), because some of the events falling into the tail are not due to the calo

rimeter performance but due to beam contamination (by different types of particles or upstream 

scattering, see Chapter 7.1.3). These kinds of tails were practically extinct in the CERN-95 run 

data analysis, so there is good reason to use the RMS as a definition of the energy resolution. 

The energy resolution - AE/E RMS (%) - was determined for each set of data, acquired 

under the same conditions: energy and composition of the beam, impact angle and amount of ad

ditional dead material, and voltage applied to the tube gap. The local correction (as described in 

Chapter 7.4.1, page 7-148) was applied, allowing us to compare resolutions with and without this 

correction. The clustering procedure (Chapter 7.4.5, page 7-161) was performed using different 

sizes of the cluster cylinder, which made it possible to optimize the cluster size (for single EM 

shower measurements). 

7.5.1 Energy resolution as a function of the cluster radius. Effect of the 

Local Position correction. 

Clustering and the local position correction of the response both affect the energy reso

lution. Both of these factors are 'software corrections', they will be discussed in the same chapter 

- as they were applied during data analysis. 

Cylindrical clustering was performed for each electron event of the acquired data, as de
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scribed in Chapter 7.4.5. The whole Prototype sum was also analyzed. Looking at Figure 7.4-12 

one can expect that for a very small cluster size (less than 2 cm) the AE/E value will be large due 

to fluctuations of side leakage from the cluster. As shower containment (together with cross-talk) 

increases, the resolution should pass through an optimum. If too many empty channels (without 

any signal, but with their noise) are added, the resolution will start to degrade again due to the 

noise term, including two terms proportional to the cluster radius (thermal noise) and squared ra

dius (for the coherent one). 
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Figure 7.5-1 Energy resolution as a function of the cluster radius - before and after the local 
position correction. 193 GeV electrons, -3.6° impact angle, absorber I.IXq. 

If the noise of the whole module does not exceed 2.0 GeV, the degradation of the energy 

resolution may only be expected for the low energy measurements. This is exactly what was ob

served - Figure 7.5-1. 

Data analysis shows a clear contribution of the noise term for the 20 GeV electrons, a 

very marginal one for 50 GeV, and no noise effects at higher energies. Also well seen is the satu

ration effect, when the energy resolution does not change with the cluster size. 
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The local position correction to the response shows the strongest effect at highest ener

gies, where the energy resolution is dominated by the constant term (which includes the non-

uniformity of the Prototype). The 20 GeV electrons are almost unchanged - due to both worse 

position resolution (Figure 7.3-1) and domination by the sampling fluctuations. 
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Figure 7.5-2 Electron energy resolution as a function of the beam energy for few RCLUST values, 
before (circles) and after the local position correction (squares). The electronic noise (measured 

for each run as a pedestal RMS, see Chapter 7.1.1) was subtracted point-by-point. 

For each cluster radius a two-parameter fit of the energy resolution vs. Energy was car

ried out (Figure 7.5-2). The first parameter was the constant resolution term. The second one -

the sampling term. The electronic noise was subtracted point-by-point, using values determined 

for each data set during the Pedestal analysis (Chapter 7.1.1). 
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Figure 7.5-3 The Constant (left). Stochastic (center), and Noise (right) terms of the energy 
resolution as a function of the cluster radius. 193 GeV electrons, -3.6° impact angle, absorber 

l.lXo.. The Impact of the local position correction (squares) is also presented. 

Energy resolution as a function of energy was fitted (as described above) for every clus

ter radius, allowing us to study the constant and stochastic terms as a function of the cluster size. 

As expected, there is a 'saturation' of both constant and stochastic terms (Figure 7.5-3). 

The constant term before and after the local position correction is presented in Figure 

7.5-3 (left). At 'cluster saturation' the corrected constant term is only half of the raw one and is 

below 3%. 

The stochastic term is on the level of 35-37%. Some degradation of the energy resolution 

stochastic term occurs due to degradation of the position resolution at low energies (Figure 7.3-

9). The position resolution contributes to the Energy Resolution through the term presented by 

Equation 7.5-1. 
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I f ^ Y  2 , 

Equation 7.5-1 The energy resolution term added by the local position correction. Here function 

F is a local non-uniformity function (see Figure 7.4-1) with average (F) = 1, A« and Ay are 

corresponding position resolutions (RMS). 

It replaces the non-uniformity term ^{F^) — 1, which does not depend strongly on the 

energy (following the electromagnetic shower structure). A steep increase of Ax and A y corre

sponding to the increase of the l/V^ (Figure 7.3-1, page 7-136) leads to the effective increase of 

the energy resolution stochastic term, despite the Prototype sampling fraction not changing. 

The noise term was determined not from the energy resolution pareunetrization fit but 

from the pedestal events (in each data run). Cluster position for noise (pedestal) measurements 

was supplied from the previous electron event, and the sum (as a function of radius) was calcu

lated using Equation 7.4-6 (page 7-162) in the same way as it was done for the electron. 
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7.5.2 Energy resolution as a function of the impact angle. 

The channeling effect, discussed in Chapter 7.4.1 has a strong impact on the single-

electron energy resolution (Figure 7.4-1). The same figure shows that this effect has a strong an

gular dependence. So one impact angle has a strong influence on the Prototype energy resolution 

(again, for single particles) - Figure 7.5-4. 
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Figure 7.5-4 Prototype energy resolution as a function of the beam impact angle. No position 
correction applied. 

The parametrization of AE/E as a function of angle a was performed using the 3-

parametric function (Equation 7.5-2). Parameters (for all measured energies) are presented in 

Table 7.5-1. 

I  2  ,  P \  

Equation 7.5-2 
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Parameters in Equation 7.5-2 have a clear physical interpretation ; p, is an angular ana

log of the energy constant term, responsible for the angle-independent component of the energy 

resolution. The second parameter describes the range of the energy resolution variations when 

the impact angle changes from zero to 'infinity'. And the last one shows how steep those varia

tions are. 
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Figure 7.5-5 Energy resolution (corrected) as a function of the beam impact angle. 

Before position correction (Figure 7.5-4) After position correction (Figure 7.5-5) 

Pi (%) P2 (%) P3 (deg-') Pi (%) P2 (%) P3 (deg-') 

20 GeV 11.43±0.04 14.00+0.09 0.124±0.03 10.8210.05 12.2810.08 0.10010.003 

50 GeV 7.60±0.04 14.87±0.06 0.138±0.002 5.95+0.04 11.4310.04 0.11010.002 

80 GeV 6.83+0.02 13.76±0.05 0.14510.002 4.85+0.02 10.1810.03 0.132+0.002 

100 GeV 6.62±0.01 13.54±0.04 0.15310.001 4.50+0.02 9.07+0.04 0.13910.002 

193 GeV 6.05±0.01 13.78±0.08 0.16710.002 3.5410.006 9.0510.05 0.17510.002 

Table 7.5-1 Parameters of Figure 7.5-4 and Figure 7.5-5 fits with Equation 7.5-2 
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Parameters in Table 7.5-1 also reflect an improvement, up to a factor of 2, in the energy 

resolution (at the high end of the energy spectrum). Using the parametrization described above, 

one can study the angular dependence of the constant and stochastic terms of the energy resolu

tion. Results of this study are summarized in Figure 7.5-6. 
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Figure 7.5-6 The Constant and Stochastic terms of the Prototype Energy resolution as a function 
of electron impact angle. 

This procedure includes interpolation of the energy resolution as a function of angle and 

then performing the parametrization as a function of energy for intermediate (non-

measured) angles. Smooth behavior of the energy resolution (Figure 7.5-4 and Figure 7.5-5) 

makes this procedure reliable in the range of impact singles corresponding to the tj-coverage of 

the ATLAS FCal. 
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7.5.3 Amount of the dead material in front of the Prototype and the 

energy resolution. 

During the CERN-93 and CERN-95 test runs an additional passive absorber in front of 

the cryostat (Figure 6.2-3) was added to simulate the influence of the beam pipe (pipe itself, 

flanges, pumps), and Central Tracker structures. The measurements were performed for 0, 10, 30 

cm of Aluminum at a -3.6° impact angle, corresponding to the ATLAS FCal central region 

(Figure 7.5-7). 
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Figure 7.5-7 Energy resolution as a function of dead material amount for different beam energies. 

There are five competing effects generated by the additional dead material and influenc

ing the Prototype energy resolution: 

• Decrease of energy reaching the Prototype (visible energy, see Chapter 7.4.6) leads to 

an increase of the stochastic (sampling) term. 

• The same mechanism leads to an effective increase of the electronic noise (after re-

calibration). 

• Longitudinal fluctuations of the EM shower introduce an additional constant term in 
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the energy resolution. More correctly, this contribution slightly decreases with energy because 

high energy showers are longer and less affected by the extra absorber. 

• More electrons interact before entering the I^rototype, so showers have some space to 

develop in the low density absorber. As a result the channeling effects are suppressed. So one 

can expect the constant term in the energy resolution to decrease. 

• The obtained degradation of position measurements (Chapter 7.3.4) results in a less ef

ficient local position correction. Outcome - an increase of the constant term in the position cor

rected energy resolution. Of course this is right only for a corrected response. 

All those effects are presented in Figure 7.5-7, (raw and corrected energy resolutions), and 

Figure 7.5-8 (variations of three resolution terms). 
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7.5-8 Energy resolution terms as a function of dead material in front of the Prototype. 
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7.6 Simulation of the iet EM component measurements bv the 

EM FCal 

There is a substantial difference between single particle response, studied during beam 

tests, and operation of the FCal at a high luminosity hadron collider (LHC). The EM section will 

be hit by multiple photons from 7C° decays (plus, of course, hadrons). 

To simulate handling of the EM jet component experimental spectra obtained from the 

beam test run (CERN-1995) were used. Of course, there were only 5 energy points measured, but 

proper energy binning (Table 7.6-1) and scaling of response can provide reliable interpolations. 

PYTHIA photon energy range Used experimental electron data 

0^0 GeV 20 GeV 

4(h-70 GeV 50 GeV 

704-95 GeV 80 GeV 

95-170 GeV 100 GeV 

Above 170 GeV 193 GeV 

Table 7.6-1 Experimental electron spectra used in the Jet EM 
component simulations. 

Tagging jets from the ZZ—^H°-)ZZ—>4v were used to generate (PYTHIA) a clean set of 

jets in the forward region. After applying a standard jet finder (LUCELL), only jets within the 

interesting angle interval were selected. All hadrons were dropped out of the analysis. After this, 

random responses were generated for each photon using experimental spectra in the random gen

erator. For example, the 30 GeV photon response was generated using 20 GeV electron spectra 

and then scaled by a factor 1.5 to keep average energy 'in place'. 

Average distance between the photons in the FCal at 3.6° is 6.3 mm, what is larger than 

the FCal Prototype transversal non-uniformity scale. So we can pick showers from the data with

out any concern about impact point. 

Of course in this case noise effects are multiplied by the square root of the photon num

ber. But the high energy part of the response is not affected by the electronic noise. Because the 

sum of all FCal channels is used, each photon brings 1.7 GeV of noise (see Chapter 7.1.1). Tak

ing into account that the average (energy weighted) number of photons in a jet cone is 5.5, the 

noise increases only by factor 2.4. 
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Figure 7.6-1 The energy resolution for the jet EM component appears to be insensitive to the 
amount of additional dead material, while degradation of response linearity will require us to 

employ some sort of non-linear response corrections. 

The effect of dead material on the jet EM component was based on runs with corre

sponding extra aluminum blocks in front of the cryostat. Because jet EM energy is generally dis

tributed among a few photons, the impact of dead material on linearity turns out to be stronger 

than for single particles (compare lower plot in Figure 7.6-1 with Figure 7.4-14). 

At the same time the stochastic term of the energy resolution is only slightly affected by 

the dead material - as well as (position corrected) single particle resolution. 
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Figure 7.6-2 Energy resolution of the ATLAS FCal EM section as a function of jet EM energy. 
The constant term almost doubles at small angles, while the stochastic changes slightly. 

Using data acquired at different impact angles, the jet EM component was 'processed' 

for three impact angles (corresponding to the largest pseudorapidity covered by the FCal). Re

sults are presented in Figure 7.6-2. As the impact angle approaches zero, both constant and sto

chastic terms degrade (increase). 

Constant term degradation occurs due to channeling effects of leading showers, but not 

as dramatic as for single particles (compare with Figure 7.5-6). Part of it - thanks to multiple 

photons - goes into the stochastic term 
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7.7 Measurements of hadron energy using the Prototype and 

Iron/Scintillator tail catcher. 

The experimental setup of CERN-95 (see page 6-94), specially its hadronic section, was 

optimized for identification of electromagnetic showers and rejection of pions. Its coarse struc

ture (lCN-20 cm iron absorber), huge (40x40 cm^) scintillators with one side pyramid light guide 

readout (so non-uniform response) as well as insufficient depth^ make the Tail Catcher quite a 

crude device for calorimeter purposes. 

The classic sampling structure of the Tail Catcher has little in common with the LAr 

Tube Hadronic sections of the ATLAS FCal. The organic nature (presence of hydrogen) makes 

scintillators quite sensitive to the neutron component of the hadronic shower, where a LAr Tube 

device has a very limited sensitivity (mostly through ny-reactions). 

Nevertheless, it was decided to try to make some attempts to measure the hadron (pion) 

response using pion runs and the pion contamination component from the electron runs. Pions 

with low leakage into the muon counter (less than 5 MIP) were selected by the off-line analysis 

program. The six scintillators of the Tail Catcher were split into two groups: 

• #l-i4 (with fixed weights to compensate for non-uniform sampling) made section (HC-

1) 

• #5,6 with identical weights were included in HC-2. 

All this was done off-line - during the data taking, scintillators had separate readout and 

digitization channels. 

^EM ~ ^EM 

A'„c = 0.293 X rc, + 0,545 x TĈ  + 0.783 x TC^ + TC^ 

A;;, = tc,+TC, 

X Kc +Kc X Kc 

Equation 7.7-1 Calculation of the pion response using the EM Prototype and Tail Catcher. 

^ Including the EM Prototype - only 5.5^ instrumented plus muon counter behind a 2X block. The 
muon counter was not used in the pion energy reconstruction. 
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Figure 7.7-1 Energy dependent weights for the EM FCal prototype (left) and two sections of the 
hadronic Tail Catcher, used in Equation 7.7-1. 

The weighting procedure Wcis applied to optimize energy resolution AEh/Eh while keep

ing average response <Eh>=Ebeam for each beam setting (energy). Weights were applied to the 

EM section and two Hadronic (described above) sections (Equation 7.7-1). Employing the RMS 

as definition of the AEh/Eh energy resolution allows us to perform simple analytical calculations 

of weights. A summary of the weights calculations is presented in Figure 7.7-1. 

The energy resolution of the 'weighted' EM+HC system is presented in Figure 7.7-2. 

Additional improvement of the hadron energy resolution may be achieved by weighting depend

ing on the longitudinal shower shape (say, using the fraction of energy in the EM section as a pa

rameter). The procedure may consist of the following steps: 

• First estimation of hadron (jet) energy using fixed weights; 

• 1-2 iterations using energy dependent weights (like the ones in Figure 7.7-1); 

• Final correction based on the EM component (contribution of the EM section); 

The energy dependence of weights is quite smooth (almost linear, see Figure 7.7-1). This 

fact allows us to predict that a similar scheme (with energy dependence) for hadronic jets also 

may be built. 
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Figure 7.7-2 Pion energy resolution obtained with 3 energy depending weights : the EM FCal 
prototype and two sections in the Tail Catcher. 

Results of the pion energy resolution parametrization are presented in Figure 7.7-2. 

Those results should not be interpreted as an estimation of the ATLAS FCal hadron energy 

resolution due to the different nature of the hadronic sections (shallow, different sensitive media, 

different absorber, different structure). 
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8. CONCLUSIONS. 

8.1 What is new what was known or used before? 

A novel design for the Forward Calorimeters for High Energy Hadronic Collider detec

tors has been developed and tested. This LAr ionization detector features a radically new shape 

(tubular) of extremely thin (0.25 mm) sensitive gaps. The axial (parallel to the beam) arrange

ment of sensitive tubes in mechanically simple modules is another new feature of this design 

(Chapter 5.2). 

Readout electronics have also been created and tested to comply with the unique electri

cal parameters of the detector. Front-end electronics used in the beam test - cabling, feed-

throughs, preamplifiers and shapers (located remotely from the calorimeter) were the same as 

those proposed for the ATLAS detector and calibration system^'. Track&Hold electronics al

lowed us to easily accommodate almost any type of charge-sensitive ADC for the DAQ system 

(Chapter 6.1.3). 

The high energy (up to 200 GeV) of the test beams created serious problems in the iden

tification of beam particles (e/jc/|i separation). The traditionally employed pre-shower was not 

used because it rejects electrons with late interactions and can create a serious bias in the results. 

Late interacting electrons are especially interesting because they allow us to study channeling ef

fects in "axial" (sub-projective) calorimeters. Longitudinal shower shape in the Tail Catcher 

(leakage after the EM prototype) analysis was used to identify impact particles. 

Special hardware and software efforts were used in this identification process. They in

clude the development of the Iron/Scintillator calorimeter optimized for detection of hadronic 

shower leakage as well as for identification of muons contaminating the electron beam. Informa

tion from this calorimeter was used at the trigger level and in the off-line analysis (Chapter 6.2). 

A high precision tracking system made possible not only satisfactory determination of 

the particle impact point (Table 7.1-2), but also the removal from the analysis of particles which 

experienced inelastic scattering. As a result the typical low energy tail in the electron response 

spectrum was eliminated, as well as tails in the position resolution function (Chapters 7.1.3, 

Recently the readout system was revised. Employment of summing transformers allowed us to 
decrease the number of preamplifiers, ensuring impedance matching between the ganged tubes and signal 
cables. 
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7.3.2) 

Non-uniform (locally, in the tube scale) transverse structure of the sensitive media (in 

comparison with other existing Electromagnetic calorimeters) required us to find a new approach 

to reconstruction of shower position. A two-dimensional, multi-parameter likelihood method was 

developed to disclose the potential of the tested prototype (Chapter 7.2.2). 

Channeling effects were studied using shower coordinates determined by the calorimeter 

itself (Chapters 7,4.1, 7.4.2). Precise mapping of the calorimeter response as a function of impact 

point allows us to perform the response correction on an event-by-event basis and to improve en

ergy resolution. 

A simulation study of pile-up and jet reconstruction in the calorimeter system did help to 

understand the effects of the EndCap/FCal geometry on the performance of the calorimeter sys

tem (Chapter 4.2). 

8.2 Significance of obtained results. 

The Arizona Group design for radiation hard, axial tube LAr Calorimeter, employing fast 

charge collection in a thin sensitive gap, proved its reliability and was chosen as the Baseline for 

the Forward Calorimeter in the ATLAS project. Beam tests demonstrated high stability, accept

able energy and position resolution of the prototypes. Engineering and Physics Simulation stud

ies demonstrated serious advantages of the Integrated FCal in comparison to the earlier Very 

Forward design. 

The remote (-1 m from detector) location of the front-end electronics was proved to be 

adequate for the experiment goals, thanks to an electronically clean calorimeter and proper de

sign of preamplifiers. This allows us to locate the electronics outside the cryostat, solving the 

problem of liquid heating (and contamination) and dramatically lowering the requirements for 

thermal stability of all electronic components. 

Significant improvements in the electronic schematics were implemented between the 

1993 and 1995 beam tests, especially in the calibration system. New solutions allowed us to cali

brate the electronics not only by a pulse applied to the pre-amplifier input, but also by a pulse 

passed through the signal cable to the detector and reflected from the open end of the sensitive 

tube(s). This approach opens the opportunity to push the feedthroughs and cables, running into 

the cryostat, to an absolute minimum number (signal cables only) and to place all the electronics 

out of the cold volume. 
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A new approach to position reconstruction in calorimetry allowed us to improve position 

resolution. Moreover, using the 2D likelihood method^® intrinsically excludes any kind of S-

shapes and required no additional corrections. This method has a lot of other unique features. In 

the presented study the 2D likelihood method was used in the off-line analysis, but progress in 

neuron-net systems can soon move it to a hardware level for pattern recognition. We also see 

some applications for this approach in other fields of High Energy Physics (like trigger solutions 

and event reconstruction in the complicated LHC environment). 

The excellent position resolution of the calorimeter allowed us to study transverse non-

uniformity (channeling) without using an external tracking system (scintillating hodoscope in 

1993 and MWPC arrays in 1995). Dependencies of the channeling effect on the impact angle, 

amount of dead material in front of the detector, and beam energy supplied important information 

about the fine structure of the EM shower, especially about the core behavior. Most of those is

sues were not so important before, because preceding detectors used much more (transversely) 

uniform designs. 

8.3 Author's contribution. 

The author joined the Arizona team at the stage of final preparations of the first (BNL-

93) beam test of the Prototype. At that time his main responsibility was arrangement of the trig

ger/tracking system and ensuring high quality data. It included development and tuning of the 

hardware trigger system (NIM standard units were used) and preparing and arranging the scintil

lating (beam, VETO, etc. - see Chapter 6.2) and Lead Glass counters. 

This trigger system was used to synchronize the whole DAQ system with the accelerator 

beam and provided a hardware level of particle identification, rejection of early showering elec

trons, in- and off-spill in-Run calibration of electronics, and in- and off-spill determination of 

pedestals. Also, the trigger system provided an opportunity to make special pedestal and calibra

tion runs using the off-spill period. 

The trigger/tracking system was one of the author's responsibilities during all further 

tests (CERN-93 and -95). No data was lost or spoiled because of trigger system malfunctions, 

and setting/tuning time was minimal. 

The author also contributed to the development of the on-line analysis software, espe-

This method is a software implementation of the Neural Net techniques; 
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cially in particle identification (using digitized signals from leakage detectors), on-line correc

tions to calorimeter response (leakage correction) and tracking/position reconstruction. 

Off-line analysis of the beam data (1993) was performed by 3 people in parallel to mini

mize subjective biases. Some procedures were used by all off-liners, like cross-talk corrections 

(developed by C. Zeitnitz) and position reconstruction (author). In 1995 the complete data analy

sis was performed by the author (except high voltage dependence studies). 

The author's concentration on position measurements forced him to look for new ap

proaches to position reconstruction in calorimetry. The traditional Center of Gravity (with cor

rections and/or non-linear weighting) was found unsatisfactory in the case of the Axial Tube de

sign with a (relatively) dense calorimeter and coarse transverse segmentation. As a result a 2-

Dimensional, Multi-parameter Likelihood method was developed and applied to the data from 

the test runs. This method allowed us to achieve very good position resolution for calorimeter 

with quite a unconventional structure of the sensitive media. 

A study of the position resolution (together with electronics studies) did help to choose 

the FCal segmentation for the ATLAS Technical Proposal and for Prototype-95. Ganging of four 

tubes together to form a readout channel was found acceptable from both electronics noise and 

spatial resolution considerations. Beam test CERN-95 confirmed this choice. 

Results of the beam tests (BNL-93 and CERN-93) were reported at the International 

Conference on Calorimetry at BNL in October 1994 and in seminars at the University of Ari

zona, University of Tennessee (Knoxville), and Oak Ridge National Laboratory. Those results 

were also published [xxxii]. Latest results, presented in this Thesis, were reported at the Interna

tional Conference on Calorimetry at Frascati in 1996. Materials will be submitted to NIM in a 

short time. 
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